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1
Introduction

Depuis longtemps, l'idée de symétrie est un outil fondamental de la physique des particules. Les
exemples les plus probants en sont donnés par les résultats remarquables concernant les théories de
jauge basées sur les groupes 51/(2) x U(I) et 51/(3) de symétrie interne, d'une part; et la théorie
de la relativité générale, basée sur une symétrie espace-temps d'autre part. Tant du point de vue
microscopique que du point de vue macrocospique, ces deux parties de la physique des particules
rendent compte de toutes les expériences produites à ce jour, jusqu'à des énergies de l'ordre du
GeV.
Devant de tels résultats, il est normal de vouloir unifier ces théories dans une théorie grande
unifiée et qui rendrait compte d'expériences effectuées à des énergies plus élevées. Les théories les
plus prometteuses à ce jour sont la supersymétrie et les théories de cordes, ces deux notions se mêlant
à leur tour pour une théorie de supercordes. L'objet fondamental des théories de (super) cordes
est une ligne (corde) ouverte ou fermée, qui remplace la notion usuelle de particule (ponctuelle).
Cette corde, en se déplaçant dans l'espace ambiant (à d > 4 dimensions), décrit une surface à
deux dimensions, appelée surface d'univers. Le Lagrangien associé à de telles théories est alors
celui d'une théorie des champs à deux dimensions. Ainsi, bien qu'étudiant un modèle dans un
espace à d dimensions, nous en sommes "réduits" à travailler en 2 dimensions, sur des surfaces qui,
mathématiquement, sont des surfaces de Riemann.
Remarquons dès à présent que le fait de déboucher sur une théorie des champs à deux dimensions
permet d'accéder à d'autres domaines de la physique, tels que la physique statistique (avec les
phénomènes de transition de phase du 2 e ordre) ou les systèmes intégrables.
Dans les cordes, le groupe de symétrie qui apparaît naturellement est le groupe conforme. Ce
groupe a la particularité, à deux dimensions, d'être de dimension infuiie. D est évident que l'étude
d'un tel groupe, ainsi que de son algèbre associée, est fondamental dans la compréhension de ces
théories. Classer les représentations de l'algèbre conforme (dite algèbre de Virasoro) est une des
grandes courses de la physique des théories conformes actuellement. En particulier, dans le cas
où la représentation admet un nombre fini de champs primaires (i.e. se transformant comme des
différentielles sous Virasoro), le modèle associé est entièrement soluble. On parle dans ce cas de
représentations minimales, et le modèle associé est donc intégrable.
Une partie de la classification a déjà été réalisée (concernant les représentations c < 1) qui fait
jouer un rôle prépondérant à d'autres algèbres de dimension infinie : les algèbres de Kac-Moody.
Les algèbres de Kac-Moody sont des algèbres de courant s'appuyant sur des algèbres de Lie de
dimension finie Q (symétrie interne) et dont la variable continue z est définie sur le cercle 5'.
Elles correspondent à une quantification des algèbres de boucle C°°(S^;G) s G(S1), c'est-à-dire de
l'ensemble des applications C°° qui envoient le cercle dans l'algèbre G- Elles sont notées Gk(S'),
où k (le niveau de l'algèbre) est un nombre qui correspond à l'extension centrale résultant de la
quantification.
En ce qui concerne le lien entre les algèt/es de Kac-Moody et l'algèbre de Virasoro, celui-ci
peut être vu à deux niveaux :
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- d'une part, l'algèbre de Virasoro V est l'algèbre des dérivations extérieures de chaque algèbre
de Kac-Moody Qk(S1), ce qui permet de réaliser la somme semi-directe VOQk(S[)
- d'autre part, les remarquables constructions de Sugawara et de Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO)
permettent d'exprimer les générateurs de Virasoro comme produits de générateurs de Kac-Moody.
Ce sont ces constructions qui interviennent dans la classification des représentations unitaires minimales c < 1.
Dans les théories de cordes, le lien unissant les algèbres de Kac-Moody et l'algèbre de Virasoro
est mis en évidence dans les modèles de WZW. Ces modèles décrivent une corde se déplaçant
dans une variété de groupe G (d'algèbre G)- Le Lagrangien associé admet alors comme algèbre de
symétrie interne, l'algèbre de Kac-Moody Gk(S1) associée à G, si bien que la somme semi-directe
VOQk(S1) apparaît directement comme algèbre de symétrie.
Les algèbres de Kac-Moody apparaissent aussi dans le modèle de la corde hétérotique, où les
états de matière sont classés dans la représentation de niveau k = I des algèbres de Kac-Moody
construites sur £!g x Eg ou Spin(32)/^2Sous l'angle des constructions de Sugawara et GKO, comme sous celui des dérivations d'une
algèbre de Kac-Moody, on comprend que l'on puisse considérer les algèbres de Kac-Moody comme
les racines sur lesquelles l'arbre ramifié de l'algèbre de Virasoro prend essor. C'est le point de
vue adopté dans la présente thèse, qui se propose d'expliciter une généralisation des algèbres de
Kac-Moody et de mettre en évidence les liens possibles entre ces a'"èbres et l'algèbre de Virasoro,
ses généralisations ou ses analogues en dimension plus grande que _.
On a vu que les algèbres de Kac-Moody Gk(S1) sont des extensions des algèbres de boucles
G(S' j . Le but des premiers articles a donc été de définir des algèbres de boucles généralisées pour
ensuite calculer leurs extensions.
Dans un premier temps, on peut remplacer le cercle 5' par un super-cercle S1 x Gi, où Gi
est l'algèbre de Grassmann à 1 générateur 6. L'algèbre de boucle devient donc Cz(S1 x G|), mais
une nouvelle situation apparaît lorsque l'on veut calculer les extensions de ces algèbres. En effet,
au lieu d'avoir une classe de cocyles comme dans le cas de G(S1), il y en a plusieurs, et même
une infinité. Parmi cette infinité, il est possible de choisir un cocyde astucieux tel que l'algèbre de
dérivation de l'algèbre de Kac-Moody ainsi formée soit juste la version supersymétrique de l'algèbre
de Virasoro (i.e. l'algèbre de Ramond, Neveu-Schwarz -RNS-). Toujours avec cette algèbre de
Kac-Moody étendue, on peut définir des constructions de type Sugawara et GKO pour obtenir
les générateurs de RNS comme produits des générateurs de l'algèbre de Kac-Moody étendue. Une
version supersymétrique des modèles de WZW peut aussi être construite, qui admet comme algèbre
de symétrie la somme semi-directe d'une algèbre de Kac-Moody étendue et de l'algèbre de RNS.
Au vu de ces résultats, on passe tout naturellement du supercercle 5' x Gi au N-supercercle
S1 x Gv. Là encore, on peut calculer tous les cocycles (qui sont toujours regroupés en une infinité
de classes), ainsi que les algèbres de dérivation de ces algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues. C'est ce
qui est présenté dans le papier "Extended Super-Kac-Moody Algebras and their Super-Derivation
Algebras" par R. Coquereaux, L. Frappât, E. Ragoucy et P. Sorba (Comm. Math. Phys. 133
(1990) 1).
Outre la construction des cocyles et le détermination des algèbres de dérivation, le résultat
principal de ce papier est la non-existence (pour N > 1) d'une algèbre de Kac-Moody basée sur
G(S1 x GN) et telle que son algèbre de dérivation contient la version N-supersymétrique de l'algèbre
de Virasoro, i.e. les algèbres superconformes SC(N). Par contre, de nouvelles algèbres possédant
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cette caractéristique y sont présentées.
Le cas N = 2 est d'un certain point de vue, spécial. En effet, dans le cas particulier des
algèbres abéliennes on peut construire de nouvelles extensions centrales (qui ne rentraient pas dans
la classification présentée dans le papier ci-dessus). On peut alors mettre en évidence la relation
qui existe entre l'algèbre d'Ademollo et al. N=2 et la super-Kac-Moody (N=2) bâtie sur U(I).
Des torsions (twists) de ce U(I) sont aussi présentées, permettant de construire les versions antipériodiques et twistées de l'algèbre d'Ademollo et al. en question. ("Super-Kac-Moody Algebras
and the N = 2 Superconformai Case" par E. Ragoucy et P. Sorba (Phys. Lett. B245 (1990) 245)).
Dans un deuxième temps, au lieu d'ajouter des supersymétries au cercle, on peut directement
remplacer 5 ' par une variété compacte sans bord M. On passe alors des cordes à des membranes
(dim. M = 2) ou plus généralement des p-branes (dim M = p). L'analogue de l'algèbre de Virasoro
dans ce cas est l'algèbre des difféomorphismes qui conservent l'aire de M: SDiff(M). Définissant
une algèbre de boucle sur M, G(M), on peut alors calculer toutes les classes de cocycles et chercher si
SDiIF(A/) est l'algèbre de dérivation d'une algèbre de Kac-Moody bien choisie. Il n'en est rien, mais
on peut montrer, par contre, qu'il y a une correspondance biunivoque entre SDiIF(M) et l'ensemble
des classes de cocycles sur G(M). Ces résultats sont présentés dans le papier "Generalized KacMoody Algebras and the DifFeomorphism Group of a Closed Surface" par L. Frappât, E. Ragoucy,
P. Sorba et F. Thuillier (Nucl. Phys. B334 (1990) 250).
Enfin, on peut synthétiser les approches précédentes en étudiant les algèbres de boucles du
type G(M x GK), OÙ M est une variété compacte sans bord, et G/v l'algèbre de Grassmann à
Af générateurs. On peut de nouveau étudier les cocycles de G(M x G/v) ainsi que les algèbres
de dérivation des algèbres de Kac-Moody associées. Une application immédiate de cette étude
se trouve dans le cas des supermembranes, et on peut, dans ce cadre, construire une algèbre de
Kac-Moody étendue dont l'algèbre de dérivation contient SDifF(M). Une fois ce résultat obtenu, on
peut, comme dans le cas des algèbres de Virasoro et RNS, faite une construction de type Sugawara,
qui permet d'exprimer les générateurs SDiff(M) comme produit de générateurs de l'algèbre de KacMoody étendue. La lettre "An attempt to relate area-preserving diffeomorphisms to Kac-Moody
algebras" par E. Ragoucy et P. Sorba (Lett, in Math. Phys. 21 (1991) 329) présente ces résultats.
Au lieu d'aborder la relation algèbres de Kac-Moody-algèbre de Virasoro sous l'angle des
algèbres de dérivation, on peut aussi directement regarder les constructions de Sugawara et GKO
possibles. Ainsi, les algèbres conformes étendues Wn, où on agrandit l'algèbre de Virasoro en y
ajoutant des champs primaires de poids conforme n > 2, peuvent être réalisées par des constructions de Sugawara et GKO généralisées sur des algèbres de Kac-Moody usuelles Gk(S*). Si on
considère une algèbre de Kac-Moody étendue Gk(S1 x Gt), on peut alors étendre ces constructions
pour former des algèbres de type super- Wn, où, en plus d'un champ primaire de poids n > 2, on
a aussi une supersymétrie. Dans le papier "A Coset Construction for the Super-TVs Algebra" par
K. Hornfeck et E. Ragoucy (Nucl. Phys. B343 (1990) 225), une réalisation de l'algèbre 5W 3 est
ainsi présentée.
Toujours sous l'angle des constructions de Sugawara et GKO, on peut aussi regarder les "perturbations" possibles de telles constructions. Ainsi, on a récemment mis en évidence une "perturbation" de la construction de Sugawara pour l'algèbre de Kac-Moody 5(7(2)4 qui permet
d'obtenir presque toutes les théories c = 1 de l'algèbre de Virasoro. Passant à nos algèbres de
Kac-Moody étendues, on peut itérer ce travail pour une algèbre de Kac-Moody Gk(S1 x Gi) où
G = 51/(2) x 51/(2) et qui permet de retrouver une partie de la classification des théories super-
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conformes à c = | .
"New realizations of the super Virasoro algebra at c = jj" par E. Ragoucy et P. Sorba (Phys.
Lett B256 (1991) 30).
Notons que pour ce genre de calcul, un formalisme assez lourd est employé, qui fait appel à la
technique dite des développements de produits d'opérateurs (OPE). Cette technique a été étudiée
en profondeur dans le papier "Wick Theorems for Local Chiral Conformai Fields" par E. Ragoucy
et F. Thuillier (Preprint LAPP-TH-283/90 soumis à publication à Int. Journ. of Mod. Phys. A).
Une application directe de cette étude se trouvant dans une réalisation en construction de Sugawara "perturbée" par une algèbre de Kac-Moody s'appuyant sur das superalgèbres de dimension
finie. En particulier, le cas de la superalgèbre 05p(l|2) a conduit à une nouvelle réalisation de la
théorie conforme c = - f j .
"General construction of the Virasoro algebra from superalgebras" par L. Frappât, E. Ragoucy
et F. Thuillier (preprint LAPP-TH-326/91, à paraître dans Phys. Lett. B).
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Chapitre 1
Algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues et applications : une approche pédagogique.
Nous présentons dans ce chapitre la revue mentionnée plus haut, compilation des publications
traitant des algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues. Cette revue de synthèse permettra au lecteur d'avoir
une vue d'ensemble sur le sujet. Comme le suggère le titre, elle se divise en deux parties:
Dans la première partie, nous donnons les outils mathématiques nécessaires à la construction
des algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues, à savoir la réalisation du cocycle u> sous la forme:

[

dî (VY)X

avec

divV = 0

JM

et l'équation donnant les champs de vecteurs C qui sont V-compatibles:
[C,V] + [divC)V = 0
Dans la deuxième partie, nous appliquons ces résultats à différents cas tels que:
- Les algèbres superconformes
- Les difféomorphismes préservant l'aire d'une surface
- Les algèbres de Krichever-Novikov.
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Introduction.

The importance of Kac-Moody algebras has been increasing since 1984 because of the essential
role they play in two dimensional conformai theoriesll], themselves covering a rather wide domain
in theoretical physics. Indeed in string theory, the string develops a two-dimensional surface in the
space in which it is embedded, i.e. the world sheet. Conformai transformations on the world sheet
leave the string action invariant. In statistical mechanics, conformai invariant quantum field theory
describes the critical behaviour of systems at 2 n d order phase transitions. Conformai invariance
is also present in integrable systems. As a (good) example, Toda field theories associn'ed with
simple Lie algebras are both integrable and conformally invariant. Their conformai str. ure can
be derived from their integrability properties, and directly shows up in the .R-matrix solution of
the classical Yang-Baxter equation [2]
In their fundamental paper [3], Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov have in particular shown
that two-dimensional conformai field theories (CFT) can be treated from a group theoretical point of
view. The basic ingredient is the two-dimensional conformai algebra, which is infinite dimensional,
and its central extension, called the Virasoro algebra V. The infinite dimensional algebras directlj
constructed from simple Lie algebras Q as (central extensions of) the set jf maps from the circle
5' into G, and called Kac Moody (KM) algebras are directly related to the Virasoro algebra.
Tt>ey appear in two-dimensional current algebras when considering a massless spinor (or scalar)
field, such a model leading to an exactly solvable CFT. They are the two-dimensional expression
of gauge symmetry in string theory : let us remember that in the heterotic string model, string
states are classified in a representation of the Kac-Moody algebra of the gauge group Eg x Eu or
Spin(32)/Z2 [4]. The best example of the deep connection between a Kac-Moody algebra and the
Virasoro algebra is without doubt given by the Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models [5], where
both algebras are symmetries of such field theories.
From an algebraic point of view, for each KM algebra £ ( 5 ' ) - where 5 ' is the one-dimensional
circle and the "denotes the central extension of the loop algebra Q(S1), see below for more precise
definitions — one can construct the semi-direct sum : Ç/(S')nV, the Virasoro generators acting
as I : e derivatives on the elements of G(S1). An illustration of this property might be given by
the Sugawara construction, which allows a realization of the Virasoro algebra from a Kac-Moody
one. It is in part because of the semi- direct structure and of the Sugawara construction that one
can determine, through the famous Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO^ construction, the minimal unitary
representations of V from the unitary representations of some G(S1) algebras [6].
Now, we would like to point out the two following properties. First, most of the results obtained
up to now in two dimensions conformai theories need for G only the simple algebra SU(2) (we ignore
now the string models with E 8 or spin(32) unification groups) : examples can be given by the
A.D.E. classification [7] of modular invariant partition functions for "minimal" conformai theories,
or by the GKO coset construction [6] of minim.il theories. The use of bigger G algebras, that is
algebras containing SU(2), opens new roads : the Wn algebras, whose interest increased recently,
in particular with their appearance [8] in Toda field theories [9] (based on groups G, bigger than
SU(2)!).
As a second remark, the Virasoro algebra which is actually the central extension of the algebra
13
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Vect(5') of the diffeomorphisms group on the 5' circle (see section 2.5 below) acts effectively on
the circle variable of the KM algebra G(S1) and its action is independent of the structure of the
algebra G- This remark may look naive, but shows explicitly the role of the continuous part of the
KM algebra.
Therefore, in the same way the "fundamental" SU(2) algebra can be enlarged, it is rather
natural to ask oneself what can be learned when increasing this continuous 2-part. Such a program
can be achieved in different ways, for example by :
i) supersymmetrizing the S 1 circle, i.e. replacing it by the oupercircle 5' x G,v where G,y stands
for the Grassmann algebra generated by JV Grassmann variables On, a = 1,..., JV.
ii) enlarging the S1 circle to a smooth compact manifold M of dimension bigger than 1.
iii) imposing simultaneously i) and ii) that is considering algebras of the form:
C^(MXGN)QG
with dimM > 1.
As soon as as the loop algebra G(S1) is extended to i) a super loop algebra, ii) a surface algebra,
or iii) a super surface algebra, two main new features, in the context of the previous discussion,
show up. The first one concerns the central extensions problem : contrarily to the usual KM
case, the number of possible central extensions is no more one, up to a multiplicative constant, but
infinite. The second point is relative to the diffeomorphism algebra Vect(M x G,\ ) : given a specific
central extension w of G[M x G\) only some of these super vector fields will share the property of
acting as a derivation on the corresponding extended KM algebra G[M x Gs). It follows that only
a subalgebra of VeCt(M X GK) — and its central extensions — can be used to build a semi-direct
sum with G(M x Gv).
These are the problems which will be treated in detail in this review paper, as well as some
applications in superconformai theories, and in (super) membrane theories. Two main sections will
naturally appear hereafter. In Part I, after some reminder about Kac Moody algebras (section 2) a
general construction of central extensions -or one-cocycle w- for extended algebras G(M X G/v) are
performed (section 3). Then a study of the diffeomorphisms on M x G/v which act as derivations
on the algebras CL(M x G/v) is achieved. The constraints for these diffeomorphisms are expressed
by an algebraic relation allowing to determine the subalgebra generated by such a "w-compatible"
diffeomorphism (section 4). In these two last sections M is supposed to be a smooth compact
manifold: we relax this condition in section 5. Let us mention for the interested reader that, in
order to leave more explicit the results contained in this first part, the rather long proof of the
general theorem on the determination of the cocycles is given in appendix A. We also remind in
appendix B the OPE formulation for a KM algebra.
In Part II, are first studied the algebras Ç/(S' x G/v) in connection with superconformai theories
(section 6). We start by recalling [10] that the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) algebra can be
seen as the diffeomorphism algebra compatible with a particular central extension of G(S1 x Gi ).
However it appears that the popular JV-superconformai algebras (5C(JV)), also called Ademollo
et al. algebras [11], aie not, for N > 2, derivation algebras of some super KM algebra Gu(S1 x G/v).
For JV = 2, it is shown that only a J7(l)/v=2 superloop algebra can be extended to a KM U(1)N=2
one in such a way that the semi-direct sum J7(l)/v=2nSC'(JV = 2) is valid. Such a result prevents
us from constructing directly e, WZW model with JV = 2 superconformal symmetry. In a sake of
completeness we also relate the approach based on complex structures and allowing in particular
to construct the algebra SC(N = 2) from only one Grassmann variable. Coming back to our
method, we select for JV < 2 a family of "compatible" algebras which may constitute a new type
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of superconformai algebras. Let us add that a complete list of compatible algebras related to
C^(S1 x G[) is given in appendix D, while appendix E shows a possible connection between a
/V = 3 Super KM algebra and the 5C(2) algebra.
Then, the case of the algebras C(M) where M is a smooth compact surface of dimension greater
than one is met (isction 7). One may immediately think that the one-dimensional string becomes a
membrane if diinA/ = 2, or a p-brane if dimM = p > 2. Then a basic algebra is the area-preserving
diffeomorphisin algebra, also denoted by SDiff(M). Such an algebra appears as the symmetry
algebra of a closed bosonic membrane [12]. Arguments to regognize in SDiff(Af) two types of
SU(oo) algebras, following the topology of M (torus or sphere), have been already developed
[13,14] in connection with the interesting equivalence between the Hamiltonian description of the
spherical bosonic membrane and the SU(N) (N —» oo) Yang-Mills theory. More recently, SDiff(M)
showed up in the framework of Zamolodchikov IVn algebras, a limit W00 of Wn (n —» oo) being
related to the area-preserving diffeomorphisms of a cylinder [15]. It might also be interesting to
remark that SDiff(M) had been considered more than twenty years ago as a configuration space
for an idr J. fi id filling the domain M [16].
Moreover, replacing M by a supermanifold M ® GV leads to E"peralgebras of the type G(M ®
Gv). Constructing the possible central extensions of such algebras and determining the associated
compatible diffeomorphisms will just be a generalization of the problem described above. A detailed
study of the non-supersymmetric case will show that SDiff(M) cannot be seen as the derivation
algebra of a KM algebra G^(M), although SDhT(Af) enjoys a particular position in Diff(M) [17].
But introducing supersymmetry, it then appears possible to construct central extensions u> for
5(M ® G\), N = 1 or 2, such that SDiff(M) completely shows up in the associated derivation
algebras [18] (see also appendix F).
Finally, as an example of KM algebras defined on non-compact surfaces, we study in section 8
the case of two dimensional compact minus two points surfaces (punctured surfaces). Proceeding
as before, we consider the possible cocycles and their compatible derivation algebras. Here, the
Virasoro algebra acting on the circle S1 is naturally replaced by the so-called Krichever-Novikov
[19] algebras. Generalisation to the supersymmetric case is also presented.
One may remark that sections 7 and 8 deal with two-dimensional surfaces from two different
points of view: the connections (and differences) of these approaches are commented in appendix
C.
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Part I

FUNDAMENTALS
2

The usual Kac-Moody algebras.

In this section, we recall the basic notions on Kac-Moody (KM) algebras we want to generalize.
This pedestrian section will be taken as a guide for our generalization.
2.1

Loop algebra

Let G be a complex finite dimensional Lie algebra, with generators T", a = 1,..., dim(/, satisfying
the commutation relations :
[T", T6] = i}abrTr
(2.1)
a6c
The structure constants /
are chosen to be totally antisymmetric.
Denoting by C[z, z~']| 2 | = 1 the ring of Laurent polynomials in the complex variable z, with
|z| = 1, one defines (affinization) the loop algebra of G as the complex vector space :
Loop(G) = C(S 1 ) = C[z,z-'] | 2 | = 1 9 G

(2.2)

A natural basis is provided by the elements zm ® T" = T£ (m G Z), with
[T",, T6] = [T", T6] ® zmzn = if,fTrcn+n

(2.3)

As any Lie algebra, the loop algebras satisfy the Jacoby identity:
[T", [Tn6, Tri] + [Tn6, [If, T" ]] + [Tl, K , Tn6]] = 0
which reads for the structure constants

(2.4)

1

fd\fc\)

(2.5)

=0

This algebra may also be viewed as the set Map(5',Ç7) of functions on S1 which take value in
Q. Let us also remark that the condition \z\ = 1 may be enlarged to z ^ 0, the loop algebra being
in that case denned on the complex plan minus the origin, or equivalently on the punctured sphere
(see section 8.1). For more details on KM algebras, see for instance [20].
To conclude this short paragraph, let us Ax the notations for the Cartan basis. This basis is
constituted with the r = rankd Cartan generators H\ i = l,...,r and (dhaG - r) step operators
E±n, which satisfy
[H',E±a]=:±a' E±a

I

mm
a+3

e.{a,0)E
a.H

if (a + /3) is a root
if a + /3 = 0

(2.6)
(2.7)

0
otherwise
The (r-dimensional) vectors a = (a',...,a r ) are the roots of the algebra and e(a,/3) = ±1 the
Chevalley 2-cocycles. This basis is (in particular) well adapted for the study of twisted algebras.
' Note that this constraint is the same as foi the finite dimensional Lie algebra Q: the affiniiation does not provide
any new constraint.
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2.2

Twists of loop algebras.

Let us now briefly recall the notion of twist for the usual loop algebras. This notion extends
naturally to KM algebras. These algebras have been introduced by Kac [21] in its classification of
simple Lie algebras of infinite dimension.
We take an automorphism T of the finite dimensional algebra G'
(2.8)
r

l

of finite order P ( T ' ' = 1). Then, the twisted algebra G^ \S ) obtained from the loop algebra
G(S1 ) and T, is constructed from the generators T" ® f(z) such that

Decomposing Ç on the eigenspaces of r : G{m) (m = 1,...,P - 1) with r(T")
T" £ G(m), we obtain a basis for C)
T1?

with

T e m + PZ

-

for

when

Ta 6 G(m)

(2.10)

when

Ta 6 £ (m)

(2.11)

Note that the algebra is isomorphic to the algebra
T°

with

rE^ +Z

One can then prove[21] that the twisted algebra Q(p\Sl) is not conjugate to the untwisted one
G(S1) if and only if r is an outer automorphism of G(S1). In that case, the twist is called non
trivial. Considering the case of semi-simple Lie algebras, it is known that the outer automorphisms
correspond to the symmetries of the Dynkin diagramm of G(S1 ) . They are at most of order 3.
As an example, we consider the (non-trivial) twisted SU(Z)W algebra. Taking the Cartan basis
with the roots
(2.12)
ot = v 2 (- — ) : 3 = v 2 (-,
) and T = <x 4- Q
2

2

2

2

the outer automorphism r exchanges the loots a and (3. Then, denning

5* = Eia + E±a

and

P* = E±a - E±a

(2.13)

the basis for SU(Z)W is constituted of the elements (T is of order 2)
"2m
"2m+l

2.3

3

i
i

2m
u

2m+\

'

O

• 2m+1

(2.14)
(2.15)

Central extension of a loop algebra.
In this section, we introduce the notion of central extension for a loop algebra G(S1).

We want to enlarge the loop algebra G(S1) by adding a new element e. Since we add a new
generator, we make an extension of the algebra. Moreover, e will be taken in the center of the loop
algebra:
[e,T£] = 0, Vm G Z, Vo = l,...,dimÇ?
(2.16)
18
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so that we deal with central extensions of the algebra. Then, the commutators of the loop algebra
are modified as
The new commutators defined in (2.17) are still antisymmetric and satisfy the Jacobi identity. This
imposes constraints on u>:
Ui(TZ,, [^n) ^p]) + WX,

[Tp, TZ,]) + Ui(T^, [TZ,, T n ]) = 0

Ui(TZ,,T^) = ~ul[TniTZ,)

(2.18)
(2.19)

The bilinear forms satisfying (2.18) and (2.19) are called Lie algebra cocycles: determining a central
extension is equivalent to determine the Lie algebra cocycle w.
There are two types of central extensions: a central extension is called trivial when the new
algebra is equivalent to the old one. As an example of trivial central extension, we consider the
case of a loop algebra based on a semi-simple Lie algebra G, with the extension:

[TZ,, TZl = ifbrTZ,+n + F({TZ,X])e

(2.20)

1

where F is some linear function on G(S ). It is easy to show that F defines a cocycle because
the commutator [.,.] is antisymmetric and satisfies the Jacobi identity. Then, introducing the
generators

TZ1 = TZ, + F(TZ,) *

(2.21)

one recognizes the commutation relations of the (non extended) Lie algebra:
r*rna "T^] = 2 fa6 Tr

(1 22^

so that the new algebra is isomorphic to the old one. Of course, we are interested in non trivial
central extensions, i.e. those which really extend G(S1). As far as the finite dimensional Lie algebras
are concerned, there is no non trivial central extension. But, this is not the case for loop algebras.
2.4

Kac-Moody algebras and Hochschild (cyclic) cohomology

Now, to determine w, we choose the Lie algebra G (semi-) simple, and denote by <, > the Killing
form on G. Then, one can rewrite u> as
ui(T^,T6) =< T", Tb > $(zm,zn)

*(/.«)=-*(*/)

1

with$ some bilinear form on C^(S ).
(2.18) and (2.19) read for $

(2.23)

As the Killing form is bilinear and symmetric, the constraints
)=0

(2.24)
(2.25)

for f,g, h e C°°(Sl). (2.24) means that $ is a Hochschild 1-cocycle of C ^ S 1 ) whereas (2.25)
shows that this cocycle is cyclic. Thus, there is a one to one correspondance between the Lie algebra
cocycles and the (Hochschild) cyclic cocycles [22]. In other words, the cohomology of loop algebras
corresponds to the cyclic cohomology of C^(S 1 ). But the cohomology of C°°(S') is known: there
is only one (up to a multiplicative constant k) non trivial cocyle on C^(S1) [23]. It takes the form
àz f(z)\d*g(z)
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Note that a trivial cocycle OfC^(S') (also called a coboundary) should be of the form [22]:
*triv(/.*) = (dtP)(f,9) = Af9) - A9f)
(2.27)
with some form ip on C^(S ). But fg = gf, or in other words C^(S') is an abelian algebra, so
that $triv = O- there is n o coboundary on C^(S1 ). Thus, any cocycle is non-trivial. This remark
will be of some help in the proof given in appendix A.
1

Coming back to w, we write it as
ui(T" Tb) =
\

mi

n/

(fa

o»«

(2.28)

It is the only non trivial central extension for G[S1). We denote the corresponding (extended) T,ie
algebra G(S')k- It is called an (affine) Kac-Moody algebra. Its commutation relations read

K , Tb] = if?Tcm+n - -mSm+n <T°,Tb>e
2.5

keR

(2.29)

Derivation algebra

Now that we have introduced the KM algebras Gk{Sl), let us study their derivation algebra.
We first consider the algebra of the diffeomorphism group Diff(5'). It is identified with the algebra
of vector fields, VeCt(S1 ), and is generated by:
(2.30)

Cj = /(z)A
/ being a smooth function of the z variable. Choosing as basis elements
Lm = -z'"+ 1 ^

(2.31)

we have the commutation relations :
[Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Lm+n
Vect(S' ) is of course the derivation algebra of the loop algebra Cz(S1 ):

(2.32)
(2.33)

but it is also the derivation algebra of the KM algebra
[Lm,Ln]
L

i m,i n ]

= (m - n)Lm+n
=

(2-34)
(2.35)

-nlm+n

(2.36)
1

Calling Derfc(S') the derivation algebra of Gk(S ), we have the property:
De^(S1J = VeCt(S1)

Vfc

(2.37)

Although it seems obvious, this fact is essential for the connection between KM algebras and the
Virasoro algebra V: it allows us to make the semi-direct sum ^(S'JdDer^S 1 ), and, introducing
V as the central extension OfVeCt(S1) :
[Lm,Ln\ = (m-

n)Lm+n

(2.38)

to make the semi-direct sum Gk(S')QV. This semi-direct sum can be viewed as the corner stone
on which the well-known Sugawara construction can be built.
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2.6

The Sugawara and GKO constructions

These constructions allow us to realize the Virasoro algebra in terms of product of generators of
the KM algebra St(S'). For such a purpose, we embed the KM algebra in its envelopping algebra
and define a Fock space based on a vacuum |0 >. The generators T,°, m > O are the annihilator
operators and the other ones the creator operators
>= O if

m> O

(2.39)

if m < 0
if m > O

(2.40)

We define also a normal ordering

rn6:={
Then, one introduces the normal ordered product
dimy

• T"T"

r

(2.41)

where A is the Casimir of the adjoint representation of Q
\ cad
^*

fabc fd
= /

(2.42)

J be

The operators Cm satisfy
(2.43)

,£T1] = (m - n)Cm+n + — m{m
with

-

fcdimff
k +X

(2.44)

(2.45)

We have a representation of the Virasoro algebra in terms of a KM algebra.
As an example, let us take ^t(S 1 ) = SU(2)i. The generators T£ (a = 1,2,3) of SU(2)x allow
us to realize the Virasoro algebra as
Lm =

MnVn

1

+'

1

n1rn-n • + • 1U 1Ui-Ti •)

(2.46)

with a central charge c = 1. For this value of the central charge, there is an exhaustive classification
of the theories. The theories correspond either to a free boson living on a circle, or to a free boson
living on a Zi orbifold (plus some discrete theories). To make the contact with this classification,
one introduce the vertex representation of SU{T)\. In this representation, there is a free scalar
boson ip(z) that allows to represent all the generator of 5(7(2). In the Cartan basis, the generators
read:
=

im<pm

(2.47)
(2.48)
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where ip,n are the modes of <p(z) and c± the so-called Chevalley cocycles ensuring the correct SU(2)
commutation relations.
(2.49)
ï 0

for

[VmVn] =

0

(2.50)
(2.51)

Note that (2.48) shows that <p(z) must be identified with <p(z) + -^=, that is to say, <p(z) lives on a
circle of radius R = 4=. This representation corresponds to the value c = 1 and (2.46) rewrites
Lm = n(m - n) : ipnfm-n •

(2.52)

Thus, the Zm's are the modes of the stress-energy tensor L(z) = j : dpdifi : (z) associated to the
theory of the free boson ip(z) that lives on the circle of radius R = A-.
Of course, we cannot obtain all the representations of the Virasoro algebra from the Sugawara
construction. To have more representations, one then considers a subalgebra HoiQ and constructs
the Virasoro algebras associated to these two algebras:
dim<;

(2.53)

k
dimH

(2.54)
Then, considering the operators
(2.55)

one can prove that they also obey to the Virasoro algebra with a central charge
= c(Q) - c(H) =

k6imH

^

* + X(Ti)

(2.56)

This construction is known as the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) construction for the coset space
QIH. Used in the case of
Ç = SU(2)X x SU(2)k

and

H = SU(2)k+l

(2.57)

it leads to all the minimal unitary representations of the Virasoro algebra
6

-

with

k e Z+

(2.58)

Note that all the information about the series is obtained thanks to the SU(2) KM algebra. This
algebra plays a fundamental role in the study of the conformai algebra, as it has also recently
appeared in the classification of the c = 1 theories [24,25,26].
Before concluding, let us remark that, instead of using the modes T^ and L7n, almost all what
we have presented in the section 2 can be done directly on the fields T"(w) = Y,m T^w'"1'1 and
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L(w) = J2m Lmw m~2, the commutation relations being replaced by OPE's: see appendix B where
these notions are introduced. In the following, we will suppose that the connection between modes
and fields, and commutation relations and OPE's is known.
To conclude this section, let us briefly summarize it. First, we have defined the loop algebra
G(S'). Then, we have looked for its central extensions w and introduced the notion of KM algebra
Gk(S[)- Finally, we have studied the derivation algebra of Gk(S1). This has led us to make the
semi direct sum £it(5')OVect(S'). As an application, the Sugawara and GKO constructions have
allowed us to realize the Virasoro algebra in terms of generators of Gk(S' ). We plan to generalize the
above introduced notions when the circle S 1 is replaced by a manifold M of dimension greater than
2 or by a supermanifold M x G/v, where G,\ is a Grassmann algebra generated by A' Grassmann
variables 9n, a =
I,...,N.

3
3.1

Central extensions for generalized loop algebras.
Generalized loop algebras

Let us start by replacing the circle 5 1 by the supercircle S1 x Gi- The corresponding superloop
algebra of G will be defined by :
Superloop(G) = G(S' x G1) = C{z,z~l; 0)M=l ® G

(3.1)

and a basis of generators is given by the elements zm ®Ta = T£ and 9 ® zm ® T" = *'£, satisfying :

Then, one considers the ./V-superloop(Ç) defined on S 1 x Gjv
JV-superloopCS) = G(S1 X GN) = C(z,z-l;9i...9N){z^

®G

(3.2)

A "canonical" basis would be constructed with elements
r- = *^., (t = i,...,iv)
8,9jzm ® 1 a = Xm-,j (i ^ i ) ; •••; 6i92...9Nzm ® T" = DJJ1
the commutation relations of which follow immediately. Note that elements with an even (respect,
odd) number of 0-variables will be called B bosons (respect. F fermions), and introducing an
intrinsic Z? grading g, will satisfy g(B) = 0 and g(F) — 1.
Now, let us turn to the case where S 1 is replaced by a smooth closed manifold M, and consider
as an example the case where dimM = 2. Choosing as a first example for M the torus T2 = S1 x S 1 ,
the two-loop algebra of G is defined by :
2-loop(G) = 5(S 1 x S 1 ) = C(zuz^;z2,z^)M=M=l

®G
(3.3)

and an obvious set of generators is given by

(3.4)
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satisfying :
\rpa rpb l
• fab rpc
l-'m.rn 1P^i - 1I c'm+p.n+q-

(3.5)

If M is the two-dimensional sphere S1, one may use the property of any function denned on
the sphere to be developed in terms of the spherical harmonics Yjn(Q, <p) to obtain a basis for the
algebra G(S2) with elements :

= TZ'.

i

(3.6)

The commutation relations between two such elements naturally involve Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:
(3.7)

"' mm'\jk)T?

The above definitions can easily be extended to the algebras G(M x Gs)- In the general case, we
deal with superfunctions F( zt,.., zp; B1,.., Os) denned on M x Gs, where p = dimM and Z\,..., zp
is a set of variables parametrizing Af. Then, a basis for the loop algebra will be constituted of the
elements2
Tl,,=Ta®iA(z
,Zp)Qi Th = (Tn1
m p ) , J = 0,..,(2'v-l)
(3.8)
where we have introduced a basis of functions {fm} of C°°(Af ) and the monomials 0 / in the 8's
variables (0,, = 1; 0 , = 9,; ... ; 0,v = Bx; 0/v+i = ^e2; ... ; 0 2 JV_, = 0t..9s).
For simplicity, we also introduce the variables X/ (I = l,...,p+
They have an intrinsic grading

N), which are either z, or On.

f g(xi) = g(I) = 0 if Xi = Z,
\ g(xi) = g(I) = 1 if X1 = 9a

(3.9)

The commutator of two elements of G(M x Gs) will be graded antisymmetric:
[X,Y] = -(-)»<-Y)»0') [F 1 X]

V X,Y e G(M x GN)

(3.10)

and the (graded) Jacobi identity
(3.11)
will be satisfied as soon as (2.5) is valid.
Then, from any superfunction1 F(x), we define its "conjugate" JF*(X), deduced from F by
changing the sign in front of the odd parts of F. For example, for N = 1, F(x) = F(x,6) =

Mz) + Bf1(E) and F-(H) = /„(•) We extend notion of "conjugate" of a superfunction to .F(''(x) (I = I 1 ..., N + p) defined as :

\

= F-(x) if ,(J) = 1

(

As a notation, we also write di for g|- and dx for the integration element (2iri)~p dPz dN8.
3

We use the property C=(JIf x GN) = C°°(M) ® GN.
X stands foi (ii,...,r p+1 v)

3
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1
Then, KM algebras Q(M x G,\ ) will be defined as central extensions of such generalized loop
algebras G(M x Gy). VVe will see that, contrarily to the <7(5') case, where only one non-trivial
central extension (up to a multiplicative factor) can be constructed, more than one (actually an
infinite number) central extension can be constructed for the algebras G(S1 x G,\) or G(M).
Of course, as for the case of usual loop algebras, thesy generalized loop algebras may be viewed
as the set Map(Af x G\,G)3.2

D e t e r m i n a t i o n of t h e conditions t o b e verified by t h e c e n t r a l extension.
When extending a generalized loop algebra to a KM one, the algebra law is modified as :
[.Y, K] —» [XTY] = [X, Y] + ui(X, Y)e

X, Y e G(M x G,v)

(3.13)

Thus, determining a central extension is equivalent to finding the bilinear form w. The conditions on u(X, Y) are obtained by requiring that [.,.] is really a commutator. It has to be graded
antisymmetric :
[X,Y] = -(-)9<-Y>»<v>[y,A-]
V X1YeG(M
x GA-)
(3.14)
and to satisfy the (graded) Jacobi identity :
(_y(Mg(Z)[X, [YTZ]\ + circ. perm.(X, Y, Z) = O

V X, Y

(3.15)

As far as ui is concerned, this means that
(3.16)
[ (-)9i*)9iZ)w(X; [Y, Z]) + circ. perm.(X,K, Z) = O
In order to solve such conditions, we "extract" the finite algebra part :
Xa(zu...,zp;9u...,eN)

= X(zu...,zp;Ox,...,BN)

® T"

x(zu...,zp;eu...,eN) e c

(3.17)
(3.18)

Then[27], u(X", Yb) can be rewritten as w(Xa, Yb) = TT(TaTb)$(X, Y) with * a bilinear form
on C^(M) ® GN. The cyclicity of the trace operator imposes for $ :
(-)'< v > 9 < z !$(A\yZ) + circ. perm.(,Y, Y, Z) = O

(3.19)

i(X,Y)= -(-

(3.20)

Again, the $'s are cyclic cocycles (for the Hochschild cohomology of C°°(Af x
Thus, determining all the (non-trivial) central extensions on a generalized loop algebra is equivalent to finding all the cyclic 1-cocycles defined on C°°(M) ® GA - .
Although cyclic cocycles are known by mathematicians, there is no explicit realisation of these
objects : we have to compute them.
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3.3

Explicit form of the cocycles.
Taking as a guide the usual KM algebra case, we study the bilinear form
*(X,Y)

= (-)"< *>•»<> ) JdSi(VY)X

(3.21)

for A' and 1' of well-defined parity, and V being a vector field V = YJi=\ &l(x)di with iï;(x) some
distributions'.

We compute 5 = (-)«•

(X\ YZ) -t- circ. perm.(.Y, K, Z) :

p+.V

perm
p+ v

-

•}

(3.22)

I diRi {(-)B{xw">di(YZ)x + (-

P+'V

.J

=l

(3.23)

= Y I d*R< {(-)9(X)g{Z)di(XYZ) + (-YWoW

(3.24)

Thus,
P+K

) V*

(3.26)

is a cocycle if only and if
C°°(M x GA-)

(3.27)

In the case where the R/\ are all functions, this leads to
p+/V

M J)

(3.28) i

whereas in the case where there are (true) distributions, we must evaluate them as in (3.27). From
now on, we will essentially focus on functions and write (3.28). Note however that all the equations
are still true for distributions, as soon as one evaluates them on functions (as in (3.27)).
'Note that undsi a change of coordinate!, the Ri'a do not have the transformation law» of distributions, but
rather of currents: see appendix A.
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For any vector field V = Rid/, we call
divP = d,R)C)

(3.29)

its divergence. $ is a cocycle if and only if V is divergence-free. The same kind of computation
leads to

K, A) - fdSt(divV)XY

(3.30)

Therefore,

t(X, Y) = (-)9(-Y W> ! dx(VY)X

(3.31)

is a cyclic 1-cocycle if and only if divX> =0.
Now that we have proved that * is a cyclic cocycle, we should show that it is not trivial and that
ali the cocycles can be written in this way. As far as triviality is concerned, we do not have to worry,
since there is no coboundary for a graded commutative algebra (same (graded) demonstration as
in the case of usual KM algebras). This means that each class of cyclic cocycle* contains only one
element, a representation of which in given by (3.21).
To prove that we have all the cyclic cocycles is more delicate. It requires mathematical tools
as non-commutative geometry (developed by A. Connes [22]) and a generalized Kûnneth formula
[28]. For the proof we send the reader to the appendix A where these notions are developed.
Altogether, we have shown that any central extension of Q(M x G,v) takes the form:
d

",Zd.

)f

B

(VY)X

(3.32)

J MxG K (2Vl)I'

where V = JZ/ Ri &I is

a

divergence-free vector field:
p+JV

divD = V (

(3.33)

=0

There is a one-to-one correspondance between the cocycles u> and the divergence-free vector fields
V. In terms of variables Zj and 6a, if we write V = £ J = 1 Nj(x)dt] + "£,a=\ Qn(*)dea, then
p

(3.34)
J=I

We will denote Gu(M x GA-) or Gp(M x G,v) the Lie algebra associated to Q(M x G,v) and up, and
call it an extended KM algebra. Its commutation relations are denned through (3.13) and (3.32):

dNe

)f

= [A"(x),rfe(x)]

(VY)X

(3.35)

Let Uij finally remark that an element of QW(M x GH) should be written as
(A a (x),fc)

with

A a (x) g C(Af x GN)
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k

a central term

(3.36)

r

the commutator in G^(M x Gv) being
[(A-(X), fc),(rfc(x),fc')U. r- ([A-(X), !''(x)], W(A-(X), r*(x)))

(3.37)

One sees that k and k' do r.ot enter in the definition of the commutator, so that for simplicity
we will write (3.35) instead of (3.37), and consider A""(x) as an element of G~AM x Gx) (without
specifying its central term).

3.4

First properties of the central extensions.

The simple expression (3.32) allows us to determine the conditions required for the central
extension to vanish between one boson and one fermion. Indeed, if 0 is a monomial in On, we have
! d0i...d0x © # 0 if and only if 0 = 0,...By

(3.38)

(In that case JdB\...dBs Bx-Oi = 1).
So, just by looking at the number of Ba in the expression (3.32), one can show that
w(A\y) = 0

for

g{X)£g(Y)

ifandonlyif

g(V) = N

mod 2

(3.39)

Note that if B denotes a boson and F a fermion, we know that in the loop algebra G(M x Gx),
[B, F] = F ' . In the KM algebra Gp(M x G.v), w e want the right-hand side of the commutator
[B, F] to be still a fermion : this implies that the central element e must be odd. But, the property
(3.39) shows that V can be splited into two parts :

V = V11 + Vi with

H ? i

S

"

mOd

Al

(3.40)

' "Hi > = /V -f 1 mod 2

in such a way that the corresponding central extension also splits into two parts :
W=U 0+ O,,

with

r...,B^_':',;tF)=0

(3.4i)

Thus, the expression w(X, Y)e has to be understood as :
w(A", Y)e = U11(X, Y)eu + w, (X, Y)d

(3.42)

eu (ej) being an even (odd) central element.
We stress that the existence of an odd central element is ensured by the Schur lemma for
superalgebra [29] : such an element exists if and only if the number of bosons is equal to the
number of fermions, which is an obvious property of the extended KM algebras (when N > 1).
3.5

Twists of extended Kac-Moody algebras: an introduction.

We want to give some notions about the new twists one can study on our extended algebras.
The introduction of the 0 variables allows us to consider either the twists constructed from the !
finite dimensional algebra G with "continuous" variables z,, 8a or the twists constructed from the
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finite dimensional (super) algebra Q ® Gv with the continuous variables Z1. In the first case, the
number of possible periodicity conditions can be enlarged, whereas in the second case, the number
of outer automorphisms increases. Note that 5 considering the isomorphisms:

= CX(M)®GK®G =

x Gx;Ç) =

(3.43)

one can say that in the first case, we consider twists of the algebra C^(M x Gy1G), while in the
second case, it is the algebra C^C(M\Ç ® Gy) which is involved.
Let us first consider Q ® G.v as a finite dimensional algebra and the case of one commuting
variable z (M = 5 ' ). The generators of G ® G,v take the form

Tf = T"®&, a = !,...,dime! and / = 0,...,(2'v - 1)

(3.44)

where 0 ; are the monomials introduced in section 3.1. Then, new outer automorphisms will be
formed from any transposition TaIj of the variables 9a and Sg (a ^ /3):
Tai,(eit)

= 6>M if

n£ a

and

y, # 0

(3.45)
(3.46)
(3.47)

Note that r,,j is of order 2 and exists only if N > 1. The twisted algebra associated to T,,,J is
defined by:
f{») = Tf9f(-z)
(3.48)
Its generators are (we take a = 1 and 0 = 2)

27 1 2 , m

me z

(3.49)
(3.50)

where /12 is such that 9X and #2 do not appear in 0/ 1 5 . This twist, in the case N = 2 will play a
special role in the construction of the N = 2 superconformai algebra (see section 6.4).
The finite dimensional Lie algebra G ® G/v admits also as new outer automorphism the one
associated to the linear forms (Tn defined as
o-c(^)

=

*a(0a)

=

6

V-

if

M ^

a

-8a

(3-51)

(3.52)

This automorphism exists as soon as JV > 1 and is of order 2. The twist condition reads

<ra(Tf)f(z) = Tff(-z)

(3.53)

Such a twist will also be introduced for N = 2 in section 6.4.
Finally, we can combine the two types of automorphisms (T11 and rag to obtain a more general
twist

I = Tff(e2l*lpz)
9

We thants F. Thuillier for hi» pertinent remark on these isomorphism»
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where S (of order P) is any composition of rcl j and Cr11.
Now, if M is not the circle S 1 , the periodicity condition of the twist (3.54) can be modified. If
we define p(j.p), j = l,...,pas
Zj,..,zp)

(3.55)

S(T?) ® /(*,,...,z p ) = Tf ® f(IZp(Z1,..,zp))

(3.56)

(3.54) becomes:
where TZp is any product of the p^^j's and S (of order P) is the same as above. To some extend,
1Zt> defines the commuting variables on which the twist will be defined.
If now we take Q as the finite dimensional algebra and consider an outer automorphism T (of
order P) of this algebra, the twist can be defined as:

r(Ta)® /(*„..., zp;8u ..., 0K) = T"

, ...,zp;6u...,eN))

(3.57)

where 1Rp is any combination of the T^a-, (T11, and p(j,p) previously defined, with the restriction that
its order is P.
As an example, let us take the SU(Z) KM algebra constructed on 5 ' x Gi- We consider the
same outer automorphism T as in section 2.2, but take as "periodicity" condition the one associated
to the exchange of the Grassmann variables: ^2(81,O2) — (<?2,#i). The twisted algebra is denned
by
T(T") ®/(z;0,,0 2 ) = r ° ® / ( 2 ; 0 2 , 0 , )
(3.58) <
With the same notation as in section 2.2, a basis for the twisted algebra will be:

S*

;

Hl

;

S±(0,+02)

i

D*(0i-$i)

(3.59)
(3.60)
(3.61)

Finally, let us mention that, in the case where dimM > 1, we can consider outer automorphisms
which involve the continuous variables Zj. If we introduce the transposition tjk of two commuting
variables Zj and z/,, we can demand the generators of Q(M x G A ) to satisfy:
\

Ta ® f(tjk(zu...,zp);6u...,9N)

= Ta ®

f(n(zu...,zp;0u...,9N))

(3.62)

where TZ (of order 2) is the same as before. We point out that the finite dimensional part of the
algebra do not play any role in that case. For instance, if one considers the 3-dimensional torus T\,
one can take as twist condition
(3.63)
which means
f(z2, Z1, Z3) = Ta

z2, -

(3.64)

and leads to the basis
T" ® Ux -

(3.65)
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A complete study of these twists still remain to be done. In particular, an exhaustive classification of all the twists has to be performed. The introduction of simple extended KM algebras
has also to be studied (see [30] where the torus case in treated) and the connection with twisted
algebras to be understood.

3.6

Divergence free vector fields and Kac superalgebras.

Before continuing the study of extended KM algebras, the above result (3.32) suggests some
comments. First, divergence-free vector fields were already introduced by Kac, some years ago,
in his study of finite and infinite dimensional algebras [29]. Let us recall that in his classification
of simple finite dimensional superalgebras, Kac separated the classical Lie superalgebras from the
Cartan type ones. This second class of superalgebras contains the algebra denoted W^(JV), which
is the Lie superalgebra derGA- (with elements of the form £!=i QxBe1, Qi £ G A ) , as well as special
subalgebras of W[N).
Then Kac introduced a class of infinite dimensional superalgebras based on the algebra W[m, N)
defined as the derivation algebra derA(m, JV), where A(m, JV) is the polynomial ring with m commutative variables and JV Grassmann ones. In this class stands the algebra S[m, N), defined as
the subalgebra of W[m, N) whose elements are divergence-free. Therefore, the space of cyclic
1-cocycles of C^[M) ® G,\ with dimM = p can be easily compared with the Kac algebra S[p, N).
Let us point out that there is no reason, a priori, for the space of cocycles to be an algebra.
However, one can remark that this space is indeed an algebra thanks to the formula :
div([X\£>']) = [D, (divZ>')] - [(diVD),2)']

(3.66)

which proves that if V and V are divergence-free, then V" = [D, V] is divergence-free too. Due to
the work of Kac, we can also give a set of generators of this space. It is formed by the operators
(3.67)
L

= (d,f)da-(daf')d,

t=l,...,P

a = 1,...,JV

(3.68)
(3.69)

/ superfunction defined on M x G/v
and the translation operators P, = dZt when they exist.

4 Diffeomorphisms compatible with a central extension.
4.1

What is a compatible algebra ?

Now that we have obtained all the possible extended KM algebras from any generalized loop
algebra, we want to go a step further in our study. Thanks to the introduction of vector fields on
CX(M) ® Gf1/, it is always possible to extend a loop algebra 5(JVf x Gjv) to a bigger algebra by
adding the set of vector fields Vect(M x G,\).
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There is a "natural" action of the vector fields on the superfunctions of C^(M) ® GN. For each
vector field £, we have
C(\X,Y)) = [C(X),Y] + (-Y{C)!'{X)[X,C(Y)]

VA-,F 6 Q(M x GN)

(4.1)

The algebra Vect(M x GN) is the derivation algebra of Q(M x GN). AS a vector field acts on the
generalized loop algebra by the adjoint operation, (4.1) is nothing but a Jacobi identity. It allows
us to transport the algebra structure from Q(M x GN) to Q(M x GN)O Vect(M x G A ) .
It is tempting to do such an extension on an extended KM algebra, but, in general, one cannot
do the semi-direct sum of Q^1(M x GN) with Vect(M x GA')- In fact, when one considers the
extended KM algebra Q^1(M x GN), the commutator [.,.] is modified to [.,.], so that (4.1) is no
longer valid.
Imposing (4.1) for the new commutator leads to non-trivial constraints on the vector fields £.
Indeed, introducing the definition (3.13) of [.,.] in (4.1), and the property of [.,.] to satisfy (4.1),
one gets6:
u(CX, Y) + (-YlC)9{X)u(X, CY) = 0
(4.2)
This equation expresses the invariance of the cocycle under the diffeomorphisms £, so that the
shift [.,.] —> [.,.] is not "seen" by the diffeomorphisms satisfying (4.2).
Using the (graded) antisymmetry of the cocycle, we rewrite (4.2) as :
u(CX, Y) = (-)g{x)9(y)u(CY, X)

(4.3)

For the given central extension associated with u>, only a subset of Vect(M x GN) will satisfy
(4.3) : we call this subset the compatible algebra D e ^ ( M x G A ) or Derj>(M x GN). Due to the
constraints (4.2), we have:
Derp(M x GA') C Vect(M x GN)
(4.4)
This algebra is such that one can make the semi-direct sum:
Qp(M x G/v)uDerp(M x GN)

(4.5)

The goal of this section is to determine and study the different compatible algebras associated to
each central extension u.
4.2

The compatibility equation and its consequences.
Introducing the differential operator V associated with w, we can rewrite (4.3) as :
(_)(9(£)+9(Y))g(V) JdTt(VY)(CX)

= (_)(9(C)+90))9(-V)+90)9(Y) f J^J) X)(CY)

which leads to 7 :
[C,V] + (divC)V = 0

(4.6)

This equation has to be understood as the vanishing of a differential operator. Projecting it on
each component d/ (I = I,...,N + p) give us (N 4- p) equations : we call these equations the
6

We emphasiie that we alwsyt take vector fields of well-defined parity.
We recall that if t> ii made from distributions, the relation has to be evaluated on functions.

7
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compatibility equations. An example of resolution of the compatibility equation(s) will be given in
section 6.
Two remarks follow from (4.6) :
First, if C and C satisfy (4.6), then for C" = [C, C],
[C", V] + (àivC')V = [[C, C], V] + div([£, C])V
=
[C,[C,V]]-(-)^c

(4.7)
(4.8)

= -[C,(àivC)V] + ( -

V (4.9)

but

[C, àivC}V

= -(= (div£')(divf)2>

(4.10)
(4.11)

so that
[C", V] + (divC")V

=
=

((-)9<£>9<c'>(div£)(div£') - (div£')(div£)) V
(4.12)

0

Thus, C" € Derp(M x GN) : this set is an algebra.
Secondly, if one takes two divergence-free differential operators V\ and V2, and constructs a
third one V = aV{ + 0V2 (a,/? 6 C). Then, for any vector field
C 6 BeIp1(M x G^) n Derp,(M x G A )

(4.13)

one has :
[CaV1+/3V2]+ (UiV

+0V2) = a{[C,V1]+ ((HvC)V1) + 0{[CV2] + (divC)V2} = 0 (4.14)

In other words
(Derp,(M x G N ) n Derp2(M x GN)) C Der Q p 1+3 p 2 (M x GN)

VaJeC

(4.15)

As we know a set of generators of S(p,N), this inclusion gives us a subset (and indeed a
subalgebra) of Derp(Af x GN) as soon as we know Der p / (M x GN) and the decomposition of V
on the V1J1.
Finally, for any V, the compatible equation for the special class of diffeomorphisms CF =
F(x\, ...,xp+N)V (where F is a superfunction on G x GN) reads8
F[V,V] + (1 - (~)gW)div(FV)V

=0

(4.16) then shows that for any V of even parity, CF - F(X1, ...,xp+N)V
algebra of 7?[31].
"This U msinly due to the fact that divp = 0 implies that div(FX>) = -[F, V]
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4.3

Compatibility equations for T>\s.

Before giving the compatibility equations for any cocycle associated with a T)tJ, we introduce
"generalized" Poisson Brackets.
For two superfunctions /(x) and /i(x), and two variables se/ and xj, we set :

Using the variables z,'s and 0 a 's, this reads :

{f,h},,a

= (d,f){dah)-(daf){d,h)

{ / . * } « . j = id,J-){d3h)

for i=l,...,p

+ {d3f){dnh)

for a , 0

and

a=l,...,N

=l,...,N

The first line shows that for commutative variables and functions (not superfunctions) we have
the usual Poisson Bracket (PB). Note also that, due to the form of the Z){7, we have
i1, D^] =

D

^

(4.18)
(4.19)

but such a relation is not valid for DJa. For instance, if
D^ = D1Jr"*1" =z>{zdt +(p+ I)Od0)

(4.20)

we have

We, VJ =

(I-P)C

(4.21)

whereas

(4.22)
These "generalized" PB satisfy the properties that any PB should possess (except that they are
degenerate):
{/, h}u = -(-y(')a(J) {ft hyjt

( for ^ y superfunctions / and h)

{/, h}u = _(_)9(/)9C0 {h, f}u

(f and h of weU-defined parity)

but the (graded) Jacoby identity is satisfy only for D^ and D!a3 (as it can be guessed from (4.18)
and (4.19) ):
+ circ. penn.(/,fc,ib) = 0

{ / ) { M } I J } I J

{f,{h,k}a3}a3

+ circ. perm.(/,fc,fc) = 0

(4.23)
(4.24)

Then, for a derivation
p

,V

C = Y1 A,d, + Y, Bada = Y
1=1

a=l
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we have the foUowing compatibility equations associated with a cocycle generated bv Ds,

rj

= (-r{L)(h,

P+. V

+ {-

E

VL = 1 , . . . , P

A=I

0

for

and k

= o v7

Zt= 1

= 0

for Jb

= 0

for 7

P

E
Zt= 1

A'

•£•
7=1

=0

for 7 # Q0 and
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JV

(4.26)

In terms of variables 2,'s and 9n's, this reads

i ' f"}co.ao
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5
5.1

Generalization to non-compact surfaces (without boundaries)
C o m i n g back t o compact surfaces with no s u p e r s y m m e t r y

We want in this section to give another way of obtaining the central extensions of generalized
loop algebras when there is no supersymmetry. This method has been given in [23] and explicitée
in [17]. In the ca9e where M is the !/-dimensional torus T11, the result has also been given in [29].
In [23], it is shown that the complex central extensions of the algebra G(M), for Q semi simple
algebra and M smooth compact manifold, are defined by:

r(X",Yb)= I <Xa,dYb>

(5.1)

where Xa, Yb 6 Q(M), < .,. > is the Killing form on Q, C is a closed one chain on M (C : 5 ' -» M)
and dYb is a Lie valued one form: locally, dYb = 5Zj= i 9jYb dz3 with (z\,..,zp) parametrizing the
p-dimensional manifold M. We don't want here to give the demonstration of the theorem: we just
use the form (5.1) to explicit the importance of dM = 0 (i.e. M has no boundary). Let us mention
that the demonstration of the theorem explicitly uses the compactness of M (to show that there
exists a cocycle invariant under G(M)).
Extracting the finite dimensional Lie algebra part X" -- T" ® X (see section 2.4), (5.1) rewrites
u,c(Xa,Yb)=<Ta,Tb>$c(X,Y)

with

*c(X,Y) = f XdY

(5.2)

To each closed one chain on M, one can associate a (p - l)-closed current r\ such that:
XdY = ! XdY A

(5.3)

JM

Setting
) J - ljV J dz, A ..A dzj A.. A dzp

(5.4)

J=I

(the symbole v means that the term below has been taken away), the closure condition reads
P

(5.5)

di) = J2 djNj dzx A.. Adzp = 0

Let us show how the equations (2.24) and (2.25) are satisfied in that case:

$(X,Y)=

f XdYAr1= f Xd(Yt)) = f {d(XFij) - dX Y A r}}

JM

= f
JdM

JM

JM

XYr1 - I YdXAr1= -S(Y, X)

(5.6)

JM

S(XY, Z) + i(YZ, X) + S(ZX, Y)= f {(XYdZ + YZdX + ZXdY) A T1)
= / d(XYZ) A T7 = / d(XYZrf) = /
JM

JSM

JM
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where we have used in both cases the fact that A/ has no boundary (OM = 0) and that 77 is closed
(*? = 0).
Using the explicit form of dY and 77 we can rewrite the cocycle of G(M) as
p

.

u,(X",Yb)=<Ta,Tb>Yi

P

/ -KJV 1 ^y dz, A..Adz p

with

£

^

=0

(5-8)

which is nothing but the formula (3.32) with no Grassmann variables. Note that this calculation is
no more true when we have supersymmetry, because the integral element d8 (such that / dOO = 1)
is not equal to the external derivative S acting on 9: dd ^ 66. This is easily guessed when one looks
at the grading of these objects: g(d6) = 1 and g(S6) = 0.
5.2

Generalization to non-compact surfaces

Mimicking the case of compact surfaces, we define the central extension of G(M) for M non
compact manifold by the formula:

*(X,Y) = <f XdY

(5.9)

where C is a closed cochain on M. (5.9) defines a cocycle because C as no boundary (same
demonstration as in section 5.1, replacing M by C).
To make the connection with the form given in previous section, we have to replace the integration over C by an integration over all the manifold. Since M is not compact, the p-form XdY A i)
cannot be integrated on M for all the closed ( p - l)-forms T\. For the integral to be well-defined, we
have to impose rj to have a compact support. In other words, TJ is in the dual of the 1-form XdY.
Thus, we have:
w(X, Y)= J XdY A Ti with

77 closed (p - l)-form with compact support

(5.10)

JM

Writing
P

v =£

v
N

A-Y~ld*i

A

••dzJ ••A dzv

(5-11)

we obtain the same formula as in (5.8) with the restriction that the coefficients Nj have a compact
support. Let us point that, although we know that we have non-trivial cocycles, we have not proved
that all the cocycles of G(M) can be written in such a way when M is non-compact.
Finally, note that, instead of considering G(M), we can work with the (constraint) loop algebra
G^(M) = G ® S(M), where S(M) is the subset of rapidly decreasing smooth functions on M.
Then, the dual of XdY is the space of all the closed (p - l)-forms and the formula (5.8) is exactly
found.
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5.3

Supersymmetrization.

Now that we have, thanks to the (p - l)-forms with compact support, expressed the cocycles
in function of an integral over all the manifold M, the supersymmetrization is easy, for M x Gs,
we define
p+.V

V = ^2 Ri(x)di

(5.12)

with iî/(x) distributions with compact support on M satisfying

(5.13)
Then, cocycles will take the form:
wp(X,Y) = (-y(xW>

f

dx(VY)X

with

divX» = 0

(5.14)

JMxC1X-

As in section 5.2, we know that (5.14) is a non-trivial cocycle, but we have not proved that we
have all the non-trivial cocycles of Q(M x G,v) when M is non-compact. The expressions (5.9) and
(5.14) will be used in section 8 for the case of Krichever-Novikov algebras.
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Part II

APPLICATIONS
6

Application to the superconformai case.

In this section, we restrict ourselves to one commutative variable z and JV Grassmannian ones
#„. This is the case of superconformai theories, where (for JV = 0) the Virasoro and KM algebra are
of fundamental importance: we want here to consider the supersymmetrization of these algebras.
6.1

The superconformai algebras SC(N).

Considering the case S1XGu the JV = 1 Super Virasoro algebra, also called the Ramond-NeveuSchwarz (RNS) algebra, appears as a (central extended) subalgebra of Vect(5' x Gi) generated
by:
Lm = -zm(-dz + ^-^ede)
; Gn = zn+l(9d2 - z'iK-]de)
(6.1)
2

leading to the commutation relations :
[Lm, Ln] = (m- n)Lm+n + -Tn(Tn2 - l)Sm+n.(j
, Gr] = (

m

+ 2K

{Gr,G.,} = 2Lr+9

r)G m-f r

-(r 2 - -)

(6.2)

with m, n 6 Z and r, s £ Z + K and /c = 0 (Ramcnd sector) or K = j (Neveu-Schwarz sector).
A natural generalization of the RNS algebra to extended supersymmetries (N > 1) combined
in a consistent way with conformai transformations are the iV-superconformal algebras, or SC(iV)
algebras [H]. The SC(iV) algebra is the subalgebra of VeCt(S1 x GN) whose elements
C = A(z;0u...,6N)dz

Bl{z;Bu...,BN)(Bidz+das)

+

(6.3)

satisfy the condition :

B1 = 1(

(6.4)

where A' = A+-A if one decomposes A into its even part A+ and its odd part A (see section 3.1).
The SC(JV) algebra contains 2N sets of generators, and among them can be recognized an SO(N)
KM algebra. For example, at JV = 2, an 50(2) KM algebra shows up (see section 6.4 for more
details on this case). One can also recognize the finite simple superalgebra O5p(JV|2) generated in
the Neveu-Schwarz sector (it = 1/2) by the PSl(T., R) generators I±i,u, the fennionic generators
G'±l/2(i = 1,...,JV) and the 0(N) ones : T^ = -TJ 1 = {G' 1 / 2 ,Gi 1 / 2 }. More, in particular for the
JV = 4 case, can be found in the work of Sevrin et al. [40].
Now, comes a natural question :
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6.2

Are t h e SC(iV) algebras compatible algebras ?
We have introduced the SC(TV) algebra as the set
{CA = Adz + -{DnA')D,t

; Ag

Si)Q)Gx]

(6.5)

Dn - 0,,dz + dn being the covariant derivative in the direction On, such that {£)„,£>,)} = 2Sngdz
They are also the solutions of the equation
[C, Da] = S1x3D;)

(6.6)

with Sn* some coefficients to be determined. In that sense, we can say that the superconformai
symmetries transform homogeneously the covariant derivatives Da (since dz does not appear on
the r.h.s. of (6.6)). Solving (6.6) for C = Adz + B"Dn leads to
Ba = -DnA'

and Sn3 = -D0D3A

(6.7)

Thus, the SC(JV) algebras satisfy :
(6.8)
3=1

K C \ — Adz + ^(DnA")DaL were compatible with some cocycle uip, the\i it would also satisfy
[CA,V] = -(div£,)2? = (l -

~)(dzA)V

(6.9)

so that we would have (inserting dz =
[CA,Da

(6.10)
3=1

and

(6.11)
for any superfunction A{z; O 1 ,..., 0/v).
A special case immediately shows up : N = 1 and V — ^D = \{8dz + do).
In that case, (6.10) and (6.11) are the same equations, and the compatibility equation is automatically satisfied. We will treat this case in the next section.
For N ^ 1, (6.11) brings additional equations : they will be satisfied only for particular superfunctions A. That means that we will not get the SC(JV) algebras when Q is (semi-) simple. In
fact, inserting CA = Adz + \{DaAm)Da into (6.11) and taking some special functions [A(z,0) = 1,
A(z, 6) = z, A{z, 9) = zd) shows that :
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Derp(M x G.v+ h-), K > 1 and JV > 2, contains <fee SC(N) aigebras if and only if

[

N= 2
(6.12)
= Z"£! UO3, • • •, «Af+2)0*

(and «*2? = 0)

This result : ; of course valid up to a rotation of the 0,,'s. The SC(2) algebra appears as a
limiting case : it is not the derivation algebra of some JV — 2 KM algebra (based on a semi simple
Lie algebra G), but can be found in some derivation algebra of JV > 3 KM algebras. We will come
back to it in section 6.4.
6.3

JV = 1 case : t h e R N S algebra.

We have seen that the RNS algebra is compatible with V = D = Od2 + do- However, as an
example of the notions developed in sections 3 and 4, we completely solve the case JV = 1.
We start with the loop algebra
% = zn ® T "

(6.13)
Its commutation relations are :

X] = ifabr T^
(6.14)

A vector field V = (a + kff)dz + (e + bO)de is divergence-free if
dz{a+ -6) + de{e - b6) = 0,

(6.15)

that is to say,

{ d]a =
Thus, the most general cocycle reads
[(adt + {dza)6de + k6dz + ede)Y)X

(6.17)

so that the commutation relations of the super KM algebra are :
k

ab

b

c

[T°, Vn] = if

ab
c

n+m

J

n + m

ab

(6.18)
anticommuting parameter)

C+m +
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(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)
(6.22)

F
The diffeomcrphisms £ e ven = A(z) dz+B(z) Ôdo and C0^
if they satisfy
O1O)A -aB = 0

= C(z) 6d2 + D(z) do are compatible

dz(eA) - 2eB = 0
(6.23)
[dzo)D - ad2D = 0
eC+ \D = 0
To solve equations (6.23), we have to fix the central extension, i.e. to specify which of the
parameters a, 6,£ vanish : we call Der(a) the compatible algebra of V = adz + (d2a)6do (a only
non-vanishing parameter) ; Der(a, e) the compatible algebra of V = cdt + (d2a)0do + edo (a and £
non-vanishing parameters) and so on... We just present here Der(fc, e) which is related to the RNS
algebra. A complete list of the compatible algebra for N = 1 is given in appendix D. We point out
that this is just a special value of the cocycle which leads to the RNS algebra, and that (many)
other algebras are at your disposal.
The compatible algebra associated to Der(A, s) is:

Gc = CQOd1 - ed0)

= Ad,

LA

(6.24)

Taking e — | Z'2K~[ (K = 0 or 1/2), we obtain the RNS algebra as announced:
[Ln, Lm]

=

[Ln,Gr\

— I

{Gr,G,}
It acts on the KM algebra as

=

[n-m)Ln+m
-

T I Gn+r

(6.25)
(6.26)
(6.27)

2Lr+s

9

[Lm,TZ\ = -nT^n
[Gm,T£] = (m - n ) ^ + n

[Lm, ^ ] = - ( f
{Gm, Vn) = TS1+11

(6.28)

Thanks to the property of the RNS algebra to be a derivation algebra, one can enlarge the
Sugawara and GKO constructions to obtain all the representations of the unitary minimal representations series for the RNS algebra. For such a purpose, one has first to get the representations
of the N = 1 KM algebra §k{Sl).
We define
_•

dime;
(6.29)

A

"

6,c=l

where A is the Casimir in the adjoint representation of Ç
(6.30)
9

From now on, we do not mention where the indices m, n, ... run: for boioru, they belong to Z, while for fermions,
they belong to Z or Z + j , depending on the periodicity conditions of these fermions.
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and ip't\ are fermions in the adjoint representation of Q
{CV*}=^o6«m+n.u

(6.31)

The operators 7^| satisfy

(6.33)
b

ab

[T,n,lp n] =

(6-34)

if ,- V'n+m

Thus, we Lave a representation of the N=I
fermions.

KM algebra with a central charge A, in terms of free

To this representation (called minimal representation in [10]), one can associate the generators
Lm

, dims;
,
Y^ Y"(n + - ) : éaiba

=

:

(6.35)

«,„• dimg'
a,6,c=l "iP

and verifies that they obey the commutation relations (6.25-6.27) and (6.28) with a central charge
c= -^-

(6.37)

As an example, let us study the case of SU(2)2- We take three fermions ipm (j = 1,2,3) with
commutation relations:
{ < , ^ } = 6jkim+n
with j,k= 1,2,3
(6.38)
The bosonic generators are defined as
T1

=

- t V : é2é3

:

(6.39)

Tl

T2

— i Y^ : ti1!/»3

TTI

f

l

^/

:

~ Tl ~ Tn — Tl

(6.40)
\

I

n
3

T

2

= iY* : rb^xb

:

(6Al)

n

They obey the commutation relations
[T^ 7 T*]

=

[T^, V>n] =

Ze^iTJn+11 + m6m+n^k

(6.42)

i^/^m+n

(6.43)

The associated RNS algebra reads

n

Gm

—

- I T ^ ; ih tb tb
/ ^ ~ n * p * tn—n—p

'

(6 45)
v
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1
with a central charge
3
C =

(6.46)

2

This value of the central charge has being exhaustively studied for the RNS algebra. It corresponds
to the theory of one boson and one fermion living on different supermanifolds. To make contact
with this classification, we introduce a vertex representation of the algebra. At the level « = 2, we
need a boson ip(z) and a fermion rji(z) and define:
(6.47)
(6.48)

with
[<Pm,

and

m

{ipm, Tpn] = 6m+n

(6.49)

Then, it is easy to show that the £ m 's are the modes of the stress-energy tensor
(6.50)
whereas the G m 's are associated to

G{z) =: ^ : (z)

(6.51)

so that tp(z) and rp(z) are the fields we were locking for. Note that for
(6.52)
we recognize the minimal representation of the super KM algebra SU(2)2 with

=V(*)±itf 2 (2)

and

^3(z) = iP(z)

(6.53)

In that sense, the vertex operator representation (6.47-6.48) of the bosonic SU(2)2 KM algebra
already contains the fermions of the super N = I KM algebra SU(2)2.
To obtain the other values of the central charge for the RNS algebra, one must get the other
levels k of {?/t(£'). Thus, one introduces a representation of level (k - A) of the purely bosonic KM
algebra 5fc->(5'). Denoting by Qfn its generators, we have
lQam,Qn} =

if

(6.54)

[Q m,rj
= o
\Q°m,T:} = 0

(6.55)
(6.56)

a

Then, for
(6.57)

= V1+ Ql
fk ,„

(6.58)

one obtains
[am rpb]

• fab

rr\c

i

,_, c

cab

(6.59)
(6.60)
(6.61)
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From this JV = 1 KM algebra <?*.(S'), on constructs the generators
. dimi;

(» + 5) : W U , : +2 : 7?G" _„ :
ci=l

(6.62)

n

dimw'
(6.63)
which realize the RNS algebra with a central charge
(Js - A)dimg

" (k-X) + X

(6.64)

This central charge is just the sum of the central charge of a "minimal representation" for Qx(S ' x
Gi) and the one of a (bosonic) representation for Gk-x{Sl)
Finally, the unitary minimal series is obtained from a GKO construction. Taking the coset

ii

x su{2)k
SU(2)W

(6.65)

where SU(2)2 is the JV = 1 KM algebra based on SU(2) in its minimal representation, and SU{2)it
and SU(2)k+2 are usual (bosonic) KM algebras, one gets for the central charge of the corresponding
RNS algebra
K
8

•I

(6.66)

which are exactly the central charges of the minimal unitary series. Note again that the algebra
SU(2) is the only one needed for this series.
Finally, we remind that the JV = 1 supersymmetric version of the WZW action has been
construct in [32].
6.4

T h e N = 2 case :

U(lpSC(2).

We have seen that the SC(2) algebra appears as a limiting case of the SC algebra : it cannot be
included in some Der w (5' x G 2 ), but there exist cocycles wo's such that SC(2) C DeT1-0(S1 x G2±K)
for any value of JSf > 1. If we compare the JV = 1 loop algebra to the JV = 2 one, we see that a
new type of generator appears : X° = 9\0iz" ® T".
The central extension of the JV = 1 loop algebra leading to the RNS algebra is

"(TnX)

= \m Sn+m S°» « « , , * * ) =k-6abSn+m

(6.67)

It is natural to look at a generalization of this central extension of the form:
V[X^Xl) = f{m)Pb6n+m
and to ask this extension to lead to the SC(2) algebra.
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In view of section 6.2, it should be surprising to find a result, but the computation shows that
for
/ ( m ) = — - ( m / 0 ) and /(O) = O

(6.69)

the compatible algebra is just the SC(2) algebra ![33]
The link with section 6.2 is made when one remarks that f{m) — — does not define a cocycle,
and thus we do not have a central extension. It is explicitly seen when one computes
w(X; [Y, Z]) + circ. perm.(X, Y, Z)

(6.70)

which does not vanish : the Jacobi identity is not satisfied, as far as the finite-dimensional Lie
algebra Q is (semi-) simple. Note that i(X, Y) associated with u> cannot be realized as an integral,
proving once more that, in general, u> does not correspond to a central extension.
To have a central extension, we must choose the finite Lie algebra Q to be Abelian and relax
the condition of simplicity : in that case, all the Jacobi identities are trivially satisfied, and w has
just to be graded anticommutative (which is the case of (6.67) and (6.68) when f(m) = '—).
Thus, the SC(2) algebra is a compatible algebra for Q = (7(1) and
w(Tm,Tn) = %mSn+rn
(6.71)
,Xn) =

^Sn+

, JT0) = 0

This result enlightens the construction of Di Vecchia et al. [34], who were able to construct the
SC(2) algebra with a N = 2 superfield. This N = 2 superfield is nothing but our N - 2 super KM
based on C(I). Let us emphasize that the Grassmann variables that enter in. the construction of
the N = 2 superfield have nothing to do with 9\ and 62 introduced above for the definition of our
N = 2 KM algebra (see appendix B).
Considering our W = 2 KM algebra, we can make a Sugawara construction for the SC(2)
algebra. It reads
=

I 51 ( Ô : TnTm-n : +-n(m - n) : XnXm-n :J
(6.72)
(6.73)

G2m =

(6.74)

r
*
2

(6.75)
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with commutation relations:
[Ln, Lm] — (n - m) I,,+,,, i- (^' (n 2 - i ) 5 t n + n

[Ln,U,n] = -mU,,+,n

[Ln,Gl) = (nj2-m)G)i+m
(6.76)

- J)« m+n

(
, Un] = ^

and a central charge
c= 3

(6.77)

Notice that, ccntrarily to the cases of the Virasoro and RNS algebras, it is not 5(7(2) but U(I) that
appears. This result is also valid when we consider the GKO construction for the minimal series
of SC(2). This series is obtained via a coset U(\) x SU(2)/U{1) [35]. This U[I) is also related to
ours.
Another consequence of the appearence of the Cf(I) algebra instead of any (simple) algebra,
is the non-existence of super WZW models when N = 2. Indeed the only Kac-Moody algebra
allowing a semi-direct sum with the SC(2) algebra being U(I), the corresponding WZW model is
"trivial".
Moreover, we can remark that the three usual kinds of SC(N = 2) algebras, denoted following
[36] as the P (periodic) algebra with integer modes for all the generators, the A (antiperiodic)
algebra with integer modes for Lm, Tm but half-integer modes (771 g Z + j) for GJn (i = 1,2) and
the T (twisted) algebra with integer modes for Lm and G)n and half-integer modes for G^n and Tm,
can all be seen from the super f/(l) v _ 2 algebra.
For such a purpose, let us restrict the U(\)N=2 algebra with generic element f(z; 9\, 82) ® / to
the subalgebra generated by the elements satisfying the condition:

f(z;02,8x)®I

f(e2'«z;0u82)®I

=

(6.78)

One recognizes the transposition operator T|2 introduced in section 3.5. A basis for this twisted
algebra is :
Jn

=

Z" ® /

Ip+ = (0! + 0 2 )z" ® J
n+ 1

(6.79)

It is straightforward to deduce a basis for the diffeomorphism algebra compatible with this
twisted f/(l) A=2 :
I n ; G+; G- + i a n d T n + i .
(6.80)
which is the usual basis of the T (twisted) SC(N - T) algebra.
In the same way, imposing on the U(1)N=2 elements the constraint :
f(z; — 0j, — 02) ® / = f(e2lrz;9\,02)®I
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one gives rise to another twisted k r (l) v _ 2 algebra generated by :
Xn = 8\9-2z"®I

Jn, =

(6.82)
The diffeormorphism algebra compatible with this twisted nlgebra is generated by the elements:
Ln ; Gj + I ; G^ +J and Tn.

(6.83)

One obtains the A (antiperiodic) SC(N = 2) algebra.
We point out that, although the three KM. algebras (untwisted, twisted with TIJ, and twisted
with a change of sign on the 6's) are not conjugate, two of three associated derivation algebras are
conjugate (P and A) [37].
Finally, we remark that the SC(3) algebra cannot be treated in the same manner. A direct
calculation of the generalization of the central extension (6.67) to the N = 3 case shows that this
extension must be set to zero if one requires the compatible algebra to contain the SC(3) algebra.
6.5

Relation with complex structures.

We have proved that the SC(2) algebra is not the derivation algebra of some (semi simple) KM
algebra. However, there are constructions which allow to get this algebra in terms of KM one. This
section is devoted to a short review of these constructions and to the relation with our point of
view.
Instead of regarding the SC(2) algebra as a derivation algebra, now one looks directly at the
possible Sugawara construction. We start with a N = 1 KM algebra. Introducing the associated
RNS algebra
dime

1

r, dime

, dime

(6.84)
(6.85)

' o,6,c=l n,p

one asks whether it is possible to extend this construction to a new spin j generator Gm in such a
way that the set (GJn, Gji;} generates the 5C(2) algebra.
As a toy case, let us start with a N = 1 KM algebra in its "minimal representation", together
with the associated RNS algebra:
(6.86)
dime

iEE^

=
n

6,C= 1
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(6.87)
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I dimt;
LUl l i t /
,

L>tn

-I

V~*

=

W

/

0
—

"* 1

/

,

*• \

i a Ia

(6.88)

1a i b i c

(6.89)

\P> "^ ~) '• W W — '•

- dimt;
X~~^ v ~ ^ n,6,(T=l Tt.p

Then, we ask the operator1
o-

dimg'

(6.90)
a,6,c=l n ' P

to be the second \ -generator of the 5C(2) algebra. This imposes constraints on the totally
antisymmetric tensor tabc:
dinu;
£ t"bctdlK = M°d

(6.91)

6,r=l

dimi;

E

i tiih ±cti

\t ,t c +I t6(/ctjcae i-• Iidac ticbe J \ =

(6.92)

#

dime;

r \ + tdacfcbe + fabctcde

+ fbdcfae + fda,.tcbr)

=0

(6.93)
(6.94)
(6.95)

6=1

dimi;
ac

) = fa

cd

(6.96)

6=1

where we have introduced

-. dime

<?" = T E / V t ^

(6.97)

One can solve these constraints if Q is such that it admits a complex structure Jab.
Let us first recall that a complex structure J on a manifold M is an automorphism of the
tangent space of M, such that J2 — — 1. In our case, M is the Lie group associated to Q, so that
J is defined on the algebra Q. Tt can be taken antisymmetric: Jab = - J 6 " .
Using this complex structure, one can prove that if fabc is such that
dimt;
(6.98)
'"One should also include terms of the form - ( m +
discussion.
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but there are not relevant in the following
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then, for
dimg'
tabc=

(6.99)

all the constraints (6.91-6.96) are satisfied. This allows us to construct the SC(2) algebra with a
central charge

c = ^f

(6.100)

for all Q that have a complex structure such that (6.98) is satisfied.
A more interesting case comes from the GKO construction [38]. Considering a N = 1 KM
algebra Qk(S' x Gi), one makes the coset Q/H, where H is a subalgebra of G- As a notation, we
call A, B,... the indices of the adjoint representation of Q; a, b,... the indices for Ti; and 5,6,... the
indices of the coset G/H. The associated RNS algebra reads
HT(™ -

n

+ \) • ^ * m - n = +JLh, • 2 ^ > S . - B - p = (6-

G,1,,

(6.103)

where we have introduced the Casimir A of G and
(6.104)
To get the 5C(2) algebra, we construct the \ -generator
(6.105)
where Jdb is a complex structure and
(6.106)
The constraint equations on J and / then read
•^36 / cd

=

(6.107)
(6.108)
(6.109)

/do *^6c

/afc =

J*/Jfa/*e

One can study the general solution of these equations, but a nice particular case comes when
imposing
tàbc = hit = **
(6.110)
In that case, one deals with hermitian symmetric space, a complete classification of which can be
found in [39]. Among, these spaces, there are three coset spaces

SU(m + n)
SU{m) x SU{n) x Cf(I)

'

S 0 (m+2)
SO{m) x 50(2)
50

and

Sp(m)
SU{m) x

(6.111)

r

which lead to a generalization of the minimal unitary series for the 5C(2) algebra [35]. Other coset
lead to a central charge of 9 [38], value of fundamental importance for superstrings. For a more
detailled study of these models, see [38].
Of course, one can think of a generalization of this method to obtain other SC(N) algebras.
This can be done for JV — 3 and JV = 4 for the construction of supersymmetric <r-models [40,41].
However for greater values of JV, there is no non trivial spaces (we exclude the case {/(l)'v) leading
to a SC(N) algebra. This has to be related to the fact that SC(N) algebras cannot have central
extensions when N is greater than 4 [42].
To conclude, let us remark that the above results are not in contradiction w'th the ones of
section 6.2. Indeed, the 5C(2) algebra is not a derivation algebra of the N = I KM algebra. For
instance, computing ( G ^ , V^} in the minimal model, one gets
dims;
(6.112)
It appears a new type of generators
dim<;
(6.113)
n

6.c=l

and, applying the whole SC(2) algebra, we obtain all the envelopping algebra of the KM algebra1 ',
so that we cannot form the semi-direct sum of the SC(2) algebra with the N = I KM algebra.
In fact, only constrained WZW models might show up for the study of N > 1 superconformai
algebras: this approach lias been recently developed in [43], ir connection with the realization of
the 5C(2) algebra in terms of a N = 1 super KM algebra in which the simple part Q carries a
complex structure[38].
6.6

JV > 2 : New super conformai algebras.

The result of section 6.2 is disappointing, since it implies that the SC(JV) algebras (JV >
3) are not compatible algebras. However, the compatible algebras are new types of conformai
algebras which have (by construction) the property of allowing the semi-direct sum G(S1 x GN)O
D e U S 1 x GN).
Among these algebras, we present a special series associated with a cocycle :
VN = k6293...9NDi
JV > 2
£>, = kD\ with D\ - 0\dz + d\

(6.114)

These algebras have the particularity of containing the RNS algebra: they can be seen as a
generalization of this algebra, alternative to the SC(JV) algebra.
Moreover, the cocycles VN have the nice property of keeping the central extension of the bosonic
KM algebra :
[T°, Tn6] = ifbc Tn+171 + km 6n+m 6ab.
(6.115)
1

' We thank F. Delduc for drawing our attention on this point.
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Furthermore, these algebras are all included one into each other:
Der/, V (S' x Gv) C Derp v + ,(5' x Gv + 1 ).
Let us note that the study of the central extensions for such algebras have not yet been performed,
except in some perticular cases[31j (see appendix D). There is no reason a priori for the obstruction,
just above mentionned, concerning the usual SC(N) with JV > 4 to be valid for these new algebras.
As an example, we give the algebra compatible with Der/i2 (see [44] for other examples).
Ln =
Bh =
Gn =
dz-

d2

)
dh 0,0 2 3,

Tn
Wn
DI
Dn

=
= h62d2
= h6,02dx
=

(6.116)

with h(z) smooth function on 5 ' .
The non-trivial commutation relations between the generators are
[Ln, Lm] = (n - m) Ln+m
[Ln, Wn,] = -m Wn+m

[Ln, Tm] =
[Ln, Bm] =

-mTn+m
-mBn+n

(6.117)

[Ln,

[]
[Wn,Bm]

=

Bn+m

[ m ]
[TniDm]

=-Dln+
2

(6.118)

(6.119)

(G2 D2 \ = B j.

Note that the generators Ln,Gn and Tn form a subalgebra of Derp7(S' x G2) which is a
contraction of the SC(2) algebra. Indeed, let us recall the commutation relations of the SC(2)
algebra:
[Ln,Lm] = (n — m) Ln+m
[Ln, Gln] = (n/2 - m)Gn+m

[Ln,Tm) = -mTn+m
[Ln, G2J = (n/2 - m)G2n+Tn

' 1 — G2

(6.120)

[GlGln) = 2Ln+m
[Gn,G2m) = (n-m)Tn+m

[Gl,

= 2Ln

Then, defining the generators Ln = Ln, Gn = G n , Gn = eG n , Tn = eTn, one obtains in the
limit e — 0
[Ln, Lm] = (n — m) Ln+m
[Ln, Gln] = (n/2 - m)Gn+m

[Ln, Tm] = -mTn+m
[Ln, G2J = (n/2 - m ) G n + m

(6.121)

{^ni^m} = ( n ~ m )ïn + m
which is just the subalgebra formed by Lm, Gln, Gl1 and Tm.
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7.1

Application to (super) membrane and the area-preserving diffeomorphisms.
The aera-preserving difFeomorphisms algebra

Let us introduce the area-preserving diffeomorphism algebra over a manifold M of dimension
greater than 1. The variables z\,z-i, —•, zp [p — dimAf ) parametrizing the manifold M, the condition
for an infinitesimal diffeomorphism x on M
Zi — z,(zi,—Zp) = z, +

x,(z\,-zp

(7.1)

to preserve the volume can be expressed by the constraint on the Jacobian of the transformations
J,j = (dz,)/(dzj) to be of determinant equal to one :

if

a =—
az
<

(7.2)

Considering the case where dim M = 2, one has to solve, for each x(7.3)

di Xi +5-2X2 = °-

If M is the two-dimensional sphere S2, the general solution of (7.3) is given via a scalar function
h(z\,z>) such that:
Xi=d2h
and X2 = -d,h
(7.4)
The infinitesimal diffeomorphism corresponding to h[z\, Z2) is :

and therefore the area-preserving diffeomorphism algebra is generated by the L/, when h is varying.
We note the commutation relations :
(7.6)
where {, } is the usual Poisson bracket :
(7.7)

Choosing for h the spherical harmonics Yjn[^, <p), the generators :
dYi

d

d c o s <j> d.j

8Yi

d

dip 9 C , ,s

(7.8)

satisfy the commutation relations :
(7.9)
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with the structure constants denned in [45] and such that :
(7.10)
Turning to the genus-one torus S' x S' = T2, the general solution of (7.3) is, if instead of the
modulus one variables z\ and z2, one uses the angle <f>i and fa with z\ = e""x, z2 — e""7 :
(7.11)
with Ci and C2 constants.
In more mathematical words, any closed one-form is an exact form on the two-dimensional
sphere, while harmonic forms have to be added to get the general solution in the T2 torus case (see
in particular [46], for elementary notions of differential geometry). Then, using a Laurent series
expansion for h(z\, Z2) the generators of the area-preserving diffeomorphisms associated with :
_ -,'("

U

(7.12)

are [12] :

with n= (ni,n 2 )

Z - = Hi-(UiOtn - n^dé?

(7.13)

which satisfy the commutation relations :
[L-, Z-I = (m x n)L- L

m

n

with

m x ra=

(7.14)

m+ n

while the constants in (7.11) are associated with the translations :
P2 = -idé7

(7.15)

Tn.Z- y = 1,2

(7.16)

P 1 = -id0i
such that :
[P3, Z - ] =
[PUPT\

=

0.

(7.17)

Finally, let us remark that we have defined the aera preserving diffeomorphisms corresponding
to a flat metric. If one uses a general metric g,Jt then the aera preserving diffeomorphisms still
correspond to the algebra of divergence free vector fields, but the divergence of a vector v = J ^ v3dj
now reads

^H2

(7.18)

so that there is a priori one set of divergence free vectors for each metric: we note it SDiffg(M).
Let us first remark that the property
divg ([v, w]) = [div9v, w] + [v, divgw]

(7.19)

shows that SDiffg(M) is really an algebra. Moreover, if one introduce a new metric g,j, one can
associate to each vector v in SDiffg(M) a vector v such that:
v = ^ v => div-v
= ^dh
g
\/9
V3
Thus, the two set of divergence free vectors are isomorphic.
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7.2

The bosonic case.

Now, let us focus our attention on KM algebra defined on a closed, compact surface M with
dimAf > t. The possible central extensions which could be associated with the algebra C(M) are
in correspondence with the differential operators V = N}dj satisfying
(7.21)

div£> =

One could also say that to any central extension of G(M) is associated a (p - 1) closed current
T) = (N1,.. .,Np). Thanks to the remark of section 7.1 mentioning that an infinitesimal volume
preserving diffeomorphism is divergence-free, one deduces that a volume-preserving diffeomorphism
on M determines a central extension and vice versa.
When M is either the two-dimensional sphere S2 or torus T2 = S1 x S 1 , the solution to (7.21)
has already been given in section 7.1. Let us write down explicitly the general one-cocycle w in
both cases. Using again the property of any closed form to be an exact form on the sphere S2 leads
to the association to each central extension of a two-variable function such that :
(7.22)

X{h,Y}tltldzidz2>
that is also, after integration by parts and since the sphere has no boundary

(7.23)

where X1Y 6 G(S2) and <, > is always the Killing form on G- Choosing for
(7.24)

one gets :
°, Yb

d(cos

(7.25)

In the torus case, the presence of harmonic forms in the decomposition of JJ [17] leads us to
express the general central extension of G(T2) as (<f>\ and 02 belong to [0,2ir]):

=J

X (-ad2Y + Pd1Y)dfadfa

(7.26)

where h is a periodic function on T2 and a and P arbitrary constants.
Developing h($i,<fo) in Fourier modes :
hZ' e1"*1 e"* 3

(7.27)

leads to :
X° , e't"'*!+"»*!) ® Xb)
\HXn] ~ (4«r2)(am2 - /3
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(7.28)
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Now, let us determine the diffeomorphism subalgebra Der(Q^(M)) compatible with u>/,, that
is with a central extension relative to an exact form : expressing condition (4.2) one obtains as
generators :

L

+ dxhd2)

when

OxHd2H £ 0

(7.29)

where the two-variable function F is varying. Thus, apart from the A generator, the ^,-compatible
diffeomorphism algebra is made of elements Llh, which can be seen as a product of a (fixed) areapreserving transformation
Ll = F-Lh.
(7.30)
It is an easy exercise to determine the diffeomorphisms compatible with a harmonic form in the
torus case. We get:
Cx = A[^1, (J)2)Ox

if

a ^O

and

/3 = 0

(7.31)

L2 - A ( 0 i , <£2)32

if

a = 0

and

/3^0

(7.32)

leading to "Virasoro-like" algebras. In these special cases also, one recognizes the product of a
"translation" by a dilatation
Z

AI *k. J. \ * A. fi
—

—

— *"~" J\\ ffl] • © 2 / MD » t / i ~

PfJi

J.

\D

•* I © 1 • © 2 J * j

/7

")Q\

I Iiuu I

with fj (j = 1,2) already introduced in section 7.1.
Such a result (i.e. (7.30)and (7.33)) shows that we have a direct generalization of the dimM = 1
case. Indeed the Virasoro algebra is the (central extension of ) diffeomorphism algebra on 5' : any
generator appears as the product of a translation - or length-preserving transformation - and a
dilatation : L/ = ^p-zdz (\z\ - 1).
Even if we are repetitive, let us remark that the only cocycle for a KM algebra C(S1) reads :
u(X,Y)

r
dz
= / <X,zdzY>—-

(7.34)

involving the generator zdt, while when M = S2 or T2 the cocycle
WZ1(X1F) = I <X,(d>hd2-d2hdx)Y

> dfadfa

(7.35)

JM

involves the area-preserving operator L)1.
Now, we remark that when h and F vary, the elements LF generate the whole Vect(M) algebra
the general commutation relations being :
1
\TLF LT<J) J-FC
M , TFV
V h , k\ = Lk

we note in particular the action of SDKT(Af ) on
fr. TF~\ — rC 1 ^}
[L>h, ^k ] — ^k
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and also the action of SDifF(M) on the set of cocycles u>/, from the action of SDiff(M) on <?/,(A/) :
indeed it is straightforward, using (7.23) to get :
«,,(e'-A-.e'-'r) = wr-,.k{h,{X,Y)

(7.38)

But Lorn the above results, it is clear that SDi)T(M) cannot be seen as the diffeomorphism algebra
compatible with a particular cocycle.
7.3

The supersymmetric case.

Extending M to a supersymmetric surface M X G\, it is possible to determine special non-trivial
cocycles such that the compatible diffeomorphism algebra contains SDifF(M) as a subalgebra. Lei
us consider for example the case N = I, and M a two-dimensional manifold. Then one can verify
that the cocycle associated with the differential operator :
V = a de with a e C
12

and therefore to the KM algebra

(7.39)

2

CL(T x Gi)

[T£, Ti] = iff T^n

(7.40)

c

PS, **«] = Hf * * + a
{*%, *63} = -a« rai+B| , o « m , +flJ .o«° 6

(7.41)
(7.42)

where m is a two-vector m = (mi,m.2) with m\,rri2 6 Z, leads to a compatible diffeomorphism
•\lgebra generated by the elements :
LFh = F.Lh + ^{h,F}XlJ79dB
G1; = Ud6
P, = dZj for 3 = 1,2

(7.43)

where ft, F and f are functions of the two variables z\ and z2Let us point out that the above generators Ll can be viewed as the supersymmetrisation of
the generators Ll denned in (7.29) in the same way the bosonic generators of the RNS algebra are
the supersymmetric version of the usual Virasoro generators. This is illustrated in the diagram :
5 ! : Lf = f(z)dz

—

S1XG1:

L , = f{z)d,

Af:

—

MxG1:

Ll = FLh + \[Lh, F)O B6

+ J[O,, f(z)}6
(7.44)

Ll = FLh

Restricting F to be a constant, one recognizes the T 2 area-preserving generators Li,. Finally,
from the above diagram it seems natural for the Ll elements to satisfy commutation relations
analogous to the one given in (7.36). Indeed, a direct computation leads to :
i)Lk
, , 111,

J —

L

Li.

+ Ldjh

(7.46)

-

(7.47)

-

(7.48)

[Pj1Gv] = GBju
>2

(7.45)

{h.k}

7

Foi simplicity, we present the case M = T , but the calculation extends trivially to any two-dimensional surface

M.
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Let us add that for N = 1, the cocycle identified by (7.39) is the only one leading to a compatible
diffeomorphism algebra containing SDiff(A/). For N = 2, more than one cocycle will share such a
property.
It can be proved that the most general cocycle whose compatible algebras contain SDiff(M)
takes the form:
- 92d2)

V = {a + 092)di + (7 + \9i)d2 +

a, /3, 7 ,A, n € C

(7.49)

We will not study this general cocycle here: we just look at the cocycle V = do, and give the
other derivation algebras in the appendix F (see [18] for a complete study).
The compatible algebra of such a cocycle takes the form13:
Ll

= F(z, w) {{d,h)dK - (du.h)dz) + i{&, F}9202

Grh =

(7.50)

F(z,w)6l((d:h)du,-(dwh)d:)-1-{h,F}9l62d2

(7.51)

H'f, = F{z,w)d, for i = 1,2
KF = F(z,w)9ld2
SF F{z,w)(92d2-29ld,)

(7.52)
(7.53)
(7.54)

Its commutation relations are :

[Lh, Bv]

-

[LL K1;]

=

[H},, Su]

=-2HMBhSu] = Hh-

[KF,

Su]

{Hh.<?n
[Sr,

Cf]

H

F{h.U}

[Lh, «,A

- HF[IIJJ] ~

\KF{KU]

[LL Su]

= SF[KU]

= -3KFu

[Ku,G[] = 0

= L? - tfnw

{H?;,G£ }

= -KV(ZI 1 I/) -

iH\t
l{h,F)

J^((J[h,F]

= ~GFhU

(7.55)

This cocycle has the particularity of admitting as a subalgebra the algebra :
Lh = Lh
Oh = l*h

(7.56)

= (ozti)ow — \own)oz
+

TJ2

"h

ft

=

11 Q

t \ Q

/Q

L\JS

"2 [("Z^)Ow — \Own.)0z)

9

\

I

4

• h(z, w)d2

' FiOm now on, we do not mention the translations Pj: one has to add them when they exist.
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which has been suggested as the natural supersymmetric extension of SDiIf(A/) in [47j. Its commutation relations are
(7.58)
(7.59)
(7.60)

[Lh,

This algebra can be compared with the algebra denoted by H(2,1) in Kac's classification (see
also [48]). Indeed the algebras H{m,n) form a special class of W(m,n) superalgebras and in
particular H(2,1) is included in the "divergence-free" algebra S(2,1).
As a first application of the above result (for N — 1), one may think at a "Sugawara like"
construction for SDiff(Af). Although we did not succeed in solving completely this problem, we
can propose a formal construction, and make the difficulties precise.
Thus, let us start by treating explicitly the super-torus case M x G\ = 5' x S1 x G\. A natural
basis of generators for the KM algebra associated with the cocycle relative to V = do is given by
(7.61)
with m = (TTII, JTI2) and the commutation relations are :
(7.62)
(7.63)
(7.64)
We also recall the usual basis of SDiff(5' x S1)
LR = iha{n{di - n2d2) with hn = e'f"
P1 = -id,

; P2 = -id2

(7.65)
(7.66)

with the commutation relations (rh x n = min2 - rn2n\ ) :
[LrH1La] = (m xn)I,B + s
[P3, Lrn]

=

m} LA

J = 1,2

[PuP2] = 0

(7.67)
(7.68)
(7.69)

Now, let us formally set
dimO

(7.70)
0=1

and :

dirai;
j = 1,2
a=l
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then, one can directly check :
[i,S,V»2] = (rh x n) 4>%+n

(7.72)
(7.73)

and also :
[LfHiLx] = (m x n)£,5 +s

(7.74)
(7.75)

[PuP2] = 0

(7.76)

Such a construction can be extended to the bosonic KM generators :
(7.77)

as well as to all the fermionic generators of the 27-compatible algebra :
(7.78)

= 'jfabc

However we have not been able, up to now, to realize the above construction in terms of a
Foch space, and to define a normal ordered product. As a consequence, central extensions of
SDiff(5' x 51) cannot be provided.
Let us remark that the above "formal" construction can be done for any closed compact twodimensional surface M. Indeed, denoting by {AJ}JÇA a basis of smooth functions defined on M,
we define :
{Aj,Ak}\,2 = (d\Aj)(d2Ak) - (O2AJ)(OIAJ) = g'jkAi
(7.79)
and :
/

AjAk dz\ dz2 = T)jk = i)k]

(7.80)

The generators of the super KM algebra Q111(M x Gi) with
w(X, Y)= I d6d2z < X, dgY >

(7.81)

f Tf = Aj(ZuZ2) ® T"
\ fak =
z2)®T°

(7.82)

will be written as

and they satisfy the commutation relations :
[Tj,Tbk\ = iff

F'jk Tf- with Aj.Ak = F^A1

[T/,^] = ^ 6 F 7 W ?
(7.83)

The "exact part" of area-preserving diffeomorphism will be generated by :
Lj = (O1Aj)O2 - (O2Aj)O1
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with
(7.85)

j , Lk] = g'jkLi

Setting :
''r)vi = I

(7.86)

one can check that tiisse quantities are completely antisymmetric (gjkl = ~9kjt from the definition,
and <7jfci = -gikj after an integration by parts).
Then, defining :
(7.87)
n=l

k.l

we easily check :
(7.88)

and
[Lj1Lk] = QjJLi

(7.89)
2

Note that this general framework can be immediately »ppli«!d to the case M — S , the natural
basis being the spherical harmonics Y^((j>, <p)

8

Application to the Krichever-Novikov algebras

We present here the results obtained in [19,49,50] concerning (super)Krichever-Novikov algebras,
in the framework of an extended KM algebra [51]. These algebras are defined on two-dimensional
non-compact surfaces, so that we apply the results of section 5.
8.1

Case of the cylinder: the Virasoro algebra

We want here to use the results of the section 5.2 to the case of the usual KM and Virasoro
algebras defined on the sphere minus two points, or equivalently to the cylinder.
The cylinder C* we consider is parametrized by the variables (r, e"^) with r € R + (r / 0) and
ifi € [0,2T]. A basis of functions for this space is:
fpq(r,e'*) = rpe"<* (?,?)€ Z2

(8.1)

Then our loop algebra G{C') will be generated by the elements
(8.2)
Central extensions for such an algebra will be of the form:
(8.3)
where 7/ is a compact closed current, that is to say: 77 = dp with dp(r, e"*) compact. Writing
(8.4)
mgZ
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we obtain
(8.5)
As an example, let us take for p the Heaveside function associated to some real T1, > 0:
(8.6)
6Z

where
# ( r - r u ) = 0 if r < ru
1 if r > ri,

(8-7)
(8.8)

dp(r, e'*) — k6(r — Tn)dr

(8.9)

then,
ted to the circle r = ru on the cyclinder. The central extension
is compact. It is the current associated
writes:
/ rwid

rrib

\

c*'

'r,(' p m. T ,n) = 2 *

Let us now consider the analytique functions on C": they depend only on the variable z = re'*,
and the associated KM algebra is generated by the element T£ m = T^1. The above central extension
becomes:
Wr0 CC, Ti) = 2inkTT(TaTb)r™+nm6m+n,0 = 2ivkTT(TaTb)m8nl+n»
(8.11)
It does not depend on T1J anymore: we have only one (up to a multiplicative constant) cocycle.
This is the well-known result of section 2 for the KM algebras.
Let us now consider the derivation algebra of the above algebras (with central extension based
on the Heaveside function). The compatibility equation for C = A(r, <p)dr + B(r, <p)dv reads:
(8.12)
(8.13)

H(r - ro)9v-A = 0
ft.( J ( r - TU)A) = 0
The derivations have the form
C = {(1 - H(T - ru))A(r,ip) + aH{r -

B(r,

(8.14)

where A(r, <p) and B(r, <p) are smooth functions and a is a constant. Let us point out that to obtain
the derivation algebra of the (usual) KM algebra, we cannot simple ask the vector fields (8.14) to
be analytic, but compute directly the compatibility equation for the analytic KM algebra (as in
section 2). The results are different, because the compatibility equation has to be evaluated on any
function on C" in one case, whereas it is restricted to analytique functions in the second case.

8.2

Punctured surfaces of genus g > 0: the Krichever-Novikov algebras.

We extend now the above results to any compact Riemann surface punctured with two points.
This two-dimensionnal surface can be describe with a variable z and its conjugate z (see appendix
C).
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Let us first recall how the Krichever-Novikov (KN) algebras are introduced [19]. We consider a
two-dimensio:.nal Riemann surface of genus g. On this surface, we distinguish two points z± and
study the vector fields meromorphic on the surface and holomorphic outside z±. The KN algebra
is the set of these vector fields. Taking a basis An(z) (n € Z + gn with g,t — j j ) of functions
holomorphic outside z±, a basis for the KN algebra is constituted of the elements
en = -An(z)dz

(8.15)

m+t

(the minus sign has to be compared with Lm = -z dz, the vector fields on M x Gy being antiisomorphic to the Lie algebra of the group Diff(M x Gy)). One can show (thanks to the Riemann
Roch theorem) that the functions An(z) can be chosen such that

A..gn(z) ~ 2

and

An(z) ~ anz-n-""-x

and

A-gn(z) ~ z'

for

\n\ # gt)

(8.16)
(8.17)
(8.18)

Then, the commutator [em,en] is decomposed on the basis {en} with a finite number of terms as
i^nj —

/ , \9nm

(8.19)

Qmn ) ^m+n — r

with
Am(z)dzAn(z)

=

(8.20)

Moreover, there exists a special contour C + around z + (or z_ ) such that the bilinear form
o>+[em,en) = ^r /

12 Jc+

£-. {\(Am(z)d* An(z) 2TTI

+R(Am(z)dAn(z)

2

An(z)d:iAm(z))

- An(z)dAm(z))}

(8.21)

(with R a Schwarzian connection that ensure that the integral is well-defined) is a central extension
of the KN algebra with a finite number of terms.
On the punctured surface, let us introduce a (holomorphic) KM algebra:
T» (*) = Am(z) ® Ta

(8.22)

with a cocycle
u;(T£,Xn6) = k

^ -

)O1An(Z)

(8.23)

where 7 is a contour around z±, which may be different from C + The commutation relations are
r»Tra

T1"!

« fob

jj*

r

rr\c

i

go
V ^

L£Q6

—Am+n-rC)
2
*'
where we have introduced the decomposition of the product of two functions Am(z)
1

1

1- Tn) -^nJ ~ Jc

"n>n -tjn+n-r +

Ko

/ ,

(8-24)

••=-90

90

(8.25)

Am(z)An(z) =
r

=-30
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The compatibility equation for an holomorphic vector C = \{z)d:
w(CX,Y) - u{CY,X) = j ^.{(X(z)dX)(dY)

- (X(z)dY)(dX)} = 0

VA", 1' € Q

(8.26)

is then automatically satisfied. Thus, the KN algebra is the derivation algebra of the KM algebras
defined on the punctured surface whatever the contour 7 is. Note however that if 7 ^ C + , there
will be an infinite number of terms in the central extension term. Moreover, we can introduce the
central extension of the KN algebra K and still make the semi-direct sum QoK, since the central
extension of the KN algebra does not affect the commutation relation
jia]

(8.27)

r

In view of these results, it is tempting to make a Sugawara construction of the KN algebra in
terms of the KM algebra. This can effectivelly be done [49] for any surface, thanks to differential
geometry. Of course, as the central extension of the KN algebra will be related to the one of the
KM algebra, one must choose 7 = C + . Introducing the normal ordering
• JmJn

'— 1
(

T
b TO
J J
nm

if

m < - 1 - gf,

if

m

>

(8.28)

— 1 — <7II

one defines the product
p

-

P7P
-p

. Td TO
• JqJn-n-q •

f

Jk + A

(8.29)

and shows that they obey the commutation relations
V rrifj

(8.30)
+n-r + w + (e m ,e n )

with

kdimÇ

(8.31)

(8.32)

XTT
Note that, defining the fields

e(w) = Yi A-n(w)en

and J°(w) = Yi A-n(w)J%

n

(8.33)

n

(8.29) can be rewriten as
e(w) =

—i— V^ : j " j " . (u,)
k + X

(8.34)

a

which is just the right form of the stress-energy tensor associated to the current algebra Ja(w).
8.3

Supersymmetrization.

The supersymmetrization of the above results is strickly equivalent to the passage from the
Virasoro algebra to the RNS algebra. We define the super-KN algebra as the set generated by
em

= -[

bm

= Am(z)(Bdt

-{dzAm(z))6de\
- do)
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1
Its commutation relations are:
=

L^mi^nJ
[e»i,&n]
("mi«tij

\9ntn

~ 9mn j^m + n-r

(8.37)

r

(8.38)

r

=

(^gmn

=

- 9rnn )(>Tn+n-

" i n n ^m+n-r

(8.39)

They can be extented thanks to the cocycle

+R(Am(z)dAn(z) - An(z)dAm(z))}

(8.40)
(8.41)

where R a Schwarzian connection.
We again introduce the super-KM algebra generated by

TZ,(z) = Am(z)®T"

J)^(Z)-O

(8.42)

with the cocycle
(8.43)

and whose commutation relations reads
, / dz_A
b IT

r

./.c

90

=

kSab 2 J Fr,m+n+Soldz_.
r=-9o

in

(8.44)

(8.45)

-fmr, Wm+n-r

h" il>b\

.

,

r o •**-tn+n—r \

(8.46)

Then the compatibility equation for C — Li(z)dt + Li(z)6d# and G = G\(z)9dt + G2(z)de imposes:
9,L1 -2L2 =
G1 + G2 = 0

(8.47)
(8.48)

The solutions are of the form
C = Li[Z)O1 +-[OxL1)Od9

and

(8.49)

the derivation algebra of this KM algebra is just the super-KN algebra. The action of this derivation
algebra onto the KM one reads:
[em)Tn°]

=

-ffmnrT»+n_r

(8.50)
(8.51)
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One more time, one can perform [50] a Sugawara construction associated to this super KN algebra
by defining
e,n

=

k

A . - - A . » ) : « - P - , = (8.52)

h E £ F - , . n •• w:-,,-,, •• + \

3Â fl. 17. r. »a.i).r
(8.53)
p-1

a

The associated central charge is
(8.54)
As for the bosonic case, one can define the fields

e{w) = J2 A-n{w)en

g(w) = V A-n[w)gn

(8.55)
(8.56)

and recognize in (8.52-8.53) the stress-energy tensor and its super-partner associated to the supercurrent {ipa(w), Ja(w)):
(8.57)
g{w)

=

(8.58)
a,b.c

Note that one can also introduce a "minimal representation" for the super KM algebra of level
k = A. In that case, the generators T^1 are represented by a product of fermions
T" = — FL FP

• ébéc

(8.59)

or

T°(w) = ~f"bc :

(8.60)

Finally, let us remark that, following once more the case of superconformai algebras (section
6.5), it should be possible to construct an N = 2 super KN algebra with the help of an N = 1
super KM algebra denned on a punctured surface and associated with an algebra Q which allow
the realization of complex structure. To our knowledge, this exercice is still to be done.
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Conclusion and outlooks.
As a conclusion, let us just point out some of the directions which deserve some investigations.

It might be interesting to construct WZW models based on an extended Kac Moody algebra
using the co-adjoint orbit method [52,53]. Note that this technics has been successfully used in
the case of the N = I super KM algebra compatible with the RNS algebra [54]. In appendix D a
complete classification of the N = I super KM algebras with their associated derivation algebras
can be found and furnishes a framework for a detailed study of such models.
Actually the WZW models on the one hand and the Toda field theories on the other hand play
a particularly important role among two dimensional solvable conformai theories. Interestingly
enough, it has been remarked [55] that Toda theories can be regarded as constrained (or gauged)
WZW models. N = 1 super Toda theories could also be deduced from N = I super WZW models
after some constraints [56] if one starts from a simple superalgebra. Indeed one must pay attention
to the property of super Toda theories to involve superalgebras instead of algebras. From this
point of view, it might be interesting to compute the cocycles for "superloop superalgebras". In
this context, the co-adjoint orbit method with superalgebras could lead under certain conditions
to (a generalization of) Super Toda theories.
This co-adjoint orbit method could also allow some speculations on the supermembrane M x G,\
action in the light of the properties presented in paragraph 7.3 of the previous section. More
precisely the method should be applied on the super KM algebra (7.40-7.42) the derivation algebra
of which contains the area preserving diffeomorphisms.
From another point of view, one may imagine the construction of Wn algebras from extended
KM ones. In the case of the usual KM algebra, the Miura transformation [57] directly involves
the differential operator dz related to the central extension [58]. Note that the notion of super
Miura transformation has already been introduced in [59]. A general study using divergence free
operators could be considered. Of course such a discussion is not completely independent with our
previous remarks on super Toda theories.
Naturally one may think to develop mathematical properties of such extended KM algebras, in
particular the representation theory. Let us quote at this point [60] for the concept of "extended
affine root systems" (i.e. extension of an affine root system by one dimensional radical) and mention
again [30] for vertex representations of such extended affine Lie algebras. Another interesting
property, already discussed in sections 3 and 6 on some examples, is the notion of twist for our
extended algebras which appears richer than in the usual case due to the greater number of variables:
a general study has also to be performed.
One may also imagine that our extended KM algebras constitute the first step of a more general
and promising program. We will end by mentioning a new class of Z-graded contragredient Lie
algebras which generalizes to some extend our approach. These algebras contain infinité dimensional
Cartan subalgebras and a continuous set of roots, and they are called by the authors "continuum
Lie algebras" [61,62]. Usual KM algebras as well as algebras of vector fields on a manifold constitute
special examples in this class of algebras. The study of non linear dynamical systems associated
with continuum Lie algebras leads to some interesting models. A good example is given by the
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"heavenly" equation which appears as a particular case of a continuous analogue of two-dimensional
(finite, non periodic) Toda lattice [61] and its supersymmetric extension [63].
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APPENDIX
A

Determination of the cocycles of generalized KM algebras.

A.I

Demonstration of the general theorem

We have showed that the bilinear form
)

fdx{VY)X

with

divI> =

(A.1)

is a cyclic cocycle of C^(M) ® G,\. We need now to proove that any cocycle can be written as in
(A.I). For such a purpose, we will show that the space of cocycles is isomorphic to the space of
elements 4>/> denned in (A.I) 14 .
On the one hand, we can look at the space of elements $ p . Rewriting $ p as
A-, Y)

= (-y(-

) J ds0J I J2
A ... A dzpQn(x))(dnY)x\
J

(A.2)

we remark that the N^s are associated to the (9 valued) (p - l)-form
N = Y^i-Y'1

N3CLz^ A .. dZ, .. A dzp

(A.3)

whereas each Q1x is associated to a (0 valued) p-form Qn = Qadz\ A ... A dzp

9n{X,Y) = (-y*

dNoJ IN A dY X + £

Qa A (OaY)x\

(A.4)

)
The divergence-free equation of (A.I), projected onto the monomials 0 / leads to
Writing

equations.

(A.5)
(A.6)
we see that each r)\ ' and FL appears in at most one of the 2'v equations, so that these equations
are not coupled, i.e. independent.
14
We recall that there is no coboundary for the cyclic cohomology, 90 that there are as many classes of cocycles u
there are cocycles.
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The equation associated to 02.v_i = Bx...8s involves only the terms rjy

' ' , j — 1,...,/»:

t^f-])=»

(A.7)

This equation is just the closure condition of the form

Thus, the coefficients 77J ~ ' are associated to a closed (p - l)-form.

1

The other (2 A — 1) equations allow us to express some of the coefficients r« ' in terms of
(derivative) of the coefficients i^7) (/ ^ 2/V - 1), while the JV2'V - (2' v - 1) = (JV - 1)2A' + 1 other
r,','1 are left free, as well as all the ^

0

but rçf*"1', j = I 1 ..,p.

Altogether, the space of $n is isomorphic to
•rf'ï (I ^ 2N - 1) — (2*' - 1) times the space of (p - 1) - forms
•rf1

"') —» 1 times the space of (p - 1) - closed foi-ms

•free Tn - • ((JV - l)2' v + 1) times the space of p - forms

(A.9)
(A.10){
(A.ll)

On the other hand, a generalized Kunneth formula can be used [44] to show that
GlV) = A11(M) «1 W1 + Hl(C^[M))

® C + A 1 (M) ® W"

(A.12)

where H™( A) is the space of cyclic m-cocycles of A, A m (M) is the space of current of degree m on
M, and Wm is defined through H^{ JN) = H^(C) + Wm. In mathematical words, formula (A.12)
connects the cyclic cohomology of a tensorial product to the cyclic cohomology and the de Rahtn
cohomology of each term of the product.
The cyclic cohomology of G^ is well-known, and dimW 1 - ( J V - 1 ) 2 * + 1 whereas dimMf0 = 2' v
(see [44] for a realisation of H^(GN), and references therein for the cohomology of G/v). Futhermore,
the space of m-current on M is isomorphic to the space of (p — 7n)-current on M (Hodge duality),
so that we have
•A 0 (M) igi Wx -> (2A' - 1) times the space of (p - 1) - forms

(A.13)

•Hlx{M) ® C -> 1 times the space of (p - 1) - closed forms
•A,(M) ® W0 -* ((JV - 1)2^ + 1) times the space of p - forms

(A.14)
(A.15)

This is just the space generated by the $ p (with divD = 0). As we know that the $ p are (nontrivial) cyclic cocycles, we deduce that we have all the cyclic cocycles of C^(M) ® GAT.
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A.2

Classes of the cocycles

We have determined a représentant for each class of the cohomology of Lie algebras: in this
section, we want to determine all the cocycles, that is to say to find the coboundaries for this
cohomology. They take the form:
[dQ){Ta ® X, Tb i» Y) = n([T a ® X, Tb ® Y]) = Q({Ta, Tb] ® XY)

(A.16)

where fi belongs to the dual of G(M x G,\). It can be written as
n{Ta Ig)X)= f

dx(Y RbTb)(Ta ® X)

(A.17)

where we have introduced the dual basis {Tj,} of the generators Ta of Q
Tb(T") = 6g

(A.18)

b

and a collection of p-forms {dx R }. Then, (A.16) becomes:
(dU)(Ta ® X 1 T 6 ® Y) = Y ifabr f
r

<fx Rr[x)XY

(A.19)

JVxGy

Altogether, any cocycle of G(M x G.\) can be written as
u(Ta ® X, Tb ® Y) = tr(T o r fc )(-) 9t - V)9(r) /
dx RT(X)XY

dx
(A.20)

G

Looking at the graded antisymmetry of this cocycle, we remark that it is alternatively carried by
the finite dimensionnal Lie algebra part or by the integral part: in the first term of the sum (A.20),
the trace is symmetric and the integral is graded antisymmetric, whereas in the second term, the
structure constants are antisymmetric and the integral is graded symmetric.

A.3

Covariance of the cocycles

Until now, we have not looked at the covariance of our cocycles under a change of coordinates.
In fact, the above demonstration shows that the definition of w does not really involve a vector
field V but instead the (p - l)-form JV and the p-forms Qn, a = 1,...,JV. This is explicited when
one looks at a change of the coordinates z} (j = l,...,p):
•
1,...,

W}(zu...,Zp)
Zp)

- ^ Q

where we have introduced the (partial) Jacobians
Nj1

P J

J(j_, = (-)

~ N}

(A.21)

D(zu...,zp)

with

(j,ji,—,jp-i)

'^ '

r

\

notation

circular permutation of (l,2,..,p)
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These transformation laws are much different from the one of a vector field v =
-^•Vk(wU...,Wp)

VJ(WU...,W,,) - V

(A.23)

We will call with some abuse V a vector field and R/ functions (or distributions), keeping in mind ,
that there transformation laws obey to (A.21) and not to (A.23).
Finally, let us remark that one can make appear "true" distributions or functions with the help !
of a metric g,j. In that case, the integral rewrites
I

(E R1O1Y)X = I

dx y/g(T R1 B1Y)X

(A.24)

JMXG

o

where now R/ transform as functions, the p-form being y/gdSL. In that case, the cocycle condition
reads
=O
(A.25)
which as to be related to the definition of the divergence of a vector in a non flat metric:
~ ~

1
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B
B.I

KM algebras, fields and OPE's
K a c M o o d y algebras a n d current algebras

From any KM algebra Gk[S'), one can construct a set of fields as follow. Let us denote Tfn the
generators of the KM algebra and define the field :
(B.I)

«J6CingZ

From the commutation relations of
b

, Tb] = if*

6n+m6 °

(B.2)

one computes for |ui| > \w'
U)-U)

(u) — w'y

(B.3)

where the dots ... stand for the regular part (in (w - w')) of the product T"(w) Th(w:). In fact,
extending the definition of the normal ordering on the T,%'s to the fields Tr(z) through
: Ta(w) Tb(w') := £ : T° Tn6 : uT"- 1 « / - - '

(B.4)

m,n

one can show that the regular part in (B.3) is just the normal ordered product : Ta(w)Tb(w') :
Ta(w) Tb(u>') = ifabc

i^-L + k

+ : Ta(w) Tb(w') :

(B.5)

Note that, whereas there are many possible normal orderings, this is just the one introduced
in section 2.6 that satisfies this condition. This property, well-known for the KM and Virasoro
algebras, has been extended to any type of Lie (super) algebra in [65,64].
The product (B.5) is known as Operator Product Expansion (OPE) of Ta(w) and Tb(w') and
its irregular part as the contraction of Ta(w) and Th(w') and denoted
Ta(w)Tb{w') = Ta(w)Tb{w')-

: Ta(w)Tb{w') :

(B.6)

Once we get the fields Ta{w) and their OPE's, we can recognize the KM algebra thanks to contour
integrals. The generators T,° are now the modes of the fields T"(w) in a Laurent expansion, and
are defined as

where the contour integrals §Xo are performed on a small circle around z(). Then, the commutators
are obtained via the OPE's and
(B.8)
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Note that only the contraction of T"(w) Tb[w') contributes in (B.8). Thus, knowing a KM algebra
or the fields T"(w) (with their OPE's) is completely equivalent. This method can be extended to
the Sugarawa and GKO constructions when one introduces the stress-energy tensor

L(w) = TL,,, w-m~2 and L1n=I-.
J

m

"

L(w)wm

(B.9)

2iri

The Sugarawa construction reads
(B.10)
The OPE L(w)L(w') being computed through a "modified" Wick theorem [65,64].
L{w)L(wl)

=

^ / 2 _ + J ^ L + Wl+
r

(w - w y (w - w'Y
whereas the action of L(w) on Ta(w) redas:

: L(w)L(w')

:

(B.ll)

w - w'

(B.12)
[W — W)

W— W

Let us also remind that the general action of L(w) on a field $(w) reads

L(w)$(w') =: L(w)$(w') :
where the number d<j, is the conformai weight of i(w). If the field D^(w) = O, <l(tu) is called
quasi-primary, and if we have Dn{w) = 0 Vn, $(iu) is a primary field. (B.12) shows that Ta(w)
is a primary field of conformai weight dr« = 1, and (B.ll) that L(w) is a quasiprimary field of
conformai weight d^ — i.
To conclude let us emphasize that the variable w in Ta(w) has nothing to do with the variable
z introduced for the definition of Ç{Sl). In fact, the identification Tfn = T" <8 zm realizes a
representation of the loop algebra G[S1) and the KM algebra Gk(S' ) but considering the generators
T£ as modes of the fields T"(w) is another representation of Gk(S1).
B.2

Superfields and N=I

Kac Moody algebras.

The same procedure can be adopted for the N = I KM algebra : introducing w € C* and £ a
Grassman variable, from the JV = 1 KM algebras ^Jt(S1 x G1) (see section 6.3), one constructs the
superfields :

Fa(w,t)

(B.14)

where the second superfield is constructed from the RNS algebra

-m~2

G(w) =
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Then, one can make either super OPE's in function of the intervals W - W - w - w' - ££' and
- P with W = (u>,£) and D = £'<V + d^ (covariant derivative):

1/2

L

or OPE's with the component fields as in section B.I, G(w) and ipa(w) being primary fields of
conformai weight da — \ and d^, = \ respectively.
The normal ordering in the modes extends also to fields in such a way that the regular part
of a product of fields is exactly its normal ordered product, the super-stress-energy tensor being
written as the (regularized) product of generators of the super-KM algebra for the Sugawara and
GKO constructions. For the Sugawara construction, it reads:
(B.17)
(B.18)

G(w) =
a.b,c

Once again, we emphasize that the Grassman variable £ has nothing to do with the variable 0.
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Parametrization of two-dimensionnal surfaces.

In this appendix, we make clear the connection between the (usual) parametrization of a twodimensionnal surface in terms of z and z and the variables z,, i = 1,2 we used. To be simple, we
present the case of the torus, but the connection is possible for all other two-dimensionnal surfaces.
If we describe the torus as S1 x S1, a natural choice of variables will be z, and z2 complex
numbers such that z\ \ = |z 2 | — 1, as used above. But the torus may also be viewed as C/L(LJI,U>2),
where L(u\,u!2) is the lattice generated by u>i and W2 (W1, w2 € C with jjj£ (ER). Points on T2 will
be characterized by
+ Tn2W2, mi,m 2 6 Z}

[z] = {w £ Clz ~ w —

(C.I)

and functions will depends on [z] and [z].
To make the connection between these two formalisms, we write Zj = e2""*', j = 1,2. Then,
we have the relation:
SlxSl
yz\

"=• €.

1

1 Z'i = e

a

2

1

)

—

C/L(w,,w2)
[z] = aiu;i + a2w2

2

with

a i , a 2 e [0,

(C.2)

a

A KM generator TS = T ® a™ z™ will then be writen as T ® /(W, W) with
(C.3)
m.m"

with

m=

and

m=

~ — TTl2W2"

(C.4)

It is easy to show that any function / of the form (C.3) satisfies

Œ + 2*07) = /(W, R)

i = 1,2

(C.5)

/ is doubly périodique. Moreover, if one requires / to be analytique, then one must have m = 0, so
that Tn = 0 and / is a constant: any analytique function on the torus is constant. This well-known
result leads to the study of punctured surface (i.e. Riemann surfaces minus a discrete number of
points). On these surfaces, there are more analytique functions, so that one can define analytique
generalized KM algebras together with there derivation algebras: see section 5.
To conclude, we remark that these two formalism can be viewed as the two possible applications
of two dimensionnal surfaces, that is strings or membranes. With the variables z\ and Z2, we study
the surface M and the aera-preserving diffeomorphisms (see section 7), whereas the variables [z]
and [z] make appear the conformai properties of the functions on M, so that the KN algebras are
naturally involved (as shown in section 5). Note also that in the first case we study general KM
algebras defined on_M, while the second case is devoted to the study of analytic (i.e. depending
on [z] and not on [2]) KM algebras.
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D

The compatible algebras related to Gw(Sl x Gi).
First, we recall that the general cocycle for S 1 x Gi corresponds to a differential operator :
V = adz + {dza)6dB + edg + k6dz

(D.I)

Then, with the notation introduced in section 6.3, we get the compatible algebras:
« Der(fe)
L.i = Adz i Gc = C8dz and KD = D6d$ are the compatible diffeomorphisms. They admit as
a basis :
Ln = -zn+ld,
Gn = z"+l6dz
Kn = zn6dB
(D.2)
The commutation relations of this algebra are:
[Ln, Lrn] = (n - m)Ln+m

[Kn, Gm] - Gn+

[Ln, Km] = - m Kn+m

[Kn, Kn] = 0

[Ln,Gm] = (n-m)Gn+m

{G n ,G m } = 0

(D.3)

Note that this algebra possesses an anticommutating generator Gn whose conformai weight
(given by the commutator [L n ,G m ]) is an integer and equal to 2. This object may be seen as a
ghost associated with Ln.
Although the computation of the central extension for the derivation algebras does not enter in
our study, we can calculate, in this special case, the most general central extension of Der(t).
[Ln, Lm] = (n-m)
[Ln, L»m] =

Ln+

(7i2 - 1) 6n+m

[Gn, Gm) = 0
[Ln, G m ] = (n -

-mDm

m)Gn+m

(D.4)

[Dn, Gm] = G n + m

[L>m,Dn] = Am Sn+m

where A and c are complex constants, to be related to the Virasoro algebra (generated by the L m 's)
and the level of the U(I) KM algebra (generated by the Dn1S).
Der(a)
LA = A[Z)O1 + — A[z)0dg ; GC = C(z)0dz
a
The commutation relations are :
[LA, LB] = LAd1B-Bd1A
a,B-Ba,A
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(D.5)

[LA, Kk] = 0
{Gc,GD} =

(D.6)

r

Note that L \ and Gc correspond to the "super-dilatations" of V = adz + (d2a)6do expected
from the final remark in section 4.2
• Der(e)
L , = .4(

^0<9 fl a n d GH = fl(z) 0ff

[I.,, I B ] = L. U)P-BOA {GA,GB} = 0
with C = Ad2B - B ^ ~ ^
This algebra (for e = Z2K~X ) is a contraction of the RNS algebra: defining
[LA,GH] = GC

TZ = Ln,

and

GZ = AGm

(D.7) ,
j
(D.8)

where L1n and G7n obey the commutation relations of the RNS algebra, we obtain the algebra
E) when A —> 0.
Der(a, k)
Li = A(z)dz and Gc = C{z)6dx
[LA,LB] - LAdB-BdA

[LATGB] = GASB-BÔA

{G.I,GH} = 0

(D.9)

This algebra is a subalgebra of Der(fc).
• Der(fc,e)
LA = Ad2 + %ïj&9de and G 8 = B(k$dz - ede)
[LA,LB] = LAf)B-HHA {GA,Gi)} = 2Lc with C
[LA,GB]

= GC

with

=-keAB
(D.10)

C = AdB - BdA +

This algebra leads to the RNS algebra when e(z) = kz2n~l, see section 6.3.
• Der(et, fc, e)
= 7(f)

2

(5- + it69*)

M d G

A= A f( W f t - £ 5 e ) A g C

We have a 2-dimensional algebra generated by L — L\-\ and G = GA=I, the commutation
relations being
[L, G] = O
{G, G] = -2L
(D.ll)
Note that these relations are just the ones satisfied by the subset {lui G0} of the Ramond algebra,
e Der(a,e)
Lx = A^(9, + %9de) and GA = Aa^ A e C
[Lx11L3^] = O
[L A I ,GA S ] = 0
{GA,,GA 2 } = 0
(D.12)
This algebra is a contraction of Der(a, k, e). (L = L, G = AG, with L € Der(a, k, e), G e Der(a, *, E)
and A -» 0)
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E

JV = 3 Kac-Moody algebra defined on 5 1 leading to 5C(2) algebra

From the result of section 6.2, we know that there is only one KM algebra whose derivation
algebra contains the SC(2) algebra. Its cocycle reads T> = kdg,. Introducing the generators
T,nn = zm ® T"

(E.I)

(« = 1,2,3)

(E.2)
3.1

one can compute the commutation relations:

The compatibility equations for the vector fields
C =

(E.3)
(E.4)

,(*)^ + B(z)0t92O3)dz
read:
W1 = W2 = H31 = H32 = Ki = K2 = O C3 = B = Dn = Z) 12 = Z) 22 = Z) 2 , = O
Zf1, 4- Zf22 + 2Zf33 = d,A
D23 + 2Z) 32 = & C ,
•K^.i = j^xWb
Di3 + 2Z)31 = —dzC2

(E.5)

Taking as generators
—- *
uz
« vv w
3
x
= z"{0 d3 - 9 d\ - 92O2)

Un = zn{0'di-e2d2)

Tn = zn [Pd2-

Kn = 2 n e : ^9 z + ! « " - ' f l 1 * 2 ^
Gi = zn+ll2(9ldz

- 9,) + (n + i)z"-

Wn = z^^iOWds
+281O2O1) and W2 = zn-[/2(el0:ld3
1 2
Dn = Z^O O O3
En = zn+l'2dx
El = zn+1'2d2
En = znd3

- 201O2O2)

The conformai weights are d* = 0 for Dm, i* = \ for W^n, W^, Hfn and fl£, d^ = 1 for T m , CTn,,
5™, Bm, Km, Ei, d* = \ for G^, G2m, £!>,, E2m.
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The non trivial commutation relations between the generators are
[U,,, Sm\ = 2Tn+m
[Sn, Hm] = HUm
[Bn,
H]n]=-2HUn

n> ^m] — 2(7n+m
TJ I 1

T*

TiI "ml

TT'2

—

"n + m

= Gn+m

[
[S n ,

Gi

I _ rH
J- 2/7'
ml - " n + m + i£/n+m

-.

17/ W1 I — -W1
w
[un>
" ml
n+m
^Gl
] ~
=
-G

n+m-nW?l+m

n

n,Em]

= En+m
= -3Dn+m

nM

[n,m]
[^,U
^m
[K1nG]n] = -[Kn1Ein] = Gn+m + En+m + *Wr\+m
[Kn,Gl] = -[Kn,El]
= -Gn+m - En+m - f W^T
{Hn,G}n} = flj(n + m)Dn+m + S,^+m
n,Um]

— -25

[Bn, Km\ — —2Kn+m
[^n1 nm\ — nn+m

n+m

[Tn,

2

[]

\T

n

[Sn,G2m] = Gn+m
[Sn, El]= -EUm
[Un,Wm]=WUm
[Bn,Gm] = -GU,,
[Bn, El] = EUm

[Tn,E%i\ = EU

[Un,
[Bn,
[Bn, Dm] =

-3Dn+

(G n , Km} = -HUm
[Gn, Wn] = -Un+m - Bn+m
[Ek,Wm) =-Un+m + Bn+m
[GWWD
X^nI Wmt

[Gn, Wl) = Tn+m - Sn+m + 2Kn+n
[En, Wl) = -Tn+m + Sn+m
{En,Wm}

= -Tn+m - Sn+m - IKn
=

= Un+m + Bn+n

in+m + Sn+m

[El, Dm) = -HUm
t/~i\

W2 1 — - W 1

(~>\ \

t f\ p2 1
I 0 IiI 1 1 InJ —

1/^2 /~i2 1

n+m m
2 ±n+m

[Gn, Dm) = HUm

Sr1I

or

E*1

I

r

n—m TT

If1I P^ \
m Tf ^
! " n ) "mJ ~ '"-"n+m

n—m c

2 "n+in

The SC(2) algebra embedded in this compatible algebra is generated by Lm, Tm, G)n and G m .
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F

A* = 2 Kac-Moody algebras defined on M compatible with
SDiff(M)

A priori, we have 21 = 32 different cocycles, corresponding to each possibility of annulation of
the constants a, /3, 7, A and /1 (see section 7.3). We present here a study of the cocycles we think
to be relevant, namely :

Vn^ = ad, + fdi
V jx

=

V11 =
where d3 — So1 j = 1,2. Note that the first operator is odd whereas the last two are even. In
the case where the operators V are even, we already know that Vp = F(zx, Z2,61,02)V ("superdilatations" of V) are compatible diffeomorphisms, but we will see that they are not the only ones.
We start by giving the CR. of the most general KM algebra whose compatible algebra contains
the area-preserving one.
[Tf,T^

[Tj,

= Xf

IT], 4>"g] =

ifabc4>')g

if°brXjg

=

[Tf,

W, fi} =
[X], fi] = a6«bu,{f,g)
{^,^} = 0Sabw(f,g)

[X], fi] =
= -\6°bu>{f,g)

(F.I)

• We first study the cocycle associated to V11.
The compatible algebra is then
\{h,T}V2(6xdx +O2O2)

D\ = T(zu

Zlh)dz,

(•= 1,2)

P1 =

(F.2)

-

HT, QT and Q\ correspond to the superdilatations OiV11 (they are solutions, as expected). Again,
the area-preserving diffeomorphisms appear for T = 1: L/, = Lh ~ . The (non-vanishing) commutation relations for this algebra are
Tl

-'

[P11LjT] = Llih
[Ll, Kv] =
T

\r

v

n\

-

PL Qu\ =

(F-3)
+ Ldh'<T

(FA)
(F.5)

KT[h,u]i7
n

TU

4- H7

QTWU-Q

[Pi, D7] = Dlih+Dah->T
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for

(F.8)

r

(F.9)
[QlHr]

= Hu-

[QlHr] = - / / « •

• For P,,-,, we obtain

P, = 9,,

(• = 1,2)

Gf, =
Iff

(F.12)

T(zuz2)e.((dZIh)dz,-(dZ7h)dZt)-~{h,T}l2e+e_d+

(F.13)
(F.14)
(F.15)
(F.16)

= T(*,fa2)ô-

ST =
where we have defined
1

(F.18)
(F.19)

d± = a^i ± 7^2
With these simplifications, the commutation relations read
TO"

, ,T(UI1!

rl;{*.'f>,,

(F.20)
(F.21)

+

(F.22)
(F.23)

~

(F.24)

H

T[h,U)i2

(F.25)
(F.26)

[Lh, Su]

(F.27)

[Pi, Gh]

(F.28)
[P1, ST] = Sdl.T
Hr, Sv] =-2H
[Jirt/,Gf]=O

[Pi, KT]
[H+, Su]
[KT,

Su]

(F.29)
(F.30)
(F.31)
(F.32)
(F.33)

.Tl

_

(F.34)
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• Finally, we study Vj\:

P,

= Ou1

D1

=

T(ut,u2)û,ff2

Q'T

-

T6,82d,

((du, h)dU7 - (d,nh)dUi )

for

(F.35)
(F.36)
(F.37)
(F.38)
(F.39)

i = 1,2

Since V.ix is even, the super-dilatations again appear. The non-vanishing commutation relations
are:
~

k\

-

L

k

~

(F.40)

L

h

(F.41)

D

k

(F.42)

lQl]

for

= Qnh
nh,v
,vhh,
J

< = 1.

(F.43)
(F.44)

^

(F.45)
[P1, Kr]

=

JiTa., r

, Qf] = <&

(F *6)
(F.47)
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Chapitre 2
Algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues : une approche chronologique
Ce chapitre contient les différents articles traitant des algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues, tels
qu 'ils sont parus au fur et à mesure de leur publication. Chaque article abordant un cas particulier,
il permet d'appréhender plus en profondeur les notions d'algèbre de Kac-Moody étendue et d'algèbres
de dérivation.
Ainsi, le premier article abordera le cas des algèbres superconformes, le cas N — 2 étant précisé
dans la lettre qui suit. Le troisième article se concentrera sur le cas des difféomorphismes qui
conservent l'aire, tandis que la dernière lettre parlera de leur version supersyméti ique.
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EXTENDED SUPER-KAC-MOODY ALGEBRAS
AND
THEIR SUPER-DERIVATION ALGEBRAS
R. Coquereaux
CPT 2, CNRS-Luminy, case 907, F-13288 Marseille cedex 09

L. Frappât, E. Ragoucy, P. Sorba
Laboratoire d'Annecy-le-Vieux de Physique des Particules
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K e y w o r d s : Kaë-Moody algebras, Loop algebras, Superalgebras, Super-circle, Superderivations, Virasoro algebra, Grassmann algebras, Supersymmetries, Superconformai algebras,
Cyclic cohomology.

Abstract
We study the N-extended super-Kac-Moody algebras, i.e. extensions of the Lie algebra of the
loop group over the super-circle A^. The extensions are characterized by 2-cocycles which are
computed in terms of the cyclic cohomology of the Grassmann algebra with N generators. The
graded algebra of super-derivations compatible with each extension is determined. The cases
N = 1,2,3 are examined in detail and their relation with the Ademollo et al. superconformai
algebras is discussed. We examine the possibility of defining new superconformai algebras which,
for N > 1, generalize the W = I Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz algebra-
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Introduction

Supersymmetries in physics have brought the study of graded commutative algebras and graded
Lie algebras to the forefront of the arena of theoretical physics in the last 10 years and have also
triggered a revival of their interest in pure mathematics. Infinite dimensional Lie algebras and
in particular Kac-Moody algebras have also shown their usefulness in quantum field theory, in
particular in the realm of two dimensional models and in string theory. The study of supersymmetric string theories leads therefore to the introduction of infinite dimensional superalgebras
(from now on, we will use mostly the adjective "super" rather than the traditional "Z^-graded"
qualifier used by most mathematicians). As it is usually the case in physics, "matter-fields"
take their values in a representation space of an algebra (or of a group). What happens here is
that most interesting representations happen to be projective representations (they transform
correctly only up to a phase); this means that they are genuine representations of a central extension of the algebra. This situation was already recognized in the early days of quantum field
theory (presence of Schwinger terms) and has been illustrated many times under different names
since. For example, it is well known that central extensions of loop algebras are described by a
so called "central charge", the result being a Kac-Moody algebra and it is also known that the
algebra of derivations of such an algebra can itself be central extended to obtain the so-called
Virasoro algebra. When one incorporates supersymmetries, i.e. Grassmann generators into the
game, one could expect a similar situation. However, several new phenomena appear.
First, the number of independent "central charges" that one can add is no longer equal to
one as it was the case previously and this number also depends upon the numbei of Grassmann
generators. In other words, if we start with a given loop algebra and supersymmetrize it by
adding N Grassmann generators, it will still be possible to construct several inequivalent graded
Lie algebras (super-Kac-Moody algebras), each one characterized by the choice of a different
central charge. Technically, such a "central charge" is described by the choice of a non trivial
cocycle and the space of these cocycles is a linear space; the inequivalent extensions can therefore
be described by choosing a basis in the space of these cocycles. In the first part of this article,
we will describe this procedure in detail and relate these cocycles to the cyclic cohomology (see
sect. 2) of the "super-circle" (this denotes the tensor product of the Grassmann algebra with
N generators times the (commutative) algebra of functions on the circle). As a by-product or a necessary tool - we will also describe the Hochschild and cyclic cohomologies of these two
algebras. A result of independent interest will be the explicit expression of a basis for the cyclic
one-cocycles of a Grassmann algebra using the Berezin integral. We will study explicitly the
cases N = 1,2 and 3 and we will also give general formulae for an arbitrary N.
Another phenomenon, which is a new feature of the supersymmetric case appears when one
studies derivations of functions on the super-circle (the analogue of the algebra of vector fields
of the circle). Indeed, an algebra of derivations for a central extension of a loop algebra has to
be compatible - of course - with the cocycle defining the extension. This, in turns, is equivalent
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to select a subalgebra of all (super)derivations of superfunctions of the super-circle itself. This
procedure has already been followed in [1] where a particular central extension in the case N = I
was investigated. Actually, this case corresponds to the usual N = I superconformai algebra.
We will devote the second part of the present article to the study of the above mentioned
compatibility equations and more generally to the study of (graded) derivations on the central
extensions on the super-circle. The particular cases N=I and JV = 2 will be treated explicitly
(see sect. 3).
A class of algebras of particular interest in superstring theories are the so called "superconformal" (or Ademollo et al.) algebras [2]. In the same way the JV = 1 superconformai
(or Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS)) algebra can be defined as the particular algebra of superderivations corresponding to a central extension on the JV = 1 super-circle, one may wonder
whether the other members of the family ' the superconformai algebras of [2] can be characterized in the same way. We will see in sect. 4 that this is not the case; in particular we will
show that there is no non trivial cocycle compatible with the JV > 2 superconformai algebra
from the JV > 2 super-circle. We will propose new types of extended algebras, associated with
super-Kac-Moody ones and generalizing the JV = 1 RNS algebra.

2

Central extensions of the loop algebras with N supersymmetries

The organization of this section is the following. We start by recalling the definition of loop
algebras and super-loop algebras. Then we show in sect. 2.1.2 how central extensions of these
Lie algebras (i.e. Kac-Moody and super-Kac-Moody algebras) are determined by Lie algebra
cocycles (or graded Lie algebra cocycles) of degree two which, in turn, are fully determined
by cyclic cocycles of degree one on the algebra C(Si) of smooth functions on the circle (or
on the super-circle). We recast these results in the general framework of "Non Commutative
Geometry": this paragraph 2.1.3 may be skipped in first reading. In sect. 2.1.4, we recall the
description of cyclic cocycles of degree one on C(S1) and we describe explicitly in sect. 2.1.5 and
2.1.6 cyclic cocycles of degree one on the Grassmann algebra GN with JV generators. Finally,
we show how the results of the above sections allow us to compute easily the cyclic cocycles of
degree one on the super-circle AN = C(S1) ® GN (sect. 2.1.7).
In sect. 2.2, we gather explicit results concerning cyclic cocycles for AN in the case JV =
1,2,3.
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2.1

General discussion

2.1.1

Loop algebras and super loop algebras

A loop algebra L(LieG) can be denned as the space of loops in a Lie algebra Lie(G) with the
commutator
{Z,n](p)

= [t(p),ri(p)},

t,Tl£L(LieG),

p e S

1

(2.1)

This Lie algebra can be identified with the Lie algebra Lie(LG) of the loop group LG, itself
denned [3,4] as the group of smooth maps from 5 1 into a finite-dimensional Lie group G. As
a particular case, we can take G = U(I), then He(G) = R and the loop algebra L(HeG) can
be identified with the space of periodic functions. This algebra is also the commutative algebra
of smooth functions on the circle 5 ' ; it will be denoted ' by C(S1) and will play an important
role in the following discussion. Elements of L(LieG) can be written as linear combinations of
elements of the kind X"(»)Ta where Xa(») is a function on the circle, i.e. an element of C(S1)
and {T,,} denotes a basis in the Lie algebra Lie(G): [Ta,Tk] = f<bTc.
In this paper, we are mostly interested in the supersymmetric case. In particular, we will
replace the circle (or better the commutative algebra C(S1 )) by the super-circle A^ which is the
(non-commutative) algebra C(S1)®GK
where G,\ is the Grassmann algebra with N generators.
More generally, to any loop algebra K we can associate a super-loop Jgebra K^ by allowing
the functions X"(») to belong to the super-circle As rather than to the commutative algebra

C(S1).
2.1.2

Kac-Moody and Super Kac-Moody algebras

Kac-Moody algebras are central extensions of loop algebras. At the level of Lie algebras, a
central extension of such a loop algebra can be written as Lie(LG) = Lie(LG) ffi R with the
Lie bracket
[(É,a),(i,t/3)] = (K,i|],W(e,f,))

t,r, € Lie(LG),

a,/î G R

(2.2)

where u>(£, 7j) is a Lie algebra cocycle. Such an object has to be antisymmetric (this comes from
the anticommutativity of the Lie bracket) and has to satisfy the following cocycle condition
(coming from the fact that the new Lie bracket has to satisfy the Jacobi identity):
«*(K, i»], C) + «([il, C], 0 + "([C, fl,i|) = 0 £, Ij, C 6 Lie(LG)

(2.3)

One then proves [4] that such a cocycle for G compact is necessarily of the kind
(2.4)
From now on, we will use the notation dt for tdi = td/dt.
1

The functions will be taken infinitely diffeienti&ble.

"with t — e"" all functions are periodic in <j> with period 2ir.
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All the cocycles, and thus all central extension of Lie(LG) are therefore completely determined by the choice of a symmetric invariant form <, > in Lie(G) (it has to be proportional to
the Killing form when G is simple).
This result can be proved in (at least) two ways. The first one [4] consists in making a Fourier
expansion of the periodic functions £(t) and j](t) and in showing that the above expression for
oi is the only possible one compatible with the cocycle condition. Another proof goes along
the following lines. One first notices that what really matters is the algebra C(S') of smooth
functions on the circle S1. Indeed the algebra o f n x n matrices with elements in C[S*) is the
tensor product Mn(C) ® C(S1 ) (Mn(C) denoting the algebra o f n x n matrices on C). So, a
2-form w on this algebra is fully determined as soon as we know its value on elements of the
kind m ® x with m € Mn(C) and x G C(S1). Let therefore wc be an antisymmetric 2-form on
the commutative algebra C(S1), then u> = Traceuc is an antisymmetric 2-form on the algebra
M,,(C)tg)C(S[). More precisely, w(mo® I0,7Tii(gixi) = Trace(mumi)u; r (z,j,i|). We will explain
this construction in more details in sect. 2.1.3. Moreover, if wc satisfy the following condition
uic(xy,z) + wc(yz,x) + wc(zx,y) = O,

x,y,z£C(Sl)

(2.5)

then, u» will be a Lie algebra cocycle i.e. will satisfy the condition recalled previously. Such a
2-form wr on C(S[) is called a cyclic cocycle [5] of degree one on the algebra C(S1) and the
above relation between cyclic cocycles and Lie algebra cocycles is a particular case of a general
result [6]. We will give more details in what follows on cyclic cohomology but for the moment,
it is enough to state the fact that the generator in degree one ' of cyclic cohomology for the
algebra C(S*) is precisely given by

dt

I

(2.6)

It is easy to check that the two properties characterizing a cyclic cocycle aifc indeed verified (the
antisymmetry comes from the integration by part, taking the periodicity into account). The
final result about Lie algebra cocycles on the loop algebras then follows.
In order to generalize these ideas to the Z2-graded case, we first notice that if A is a graded
commutative algebra (such as the Grassmann algebra), one can define the following product in
Mn(A) = Mn(C) ® A:
O1] =
=

- (-l) aa ° 3ai Tnim 0 ® OiOo

[m0 , m t ]
( m

U

® O0)(TTII ® O

1

) - ( -

TTl1 0O 1 )(HI 0 O O0)

(2.7)

where da denotes the intrinsic Z2-grading of the element a £ A. It is easy to check that Mn(A)
satisfies the graded Jacobi identity and is therefore a graded Lie algebra. The rest of the
'Notice that s cyclic cocycle of degree p is a function of p+1 arguments.
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discussion is similar to the previous case: in order to characterize the central extension of superloop algebras (i.e. super-Kac-Moody algebras), we have to classify the solutions of the equation
determining the cocycles. This, in turn, boils down to determine the cyclic cocycles of degree
one on the super-circle. In the non supersymmetric case, there exists only one solution that
we mentionned previously. However, in the supersymmetric case, there are many independent
solutions (this comes from the fact that the cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras is in a
sense "richer" than the cyclic cohomology of the algebra C(S])). In the supersymmetric case,
the super Lie bracket is no longer anticommutative but still satisfies the equation:

Also the super-Jacobi identity reads:

( - i ) S î S % [Cn]] + (-i) 9îa< [C,k£]] + (-I) 8 1 ^i;, K, CH = o

(2.9)

Consequently, the cocycle w determining the extension is no longer antisymmetric but graded
antisymmetric and has to satisfy a Z2-graded version of the cocycle condition. These two
equations read:
Ul(C, T))= —( — 1)

s

U(I])C)

(2.1UJ

and

In order to discuss these equations, one has to use the relation between the cohomology of
(super)Lie algebras and the (Z^-graded) cyclic cohomology of the non-commutative (but associative) algebra AN = C(S 1 ) ® GN, i-e. the super-circle. A cyclic cocycle of degree one $ on
the super-circle has to satisfy the following conditions:
S(Y, X)=

-{-l)axayi(X,Y)

(2.12)

az ax+dV)

, Z) - ${X,YZ) + (-l) (

${ZX,Y)

=0

(2.13)

where X, Y, Z 6 AN- We will discuss the solution of these equations in sect. 2.1.7.
2.1.3

Cyclic cohomology of associative algebras and cohomology of Lie algebras

We already gave the definition of cyclic cocycles of degree one in the previous paragraph and
we will not need more for our purpose. However, it may be interesting to recast our present
problem in the more general framework of "Non Commutative Geometry". We will first define
Hochschild cohomology and cyclic cohomology for associative algebras and then meJce the link
with the cohomology of algebras of matrices.
Let A be an associative algebra (not necessarily commutative) which we will take Z2 graded.
Then, complex (or real) valued n-linear forms on A are particularly interesting objects to
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consider. A Hochschild cochain of degree n is defined as a multilinear form $(alh a{,..., an)
of degree n + 1 '. We define the following operator 6 from cochains of degree n to cochains of
degree n + 1:
(2.14)
a n+1 )
where «n+i = <9an+i £™=u#a,. It is not too difficult to show that b2 = 0. This operator b
is called the Z2-graded Hochschild coboundary operator and the corresponding cohomology,
Zi-graded Hochschild cohomology: Hochschild cocycles $ are such that 6$ = 0, Hochschild
coboundaries * are such that * = bi for some $. The space of Hochschild cocycles of degree
n modulo Hochschild coboundaries is the Hochschild cohomology group of degree n.
The cyclicity operator A is denned as follows D
, au...,an)

= ( - l ) n ( - l ) f n * ( o n i a o , . . . ,<!„_,

(2.15)

The multilinear form $ is called cyclic whenever A$ = $. It can be shown [5] that if $ is cyclic,
so is i*. Therefore it is tempting to consider the subcomplex of Hochschild cochains built out
of cyclic cochains. One defines therefore the space of cyclic cocycles (i.e. Hochschild cocycles
which are cyclic) and the space of cyclic coboundaries (they are of the kind bi for some cyclic
cochain $). The quotient of cyclic cocycles of degree n modulo cyclic coboundaries defines the
cyclic cohomology group of degree n. The theory of cyclic cohomology has been introduced and
developed in [5]; the ^-graded case has been particularly studied in [7]; for a general review,
see [S].
Given an aJgebia A, it becomes possible to consider matrices with elements in A (such
an algebra Aln[A) is obtained by taking the tensor product of A with the algebra of n x
n matrices over the complex numbers). As we saw in sect. 2.1.2, in the case where A is
(graded)commutative, it is possible to define a (graded)Lie bracket on Mn(A). Cohomology
for Lie algebras of matrices is well known and we will not recall the definitions here (see for
instance [9]). The main idea is that it is possible to relate the cohomology of Lie algebras to
the cyclic cohomology of A itself. Notice first that, by linearity, a Lie algebra cocycle will be
denned as soon as we know its definition on elementary matrices (which are of the kind Mj ® a
where a £ A and where the only non zero entry of Mj is 1 in position (i, j)). The result (due to
[6]) is the following. Let $ be a cyclic cocycle on A, that we suppose commutative; in order to
get a multilinear form on Mn(C) ® A, one composes it with the trace operator. The object that
we obtain is then "cyclically antisymmetric" but not fully antisymmetric. Therefore, in order
' Actually, there are several kinds of Hochschild complexes depending upon the choice of a module for A. Here,
the module is the dual of the algebra itself.
'The notation X differs by a iign from the one introduced in [5].
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to get a multilinear antisymmetric form on the Lie algebra, we have to fully antisymmetrize it:
.,m n

= Ant(Trace(m.u .. . m n ) $(a ( ,,. ..,a,,))

(2.16)

The result w is a Lie algebra cocycle fi .
In the case where we start from a graded commutative algebra rather than a commutative
one, and from a super Lie algebra rather than a Lie algebra, the results are analogous.
In the present situation, we are only interested in Lie algebra cocycles of degree two since they determine central extensions - for a Lie algebra of matrices whose elements are
functions on the super-circle. We have therefore to determine cyclic cocycles of degree one on
the algebra A\ — C(S1 ) ® G^-. Notice that for cyclic cocycles of degree one, we do not have to
antisymmetrize, since, at this order, cyclic antisymmetry coincides with full antisymmetry.
2.1.4

Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of the algebra of functions on the circle

As already stated in sect. 2.1.1, it is rather straightforward to check the following results.
1) The cyclic cohomology group of degree zero coincides with the Hochschild cohomology group
in the same dimension and with the space of distributions on the circle 5 ' .
2) Cyclic and Hochschild cohomology groups also coincide in degree one (cf (2.12) and (2.13))
and all the cocycles are of the kind ai where a is an arbitrary constant and uc(x, y) is given
by formula (2.6) 7 .
2.1.5

Hochschild and cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras Gv with N=I,2,3

Before studying the cocycles on the super-circle, it is necessary to study those on Grassmann
algebras. To our knowledge, these cyclic cocycles have not been explicitly computed in the
mathematical littérature, only [10] determines the dimension of the cohomology groups of degree
k (but [10] does not give their explicit expression). We will therefore discuss quite explicitly
the cases N = 1,2 and 3 before considering the general case.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on Gi
Gi is generated by 1 and 9 with 92 = 0. According to the previous discussion, cyclic cocycles
of degree zero are generated by the two elements i?! and tie with
= 0,

= 0,

(2.17)

"Mote precisely, cyclic cohomology coincides with the (primitive part of the) cohomology of the Lie algebra
of matrices.
7
The general result for the algebra C(M) of smooth functions on a smooth manifold M is the following [5]:
The Hochschild cohomology group of degree k is canonically isomorphic with the space of de Rham currents (i.e.
distributional forms) of dimension k on M and the cyclic cohomology group of degree k is canonically isomorphic
to the direct sum Kerd®Hi<-2®Hk-4®.-.
where Kerd is the space of closed k-dimensional currents and where
Hk denotes the usual de Rham homology of M.
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Cyclic cocycles of degree one on

have to satisfy the two following conditions (already given

previously)
)

(2.18)

and
- <p{X,YZ) + <p(XY,Z) + {-l)0Z^x+m">v{ZX,Y)

=0

(2.19)

where À', Y, Z 6 Gx. The last equation gives in fact 2'1 equations since X, Y, Z have to be chosen
in the set {1,0}. The solution of this system leads to the following result. There is only one
cyclic cocycle of degree one in G\. We will denote it by <p. It is characterized by the equations
<p(9,9) = 1, <p(B,1) = ? ( I ,tf)= v>(l, 1) = 0

(2.20)

It is possible to write the previous cocycle by using a Berezin integral. Let X, Y 6 Gi 1 then
<p(X, Y) = JX ^YdB. Indeed, if we set X = Xu + XxB and Y = YO+YX8, then <p{X, Y) = XxYx.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on G 2
G 2 is generated by 1, 01 and 62 with (0 1 ) 2 = O,(0 2 ) 2 = 0 and 0'0 2 = -626l. According
to the previous discussion, cyclic cocycies of degree zero are generated by the four elements
t?,, I?,,., tfji, tV fl 2. These one-forms are dual to the basis {1,0* ,B2,B1B2). Notice that tf,, $#&
are even cocycles whereas agi, i?g2 are odd.
Cyclic cocycles of degree one are still determined by the two equations given previously,
however, the second equation gives in fact 4 3 = 64 equations since X, Y, Z have to be chosen
in the set {!,f? 1 ,^ 2 ,^ 1 ^ 2 }. This time, one finds five independent cyclic cocycles (which can be
taken as generators).The generators will be denoted by Ipx, Ip2, <p%, y>4, <pa and are explicitly
given as follows (the first three are even and the last two are odd):
2

,92)

= 1.

In the above, we only gave those non trivial relations which are not a direct consequence of
linearity or of elementary rules of calculation in Gi, like for instance Ip4[O1^O1B2) = -<pA(0l, B2O1 ) .
All other <p,(X,Y) are zero (for instance ip2{9},92) — 0).
It is possible to write the previous cocycles of degree one by using a Berezin integral. Let
X, Y 6 G 2 , and write X - X0 + Xx9l + X2O2 + X^1B2 (same thing for Y). One gets (using
the obvious notation d, = d/d9'):

,Y) = XxYx = j X[B2 Ox]YdB1 dB2
MX1Y)

= X2Y2 = - J X[B102]YdB'dB2

,Y) = XxY2 +X2Yx =

fx[-8ldx+i

,Y) = XxY12 - X12Yx = fx[-di +2B2O2O1]YdB1I
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VJ3(A-,y) = x 2 y, 2 - x 12 y 2 = J x\-d2

-

The reader can easily check that the previous one-cocycles are independent and non trivial,
i.e. they are not cyclic coboundaries, by computing explicitly the coboundaries bdi with / €
[IJ1J2J1O2],
i.e. writing [bd,](X,Y) = t?/(Xy). Notice that the last two cocycles involve
differential operators of degree two in the Grassmann algebra; however, by introducing the
grading of X and Y, we will see that they can be written in term of differential operators of
degree one only. The previous cocycles can be written as follows:
^ 1 (X 1 K) = (-l)axay

J[O2OxY]X dOUO2

Vi(X, Y) = -(-\fsay)
Ip3[X1Y) = (-i)dXay
V1(X,Y)

J[O1O2Y)X dOUO1
J[(-eld,

= -(-lfxay

+e2d2)Y]x

J[O1Y]X d0ld02

-(-\)axaY

*».-,(x,y) =

One can remark that the 2?2-grading of ip is given by the Z2-grading of the differential operator
which defines it.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 and 1 on Gi
For G-,, we can choose the basis [IJ1 J2 J3 J1O2 J2O3 J3O1 J[O2O'1]. Again, cyclic cocycles
of degree zero are generated by the dual basis (this space has now dimension 2:J = 8). These
elements will be denoted as follows:

Cyclic cocycles of degree one have to satisfy the cyclicity condition (82 = 64 equations) and
the Hochschild condition (83 = 512 equations). One finds that this vector space has dimension
17 and is generated by the following cocycles (the first nine - that we will denote by y?, - are
even and the last eight - that we will denote by Vi - are odd). They are explicitly given as
follows (i.e. they are non vanishing only on the following arguments).

0') = <P5(92,03) = VO(O3J2)
1 1

2

3

1

2

3 1

2 1

2

3

1

2

3 2

3 1

2

3

1 2 3 3

1

2 3

= ve(0\0l)
1

3

V(
1 1

2

Vr(O J O O ) = ,P7(O O O J ) = Vr(O O J O ) = -Vr(O O J O )
2 2

3

= Vs(O O J O ) = 1

3

1 2

3

= V9(O2O3J3O1) = 1

Vs(O J O O ) = Vs(O O O J ) = -Vs(O O J O )
V9(O J O O ) = VB(O O O J )

= -V9(O O J O )

2

3 1

=1

1

2
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1

, o1) =

(2.22)
The last two, Vr and i/>s have to be independent and should vanish as follows
-il>(9l,9203)

'•') + rp(O3O\O2) = O

(2.23)

As in the previous case, it is easy to rewrite the cocycles of degree one by using a Berezin
integral. Let X, K € G 3 and write the following decomposition on the Grassmann variables
X = X1, + X1O1 + X2O2 + X3O3 + X12O1O2 + X23O2O3 + X3xO3O1 + X 123 0'O 2 P (and the same
thing for K). One obtains therefore
ip\\-\,

1J = A|i i =

ip2(X,Y)

= X2Y2=

—^ — I j

-(-l)axay

VJ 3 (X 5 K) = X 3 K 3 = -(-i)dxay

/ [ C w C 1 J j A CLv (tu GLt/

J[939ld2Y]X

d0ld92d93

[[01O2O3Y]X

d91d92d9i

VJ 1 (X 1 K) = XiK 2 + X2K1 = -(-i)axay

J[(939ldi

<Pn(X, Y) = X2Ki + X3K2 = -(-l)axay

J[^1Pd2

- O3O2O2)Y]X dO1 d92d93
- O1O3O3)Y]X d9xd0'id9i

Ip0(X1Y)

= X3K1 + X1K3 = -(-\fxay

J[(020303 - O2S1Ox)Y]X dO1dd2dQ3

Ip7(X1Y)

= X1K123 + X123K1 + X12K31 - X31K12 = -(-l)axay

J[O1Y]X

d0xd02d03

,Y)

= X 2 Kj 23 + X123K2 + X23K12 - X12K23 = -(-ifXdV

J[O2Y]X

d01d02d03

,Y)

= X3K123 + X123K3 + X23K31 - X31K23 = -(-lfxoy

J[O3Y]X

d0'd02d93

tpi(X,Y)

= X1K12 - X12K1 = ~(-lfxay

J[O3OxY]X d0xd02d03

MX,Y)

= X1K31 - X31K1 = -(-lfxay

J[O2OxY]X d01d02d03

i>3(X,Y) = X2K23 - X23K2 = -(-l)axay

J[O1O2Y]X d01d02d03

^ 1 ( X 1 K ) = X2K12 - X12K2 = -(-l)axay

J[O3O2Y]X

^ 5 (X 1 K) ^ X 3 K 3 1 - X 3 1 K 3 = -(-l)axay

J[O2O3Y]X d01d02d03

,Y)

= X3K23 - X23K3 = -(-ifxay
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J[O1O3Y]X d01d02d03

(2.24)
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For the last two cocycles, one can write them as two independent combinations of the form
- [-lfxdy

j[[TIiB1Ox + Tf2B2O2 + Tj3B*O3)Y]XM1 M2M1

(2.25)

with v> -t- Ti2 + Tf-j = 0. This example shows that, as soon as JV > 2. it is not possible to
canomcally associate a basis of one-cocycles to a given basis in GN.
2.1.6

Cyclic cocycles on GA-. General results

• Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 on GN
Cyclic cocycles of degree 0 are one-forms on G,v that have to satisfy the conditions 6t9 = 0
and Ai? = t?. At this order the second condition gives nothing and the first is trivially satisfied
because Wf[X, Y) = XY - [-l)0XdvYX
= 0 since the algebra is graded commutative. One
can therefore always identify the space of cyclic cocycles of degree zero (and the group of cyclic
cohomology of degree 0) with the dual of GN. It is therefore of dimension 2' v . A general cyclic
cocycle of degree zero takes the form JIp(A") = J d^ 9P[B)X, P being a polynomial in B.
• Cyclic cocycles of degree 1 on G,v
Although the cyclic cohomology of Grassmann algebras has not been determined explicitly,
the dimensionality of the groups of cyclic cohomology H^[GN) has been calculated [10] (thanks
to a Kunneth-like formula that we will discuss later). The results are the following. For p = 0,
the dimension is 2'v - this, we already know since the space of zero cocycles coincides with the
vector space of one forms on G/v. For any p, the "^-graded dimension" d is the coefficient
of t" in the expansion of P[t) = [2 A '-'(1 + <=) - (1 - 0"1/[(I + t)(l - t)N] where t is a Z2
generator 8 . Actually, one can write d as d = <£. + doe where de (resp. do) is the number of
even (resp. odd) cyclic cocycles of degree p. The total number of cyclic cocycles of degree
p is therefore dt = de + do. For JV = 2 and p = 1 the reader can check that d — 3 + 26
(i.e. three even generators and two odd for the one-cocycles), in accordance with the previous
explicit results. An analogous situation holds for JV = 3 where one gets d = 9 + 8« onecocycles. The number of independent one-cocycles grows rapidly with JV; it is easy to show
that one gets (JV - \)2N~X +1 even one-cocycles and (JV - 1)2^"' odd one-cocycles. Altogether,
d, = [N - 1)2* + 1, [d = 25 + 24e % 49 for JV = 4).
We have seen that for JV = 1, 2 and 3, the cyclic cocycles of degree one may be expressed
as Berezin integrals Wp[X1Y) = [-l)axay
J[VY]X dN6, where V is a differential operator of
degree one in the Grassmann algebi*.. This result can be extended for general JV as follows.
We first take a bilinear form u>p from GN X GN in R, Wp[X1Y) = [-l)aX5y
J[DY]X dNB. We
may assume that 27 = Ylv=\ Pi[Q)^i where Pt[9) is a polynomial in the Grassmann variables
'Actually, for even value* of p, one h u to add 1 to d: see sect. 2.1.7.
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9. Integrating by parts (taking care of graded commut.-.tion XY = (-i)''-Vc')l YX) leads to the
following expression:

wp(X,Y) = (-iy+oxoyuP(X,Y)

-

JX(Mv9V)Yd"0

(2.26)

where the graded divergence is defined by
;V

,V

= Y1 d.p; = £
1=1

(2.27)

1=1

Requiring the graded antisymmetry (2.10) implies :
div9V = 0

(2.28)

The cocycle condition is then trivially satisfied thanks to the divergence equation:
UIp(XY, Z) + uv(YZ,X) + wp(ZX,Y) = £ / di(P,'XYZ)dNe = 0

(2.29)

Therefore, wp(X,Y) is a cyclic cocycle on G\ provided the differential operator V is graded
divergenceless: div3V = 0.
• Non triviality and linear independence of the cyclic cocycles on G^
One has to verify that u>/) is not a trivial one-cocycle, i.e. a coboundary biïi> where Q/> is
a zero-cocycle :
QP(X)=
Idh'9P(O)X
(2.30)
P being a polynomial in 6. The coboundaries are of the form [6Op](X, Y) = Qp([X, Y]). As
we have a graded commutative algebra, one has [X, Y] = 0 VX, Y. Therefore the coboundaries
vanish identically. Since V ^ 0, we conclude that wo is not trivial.
On the other hand, the differential operator V depends on ^ 2 ^ coefficients. The cocycle
condition div9V = 0, projected on each product of 6 variables leads to 2A - 1 non coupled (and
thus independent) equations of constraints (there are exactly 2^ — 1 equations since the 0l ...0N
element cannot appear in div9V, due to the action of the derivatives d,). One obtains in this
way N2N - (2N - 1) = {N - 1)2A' + 1 independent divergenceless differential operators V.
Since each of these operators leads to a non trivial one-cocycle, and that we have (#-1)2^+1
independent divergenceless differential operators V, one obtains (JV - 1)2N + 1 independent non
trivial cyclic one-cocycle on GN- AS we know this is exactly the number of independent non
trivial cyclic one-cocycle on (?/v, we deduce that we have ail the non trivial one-cocycles. Thus,
every non trivial cyclic one-cocycle on GAT has the form

dNe =

wp(x,Y) =

(-i)axay

dNe

(2.31)

1=1

"For any super-function P given by P + +P~ where SP+ = 0 and dP = 1 , one defines the stai super-function
by P- = P+ - P-.
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with div»V = O.
Remark that if V and V are differential operators defining cyclic cocycles, [Z>,1>'] is such
that div«[V,V) = V(divW)-(-iy)Pi)r>'V'(divSV)
= 0, so [V, V] also defines a cyclic cocycle.
9
The set of derivations V such that div V = 0 is a Lie subalgebra of the algebra of differential
operators of degree one in the Grassmann variables.
In general, the cocycle uip may have non zero values on any couples (X, Y') whatever the
Z_>-grading of X and Y. It is interesting to know under which condition a cocycle u/p vanishes.
The cases where up = 0 for dX ^ dY is of particular interest. Actually, since the integration
over the #'s selects only the 6] ...0'^ component in (VY)X, one obtains the following result
(which is easy to check by choosing specific values for X and K): the cocycle up vanishes
on couples (X, Y) such that dX / dY (respectively dX = dY) if and only if the differential
operator V has the same grading dV as the parity of N (respectively of N + 1).
2.1.7

The cyclic cohomology of the super-circle

We now want to determine the cyclic cocycles of degree one on the super-circle, i.e. on the
algebra AK = C(S1) ® G\-. Rather than trying to solve directly the equations of cyclicity and
of vanishing of 6$ in this case, it is easier to use the knowledge that we have already on the
pieces G.\ and C(S[) along with a theorem which allows us to compute the cyclic cohomology
of the algebra A ® B as soon as we know those of A and of B. Such a theorem is proven in
[10,11].
According to [12], the Hochschild cohomology of a product is given by the following relation:
H•(A ® B) = H-(A) ® H-(B) lu . The formula giving the cyclic cohomology groups H^(A ® B)
is slightly more involved [10]. The first result that we need (and which b rather easy to prove,
cf [5,8]) is that the cyclic cohomology of the algebra of complex numbers H1I(C) is 0 if p is
odd and equal to C if p is even. One can indeed prove that it is generated in degree two by
the following form <r(l,l,l) = 2iir. Moreover, it is possible to show [5] that for any algebra
A, Hl(A) is a module over Hl(C); indeed there is an operation (called "the operation 5 of
Connes") sending H^(A) to H%+2(A) and this action is fully characterized by the action of the
generator (T. In order to prove the relevant formula, one has to assume that the algebra B is
such that H 1(B) can be written as

U'® V

(2.32)

where U" — ©p>u Up is a finite dimensional vector space and where V" is a trivial module
for the action of the operation 5, i.e. 5 = 0 on V. The only thing that we need here is
that this property is indeed satisfied for the algebra B = GN- Indeed, one can show that
Hl(Gs) = H'k(C) 4- W'. The (graded) Poincare polynomial of the vector space W* is actually
the quantity P(t) that we introduced at the end of sect. 2.1.5. For instance, in the case of Gi,
"'The notation H' denotes the collection of HF.
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we had W" = C and W1 -C so that H^ = C © C and ff{ = C. In the case of G2, we had
U',, = C © C © C and W, = (C © C e C) © (C © C). More generally, GA has the required
property, with U° = C,U' = 0 for i > 0 and F" = IV". For such an algebra B one proves that
HJf(A ® B) = 0

[HJ(A) (S) U" © / P U ) ® V ]

(2.33)

Notice that ,'he second term involves Hochschild cohomology. In the present case, there are two
substantial simplifications. The first comes from the fact that for a Grassmann algebra Uv = 0
as soon as p > 1. Let us assume that A = CX(M) where M is some finite dimensional smooth
manifold. For one-cocycles, the formula reads
A[(CX(M)

® GN) = Au(At) ® W +Hl(C^[M))Q

C + A1(M) ® W"

(2.34)

where Au denotes the space of all currents of degree zero on M (distributions), Ai denotes
the space of currents of degree one on M and HlL(Co(M)) coincides with the space of closed
currents of degree one on .M l l . The next simplification comes from taking M — S 1 ; then the
current of degree one correspond to the distributions on the circle and the closed currents to
the constants.
From our separate study of the cyclic cohomology of the circle and of Grassmann algebras,
we conclude that, in the case of the super-circle, HI(AK) is spanned by the following three
kinds of cocycles:
d — (N - l)2' v + 1 cocycles of the kind <x,(t) ® y?;, where the a,'s denote arbitrary functions
on the circle (actually distributions) and the <p,'s are cyclic cocycles of degree one on GK which have the same Z2-grading as the cocycles of G/v- This first class of cocycles corresponds
to the first term of the general "Kflnneth-like" formula (2.34).
One cocycle of the kind a\wr ® ^ 1 where a\ is an arbitrary constant, wc is the usual cyclic
cocycle on the circle and t?i is the cocycle of degree zero on GK (defined as the one form
vanishing on all the generators of G\ but the unit). Notice that this cocycle is even. This
second class of cocycles (containing only one element) corresponds to the second term of the
general formula l 2 .
Finally, we obtain 2 ^ - 1 cocycles of the kind afc(t)wc ® tf* where ak(t) are arbitrary distributions, uc is the usual cocycle on C(S 1 ) and dk are cyclic cocycles of degree zero on GK - the
special cocycle ifc = 1 has already been singled out. It is clear that 2 jV ~' among those cocycles
are odd and the others (2A " ' — 1) are even. This last class of cocycles corresponds to the last
term of the general formula.
' ' Heic we make use of the result given in the footnote 7 of sect. 2.1.4
'"The particular cyclic cocycle of degree iero on GN called i?i in sect. 2.1.5 is actually rather special. Indeed,
by repeated action of the operator 5, it leads to a hierarchy of non trivial cyclic cocycles of degree 2n. Repeated
action of S (stabilisation) on the other sero cocycles lead to cocycles that are cohomologically trivial. This is
discussed in [13] along with several elementary properties of Grassman algebras.
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Altogether, we find that the cyclic cocycles of degree one on the super-circle A^ span a
vector space of dimension 7V2N + 1. They depend upon JV2A arbitrary distributions and one
constant.
Now, one wishes to associate to each cocycle a first order differential operator
(2.35)

(let us recall that the notation dt means dt = tôt) in such a way that the cocycle reads

= {-lfxay f

l3

(2.36)

TIu:* seems to be a natural attempt in regard to the cases Cx(Sl)®Q (i.e. Kac-Moody algebras)
and G,\ considered before. The graded antisymmetry of the cocycle (2.36) again implies
; =0

(2.37)

and insures the cocycle condition to be satisfied. The non triviality of such a cocycle comes
from the vanishing of the one-cyclic coboundaries on a graded commutative algebra (see sect.
2.1.6).
In order to prove that each cocycle can be represented by (2.36) with condition (2.37), we
just have to check that the linear vector space generated by ths operators V has the same
dimension as H\(C°°(Sl) ® GK). The most general differential operator is written with the
help of (JV + 1)2A distributions on S 1 . The divergenceless equation leads to 2A' constraint
equations on these distributions. From the vanishing of the ^-highest degree term, we deduce
t u at the coefficient of 0'...0A' in Q0{t,Ol,...,0N) is a constant. The remaining 2 ^ - 1 (non
coupled) equations involve the (JV + 1)2A - 1 other distributions, and we are left with JV2A
independent distributions, in accordance with the Kiinneth formula (27).
In the following, we will concentrate our attention to regular distributions associated to
functions on S1.

2.2

Explicit results

For the convenience of the reader, and because we will need them later, we gather the results
for JV = 1,2 and 3.
2.2.1

The case JV = 1

According to the results of sect. 2.1.7, the most general one-cocycles are linear combinations
of a,u)r ® i?|, agwc ® t?e and a ® <p, where a.\ is a constant, aB and a are functions of t and
"We use the symbol / ^ Qdd1 ...d8* for Jj ( |

x Beieiin integral over 6[ ...0N
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UJ, (X, Y) is given by (2.6). We find it more convenient to express the results in terms of Berezin
integrals and use the characterization of cyclic cocycles by the graded divergenceless differential
operators described previously (we shall continue to adopt this attitude in the following). An
arbitrary differential operator of order one on A\ can be written as:
V = audt + OxOd1 + edB + <r9de

(2.38)

Operators characterizing cyclic cocycles have to satisfy a divergence equation (2.37) which
implies that 9,a(J = <r and dta\ = 0. This is of course in accordance with the results of sect.
2.1.7. The N = 1 cocycle takes the form
[ M

+ a,0Ot + edo + (O1O11)Od0)Y]Xjd6

(2.39)

which depends on one constant a\ and two functions a() and e of t.
2.2.2

The case N = 2

The most general differential operator of order one of A^ is:
V^aJ1

+ avi0le2d, +Y1(CL1Pd, + e,d, + Xf1O2O1) +J^v.jO'dj

(2.40)

The divergence equation implies
dta0 = (T1, + ffii dtai - A2

dta2 = -A,

UiOi2 = 0

Therefore the N = 2 one-cocycle has the following form:

+ 5 > , M + «,ft)

+J]^MJ

K Xjd0[d02

where ai 2 is a constant and the other coefficients are functions oft.
2.2.3

The case N = 3

The most general differential operator of order one of A3 is:
V = O0O1 + O123O1O2O3Ot +^2(a,0'dt

cyc/ic(i,;.fc)
cyc/ic(i,;.fc)

X,010203dl)

+ fid, +

V

m

/

The notation cyclic(i,j,k) means that we sum over cyclic permutations of 1,2,3.
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The divergenceless condition leads to the following constraints on the coefficients:
d,au = ^T <r,n,,,

9(6, = A,

9,ai2:i = 0

w,j - Uj, = dtak

(2.42)

m= \

where i, j , k is a cyclic permutation of (1,2,3).
One obtains therefore for the N = 3 one-cocycle:

rytiir:[l.j.k)

where ai2,i is a constant and the other coefficients are functions oft.

3

Algebras of super-derivations (the general framework)

3.1
3.1.1

G e n e r a l discussion
Derivations and super-derivations

Let Der(Ao) be the algebra of vector fields on the circle, it is also the algebra of derivations
of A11 = C(S' ). In the case N / 0, we will call Der(AN) the algebra of graded derivations
of AN — C(S]) ® GN. It is clear that Der(AN) is generated by derivations of the type
C = V'd, + Vnda where dt = d/dt and da = d/d6a. This notation can be condensed as
C = V'di where / 6 {0,1,2,..., N) and where we set V1 = V0, dt = du. The quantities V
are, of course, functions on the super-circle, V1 = V'(t,6) = YJ(t)0J where J € ( 1 , . . . , 2 ^ )
and 61 is a monomial element of GN. Therefore Vj(t) is a rectangular matrix of dimension
(N + 1)2^ whose elements are functions of t 6 S 1 . Notice that for an arbitrary algebra A, the
algebra of its derivations DerA is usually not a module over A (i.e. if a £ A and S € Der(A),
then ax S is usually not in Der(A)). However, when A is commutative or graded-commutative
(as here), it is so. Indeed, Der(AN) is a module of dimension N + 1 over A N (and of dimension
2V(AT + 1) over C(S 1 )).
We will now build central extensions of super-loop algebras and examine what are the
derivations compatible with a given extension.
3.1.2

The compatibility equation

If u; is a Lie algebra cocycle on the super-loop algebra KN, one can build a central extension
(cf. (2.2)) K.\M = KNQ)RX e where e is a new (central) generator and with a new Lie product,
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X, }'_„,,„. = [A", I'],,;,; 4- ui(X, Y) x e. It is clear that not any (graded) derivation of K\ will be
a graded derivation of K,\^. Such a graded derivation £ should satisfy the property
C([X,Y)) =

(3.1)

where dC is zero if it is a true derivation and one if it is an antiderivation. From the above
definition of [ , ] nfll ., it is clear that £ will be a derivation if
X, Y)

for

>Y

(3.2)

As described in sect. 2.1, Kx is obtained from Ax by tensorization by matrices; in the same way,
the Lie algebra cocycle u> can be gotten from a cyclic cocycle <J> on the super-circle Ax- In order
to remove unnecessary complications, we can work with Ax rather than Kx- determining the
Lie algebra of super-derivations of Kx,.*• compatible with a given Lie algebra cocycle u> amounts
to determining the super-derivations £ of Ax compatible with a cyclic cocycle $ of Ax, i.e. it
amounts to selecting a subalgebra Der^(Ax) of Der(Ax) characterized by the £ such that
$(CX,Y) + (-lf*ac$(X,CY)
If we write $(X, Y) as (-l)°- Y 0 V — J

=0

(VY)X-dN9

for any X, Y F. Ax

(3.3)

where V is a differential operator of first

order (we saw that it is always possible), the previous equation simply reads (using $(X, CY) =
^_yj-,).\(OL+t)\ )$(CY,X) and integrating by part)

where V and V are related by V = tV and the definition of div9 given in (2.31) is now extended
to the N-Vl variables t, 6l,..., 0'v of AN.
Notice that if <$ is associated to a distribution, this equation has to be understood in the
sense of the distribution, i.e. applied to any test functions X and Y:
.dt
^- [ [({C,V\-V (div«C)V)Y]X2tir JAN
t

V

0= O

for

any X,Y e

(3.5)

A derivation C which satisfies such an equation ill be called a derivation compatible with the
cyclic cocycle $ (given by the differential opt rate V) or Z>-compatible.
This formula suggests a few comments. First, using the relation
div9[C,C] = C(divgC) - (-lfcdc'C(div3C)

(3.6)

the compatibility equation for some £ and some £' implies the compatibility equation for [C, C]:
(div°{C, C])V+[[C, C'],V] = 0

(3.7)

In other words, the subset of P-compatible super-derivations £ is a graded Lie subalgebra of
the graded Lie algebra of super-derivations. Secondly, since div9V = 0, the differential operator
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D defining the cocycle u;i is itself a !^-compatible super-derivation if 7? is even (whilst if V is
odd V, V] represents an anticommutator which does not vanish necessarily). Finally, we notice
that the compatibility equation represents actually two sets of equation since we demand the
super-derivation V to be of definite Z^-grading.
Thus, for a given cocycle § - a given differential operator V -, the previous compatibility
equation selects a sub-algebra Der^(As) of the algebra of all derivations. This sub-algebra is
the algebra of derivations of the extension /4,v,<i>. Notice that these algebras Der$(A\) are also
graded Lie algebra and could themselves possess nun trivial extensions: we do not study here
these poosible extensions of these algebras of derivations.
3.1.3

A problem of stratification

An arbitrary cocycle of A^ is a priori a linear combination of (N — 1)2'% 4- 1 + 2i% generators,
with coefficients which are either constants or functions on the circle (cf. the previous section).
Therefore, the solution of the compatibility equations (for given N) will a priori depend upon
the constants (or the functions) entering the expression of the cocycle. It is already clear that
the structure of the algebra Der<j>(.A,v) will depend on the vanishing or not of these coefficients.
We shall say that two cocycles $( and $2 are in the same stratum if they lead to the same
(or isomorphic) subalgebras DeTq1(Ax). The problem consists of determining all the strata in
the vector space of cocycles along with the partial ordered set of subalgebras corresponding to
these different strata. We will solve the case N = I and give partial results on N = 2,3.
3.2
3.2.1

Study of the cases N=I, N=2, N=3
The case with one Grassmann generator

As usual, for any function f(t) defined on the circle 5 1 , one introduces its Fourier modes by the
expansion f(t) = £ m € z /m*~m- The super-algebra K\ built from a simple Lie algebra K with
generators Ta where a = 1,..., dim K will be spanned by X™(«, B) = Tatm and 0™(«. 0) = Tatm9
where m £ Z, satisfying the commutation relations:
a ' ^6 J ~ fab^c

{0™,0t,} = 0
The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from the N — 1 cocycle given by (2.39) has the following
non trivial commutation relations:
»-»6 I =

JtIb1C

(3.8)
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where we used the mode expansion of e(t) and a,,(t).
The most general even super-derivation is
Crren = A(t)d, + D(t)0dB

(3.9)

and the most general odd super-derivation is
Codd = C[V)Bd1 + B(t)dB

(3.10)

The compatibility equations have the form
{d,a())A - a,,D = 0
dt(eA) -2eD = 0
[dtau)B -

ail(dtB)

=O

eC + axB = O
which lead to different super-derivation algebras according to the vanishing or not of the onecocycle coefficients. One obtains explicitly: u
• Der(A[,a,,)
The solutions of the compatibility equations are D = QLJ^-A and B = catl where c is a
complex constant, and therefore the super-derivation algebra is given by
C = A{dt

dtdit,

6do) + C6dt + caude

(3.11)

where c is a complex constant.
Taking for the super-derivations a basis Ln = -tn+l[dt - ^dde),
Cn = ±tn+i8dt and
B = a,)dg (assuming of course that O1, does not vanish for any t, \t\ = 1), we find the following
commutation relations:
[Ln, Lm] = (n - m)Ln+m

[Ln, Cm] = (n - Tn)Cn+,,

{Cn,Cm} = 0

{Cn,B} = -Ln

(3.12)

[Ln, B] = 0
• Der(Auai)
The solution is now B = O and one has
C = Adt + DOd6 + C6dt

(3.13)

"The notation Z?er(.4i,ci,C2,...,/t,/2,...), where c, are constants and /, functions oft, means that we choose
a cocycle 4 of the kind C2.39) with all coefficients set to iero except those explicitly written. Note that the
functions /, are not allowed to vanish on the circle 5 ' . The corresponding super-Kac-Moody algebra is given by
(3.8), the nnn vanishing central extension terms being those where c,- and /, appear.
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Taking for the super-derivations a basis Ln = -t"+ld,, Cn = t"+l6dt and Dn - tn6dg, we find
the following commutation relations:
[L n , L m ] = (n- m)Ln+m

[Ln, Dm] =

-mDn+TI

[Ln, Crn] - (n - m)Cn+m

[Dn, Cm] = C n + m

[Dn, D1n] = O

{C,,,Cm} = 0

(3.14)

• Der(A,,e)
The solutions are given by D = ^O.(eA) and C = O. One obtains
C = Ad1 + l-dt(iA)6dg + Bdg

(3.15)

The commutation relations between the generators L(A) = Adi + ^dt(eA)6ds and G(B) = eBde
are
[L(A1),L(A2)] = L(AAA2
[L(A1), G(B1)] = G(A1OB1

- A2O1A1)
(3.16)

-^c

[G(B^G(B2)] = 0
In the case where e is a constant function, taking Ln = -tn+ldt - ^-t"8do
(3.16) leads to the relations:
[Ln,Lm] = {n-m)Ln+m

[Ln,Gn] = ( ^

- m)Gn+m

and G n = t"d0,

{Gn,Gm} = 0

(3.17)

One has for the compatibility equations D = ^^- A and B = O. One obtains the superderivation algebra
C = A(O, + —Bdg) + CBd,
(3.18)
au

The commutations relations are those of the super-derivation algebra Der(i4i,ao) restricted to
the generators Ln and C n .

,aue)
The solutions are D = ^dt(eA) and B = -£-C. Thus the super-derivation algebra is
= Ad1 + ^-dt(eA)edg + C(6dt - —c
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However, a redefinition of the 0 parameter leads to the following expression:
C = Ad1 + ^d,(eA)ede

+ C[Od1 - edg)

(3.20)

This super-derivation algebra is actually the N = I super-Virasoro conformai algebra (also
called Neveu-Schwarz-Ramond algebra) [I]. The commutation relations between the generators
L(A) = AB1 + jt(8t(fA))OBg and G(C) = C(OB1 - eBg) are the following:
[L(A1^L(A2)]

= L(A1B1A2 - A2B1A,)

[L(Ai)1G(C1)] = G(A1B1Ci - CxB1Ax + C , 3 ' ( ^ j ) )

(3.21)

{G(C,),G(C 2 )} = / . ( - 2 C 1 C 2 )
Taking e(t) = tiK~l with K = O (Ramond sector) or 1/2 (Neveu-Schwarz sector), Ln =
+l

2K [

%t"08o and G n = t" (03t - t - 8e),

-P1+1B,-

3.21 leads to the relations:

[Lm,Ln] = (m - n)L m + r ,

[L,,,,Gr] = (m+,2K - r ) G m + r

{G r ,G,} = 2L r+ .,

(3.22)

with m,nÇ. Z and r , J É Z + K.

•

Der(Aua[he)
i

The solutions are given by A = C1-^-, B = c2a,u, C = O and ZJ = y^jj-J4. (The function e(t)
is assumed not to vanish on the circle). The super-derivation algebra is generated by
C = Ci0^-(O1 + —Ode)

+ C2O11S11

(3.23)

where Ci and C2 are complex constants.

The solutions are given by A = C1 ^ , B = C2Oo, C = — ^-B and D = ^j-A- (The function
e(t) is assumed not to vanish on the circle). The super-derivation algebra is generated by
Q,T\

Oi OLi i

OL i

6

O0

£

where C1 and C2 are complex constants.
It might be worth to study in some detail ?.mong super-derivation algebras those which contain the Virasoro algebra. We note in particular that the algebras DtT(Ax^an) and Der(A|,ai)
admit an anticommuting conformai spin 2 generator C7n. The determination of the unitary
representations of some of these algebras may be also interesting : since the upper limit for
the discrete series of the unitary minimal models of the Virasoro algebra c = 1 is pushed up
in the case of the RNS algebra to the value c = 3/2, one can expect a similar situation with
these new algebras. In this last case, .he possibility to associate to such an algebra a superKac-Moody one through a semi-direct sum would then be particularity useful (for example for
a coset construction).
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3.2.2

The case with two Grassrnann generators

The most general even super-derivation is
>,0>di

(3.25)

X^ L'6'd< + C'd- + D1O1O2O,

(3.26)

Ccven = Ad1 + BO1O2Oi + ^

w

•j

and the most general odd super-derivation is

T h e compatibility equations N = 2 read (the indices i,j r u n from 1 t o 2):

{da»)A- Ci11(Wn+ W22) = 0
e , 5 - ( 3 a 2 ) A - a,W2\ + a2Wu = 0
e2B + (^a1)A - a,W22 + I2W12 = 0
-0
.,) = 0
E m = I (*"»-^m + Œ r n C m ) = 0
CZ] 2 ^ i ~f~ û ( j i / | — 0"2|Zri ~h (T\tIj2
(^i

-

/Lm=I

(3.27)
=

O

17

HiI^m — -J

=0

I + O J O ( C I + C 2 O(O 2 — 6|Z? 2 —
I + a2dtC\

- CiO(O 2 + 2€]Z>i = 0

\ -{- OjO(C 2 — C2Ot(l\ — 2^ 2 -D 2 = 0

=0
Since the cocycle N = 2 contains 9 independent coefficients, the vanishing of some of these
coefficients leads to 29 = 512 different algebras, many of them being isomorphic. This gives an
estimate of the large number of inequivalent strata. Although we have not performed a detailed
analysis of all these cases, it is not too difficult to convince oneself that none of these algebras
of super-derivations contains the JV = 2 superconformai algebra that will be defined in (4.19).
Indeed, when inserting the explicit expression for the generators of the JV = 2 superconformai
algebra in terms of super-derivations (cf. (4.19)) into the compatibility equations (3.27), one
finds that the only solution is given by the zero cocycle: V = O.
3.2.3

The case with three Grassmann generators

The most general even super-derivation is
jl* c v e n = AOt

i /

t

Ix jv C C Ot T Z-^i

l

3

J

'

'

Uk" "Ot

cyclic(t,j,k)
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and the most general odd super-derivation is

EA)

(3.29)
cyr/ii;(i.j,/t) "•

where Y^njriir(i,j,k) denotes a sum over the cyclic permutations of (1,2,3).
The compatibility equations N = 3 read (the indices i,j runs from 1 to 3 in the equations
(3.30) to (3.31), and the indices i,j, k are circular permutations of (1,2,3) in the equations (3.32)
to (3.33), whilst / = 1, 2,3 in the three last equations:
(Oa11)A -

'il +

#22

+ H33) = 0

3

/AamE m + e

)

=

!0

m= 1
3

3

(db,)A - O0AT1

-

^> m Hmi

+ Y <rm,Dm = 0

:I

m=1

im • CmB r m i

)=o

(3.30)

3

d,(e,A) -

Y(

rn=l
a W

'" "n

+ W , m C m ) + O 1 2 3 E, + 6 , B = O

o,,ô(£, - ]

= 0

—0

(3.31)

m —1

(dak)A + e

f Hjj) + a,Hki + ajHki = 0

(3.32)

3

dt(€,Di) - eiKi - e,K, - ajdtHki + akdtHj, -

+

0

i= 0

- PT,,) + 6 ^ , - b.Ej - Y <rkmCm = 0

.) + a,dEi + e,Wjk - tjWit - e,Wkj + ekW,j + u,jEk - ulkEj = 0
3

v

+ EAh + J ] (<Tm,Vrim + <7miW,m) = 0

(3.33)

Hl = I

These equations lead to 217 = 131072 different algebras, many of them being isomorphic.
We will see in the next section that none of them contains the JV = 3 Ademollo et al. algebra,
while only one contains the N = 2 Ademollo et al. algebra.
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4

Superconformal algebras and algebras of super-derivations.
Discussion and open problems

In string theory, the suptrsymmetric extension (N = 1) of the Virasoro algebra is known as the
Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (or RNS) algebra. A natural generalization to extended supersymmetries (iV > 1) has been proposed by Ademollo et al. [2] a long time ago. The Virasoro algebra
can be seen as the derivation algebra of the circle compatible with a Kac-Moody algebra. In the
same way, the RNS algebra can be seen as a derivation algebra of the super-circle A\ compatible
with a non trivial cocycle associated with a super-Kac-Moody algebra constructed from A\ [I].
The situation changes drastically for N > 2: as we have seen by direct computation, there is no
non trivial cocycle compatible with the N = 2 superconformal algebra. We will show below that
this result holds for any N. However, it might seem reasonable, as for N = 0 and N = I, and
in the spirit of considering Kac-Moody algebras as ancestors of the super-Virasoro algebras, to
associate for N > 1 super-derivation algebras on extended super-circles with super-Kac-Moody
algebras corresponding to non trivial '•ocycles.
We will start this section by a rapid survey on the Ademollo et al. superconformal algebras
(or ASC algebras), recalling the definitions and pointing out an interesting property which will
be used in the study of the compatibility equation. Then in the light of this property, we present
a construction of the N = 2 ASC algebra. Finally we suggest two approaches leading to the
construction of super-derivation algebras based on super-Kac-Moody algebras and generalizing
the N = 1 super-Virasoro algebra.
Note that our attempt to better understand the ASC algebras and to obtain a systematic
classification of TV-extended superconformal algebras is far to be the only one. At this point,
it is worth mentioning, among different works, the recent approach of ref. [14] based on supersymmetric a models on group manifolds, and the classification of [15] related to an underlying
Clifford algebra structure in superconformal algebras.
4.1
4.1.1

The Ademollo et al. algebras
Generalities

In the light of the RNS algebra, Ademollo et al. were able to combine in a consistent way
conformai transformations with extended supersymmetric ones. These transformations can be
reformulated as follows. In the TV-extended superspace parametrized by the complex coordinates
(£,#',...,0'\f,0 ,...,V ) with the metric S1J on the Grassmannian coordinates, we define as
usual the covariant derivatives according to:
with

[D1, Dj) = 26^
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and 9 , = —

(4.1)

r

and consider the super-analytic transformations

(t, e\ ..., ex)->

(4.2)

w h i c h s a t i s f y for a l l i,j = 1 , . . . , N

Z)i = D,0' = 0

with D1 = Wd-. +B7

and d^= —

'
(i.e. we restrict our attention to the t,0',...,0A
(super)covariant derivatives transform as:

'

sector). Under such a tranformation, the

j + (D1I - 6JD,6j)dt

D1 =

(4.3)

df

(4.4)

Then the Ademollo et al. transformations can be seen as a super-analytic transformation
satisfying
D,t = êjD,ë]
(4.5)
i.e. the D,'s transform homogeneously as
(4.6)

i = [D1P)D1

At fixed N, the ASC algebra contains 2A sets of generators, and among them can be recognized
an SO(N) Kac-Moody algebra. As examples, for N = 0, we recover the Virasoro algebra
generated by the Lm (m £ Z) and for N = X, the RNS algebra generated by the Lm (m 6 Z)
and the fermionic generators G7n, (me Z or m € Z + j ) , while for JV = 2 an SO(2) Kac-Moody
algebra shows up. We also note the existence at order N of the finite simple superalgebra
OSp(N\2) generated in the Neveu-Schwarz sector by £±i,o C±i/2 (* = *> •••> ^O an<^ *^e -^J7 ~
-T1-J" = {G\/2, GJ_{,2}. Denoting by C = udt+£'Di the generators associated to an infinitesimal
transformation given by (refeq66), where u = u(t, 0l, ..., 6N) and {• = Ç'(t, 0l, ..., 6N) are
super-functions, we deduce
[CD1] = Di-D1
(4.7)
Now the condition (4.6) implies that, at the infinitesimal level, C acts linearly on the D1 's as
[C1Di] = AiDj

(4.8)

with (see footnote 9 for the définition of the star)
£, = i l U "

and

A> = D,?~ =-^DiDjU

(i = l,...,N)

(4.9)

It is worthwhile to emphasize that the constraints (4.8), with A\ to be determined, appear as
a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for determining the ASC algebras.
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4.1.2

The Adeniollo et al. algebras as super-derivation algebras

We will determine in this section whether the iV-ASC algebra may be viewed as a superderivation algebra Der$(A\) compatible with some cocycle $. When looking at the defining
relations ( 1.9) of the ASC algebras and (3.8) of the super-derivation algebras, it is tempting to
connect t.iese two approaches. Let us write these two relations:
[CD,)=--(D1D1U)D1

(z= 1,...,JV)

ASC algebras

(4.10)

with C - ud, + \(D,u")D,
[C,V] = -(Mv3C)V

super-derivation algebras

(4.11)

One couid think a priori that the JV-ASC algebra is compatible with JV cocycles, each being a
covariant derivative D1. However, we will see that it is not the case. Actually, any cocycle V
can be decomposed on the basis {dt, D\, ...,Z),y} as
(4.12)
with d,au + Y,ÏLi D,a; - 0 (cf. sect. 2.1.7).
The i elation (3.8) leads then to two sets of equations, corresponding to the coefficient of dt
and D1 respectively:

= -(I - N/2)(dtu)ao

ud,a» 1

(4.13)

1 *'

ufta, - -{d,D,vr)aZ - - Y, ((Dku')(Dka,) + (DkD,u)ak) = -(I /t=i

In order to have the JV-ASC algebra as a D-compatible algebra, these equations have to be
satisfied for any super-function u. Taking u = 1 and u — 9' (i = 1,..., JV), one is led to
= dt<x, = O

Dkau

= Dka,

= O

Vi, fc

(4.14)

Then u = t imposes e*0 = O and (JV - 1)Q, = O Vi.
Thus, for the cocycle V to be non-zero, one must have JV = 1. In this case, the cocycle V
is given by the covariant derivative D, which is just the case found in sect. 3.2.1 and in [I].
Therefore, the N-ASC algebras are super-derivation algebras compatible with some non
trivial cocycle V if and only if N = 1.
4.1.3

The N=2 case

Let us illustrate the above property (4.9) in the JV = 2 case. We set
C = Ud1 + E1D1 +C2D2
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and impose the conditions (4.8) for i - 1,2. Then we deduce the following relations
1

_

1

(4.16)

Using the decomposition u = u0 + 2u,0' + 2ul20'02, we find the generators of the N — 2
ASC algebra:
G 1 (U 1 ) = U1(O1O, - di) +
G2[U2) = U2(O2O1 - d2)
2

T(U 1 2 ) = U12(O O1 -

l

0 d2)

The commutation relations between these generators can be written as
[L(u,>), L(v0)]

=

[I(uu), (?'(»,)] = C (
]

{G'(u,),G (v})}

^

= S"L(-2u,v}) + e"T(u,dtVj - Vjdtu,)

[L(un),T(vl2)\ =
(4.18)
Taking Ln = -t"+]dt + ^f(O1Ox + O2O2), G]. = tr(0ldt - S1) + rtr-lel62du
d2) - rtr-^0^02d2 and Tn = t"(02dx - 01 d2), (4.17) leads to the relations:
[Lm, Ln] — (m [Lm, G'] = ( m / 2 { G ^ G ^ } = 26"Lr+,

[Ln,, Tn] = -nTm+n

n)LmJrn

[Tm, G'r] = 6»GJm+r

r)G>m+r
+

G2. = V(O2O1

(4.19)

(r-

t'} being the antisymmetric tensor of order 2. Here, one has m,n 6 Z and r , j f Z (Ramond
sector) or r, j 6 Z + j (Neveu-Schwarz sector).
The N - 2 two-dimensional superspace is a reducible representation of supersymmetry,
which can be split into two parts, using the notion of U(l)-chirality. Defining Û and D as
D-Od1 + We and 25 - 0dt + 2dg, with 0 = O1 + iO2 and 0~ = O1 - id"* (note that 0 has nothing
to do with the iT's defined in sect. 4.1), a chiral (or antichiral) superfield $(t,dl,O2) satisfies
Di = O (or Di = 0).
Owing to equation (4.8) we will see that the N = 2 ASC algebra is naturally related
to this chirality. The A matrix defined in equation (4.16) can be decomposed for any N as
A = -j(ô(u)lyv + À, with 1A' being the NxN
identity matrix and À an antisymmetric
matrix. For JV = 2, we have
(4.20)
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which, after diagonalisation, leads to
[C, D] = -\{d,u -iZ>,L>,u)£> =

-(DDu)D

[C, D] = -Ud,u + 1D1D2U)D = -h DDu)D
One easily deduces that (anti)chirality is preserved under the action of an C generator:
£>$ = 0 =*• CDi = 0

and

Z)* = 0 => ££>* = 0

(4-21)

Note that this last property can be viewed as a definition of the N = 2 ASC algebra.
We already mentioned in sect. 3.2 that there is no cocycle of a super-Kac-Moody algebra
associated with a derivation algebra containing the N = 2 ASC algebra. Even more, one can
check that there is no chiral (antichiral) super-Kac-Moody algebra with a non trivial cocycle
whose derivation algebra contains the above algebra.
4.2

New kinds of superconformai algebras ?

As already mentionned in tltis paper, the Virasoro and the RNS algebras which are of particular physical interest are naturally related to (super)Kaë-Moody algebras. At this point, it
is tempting to try new kinds of N > 1 superconformai algebras which would be algebras of
supe.-derivations of some super-Kac-Moody ones. Hereafter, we will adopt two possible attitudes. First we will look for (N + 1) super-derivation algebras containing as a subalgebra
the N ASC algebra. Then in a completely different framework, we will propose a recurrent
class of cocycles VN, with V\ being associated with the RNS algebra and P/v+i easily deduced
from V v, and such that the corresponding derivation algebras are included into one another:
(,U) C
4.7.1

Embedding of the N-ASC algebra in Der(A,\+1)

Considering a super-loop algebra on AN+I, we determine the possible cocycles u)p such that
the 15-compatible super-dérivât ion algebra contains the AT-ASC algebra. The calculation is
quite similar (although a little more tedious) to the previous one done in sect. 4.1.2. Up to a
rotation in the space of the 0 variables, one can assume that the JV-ASC algebra is described
in terms of the N first variables 01, ...,6N. We demand V to be such that [C,V] = -(div9C)V
with V = a()ô, + £ * + ' a,D, and C = udt + £ a = ] ( A , u ' ) A - where ao,a, 6 C^(AN+1)
and
)
.
One
obtains
ue
- (dtu)au

1
-(Dau")Daa0 -

\

TV - 2

(Dau')a'a)
fc=l

N+l

N-2

-(d,Dau)a'o
k=l
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JV — 2

Demanding these equations to be satisfied for any super-function u (in order to have the JV-ASC
algebra), we obtain, taking u = 1,0",£ with a= I,..., JV and J = I,..., JV + 1:

d,a,, = 0

d,aj = 0

£>aau = 0

DaaN+l

0'

v+1

Q,v+1 = - f a , ,

= 0

(JV- l ) a a = 0

(4.22)

(JV - 2)a A + 1 = 0

These equations lead to the following results. The N-ASC algebra is embedded in a superderivation algebra Der(AN+\) compatible with some non trivial cocycle V if and only if N = 1
or JV = 2.
In the case of JV = 1, the cocycle is given by V = (cu + c2ff2){9ldt + dt) = (c(J + c2e2)D{
where c,, and C2 are complex constants. This leads to three different super-derivation algebras.
In the case of JV = 2, there is only one (divergenceless) solution given by the cocycle V = c.)9;j
where c-.\ is a complex constant.
These algebras are displayed in the appendix.

4.2.2

A very particular chain of cocycles and their corresponding algebras

In this paragraph, we look for a chain of super-derivation algebras, each of them being compatible with a non trivial cocycle, the JVth order algebra being included into the (JV + l)th order
one, and such that for JV = 1, one recovers the RNS algebra.
When one looks at the super-derivation algebras DeT^(A2) containing the RNS algebra, two
one-cocycles are singled out: V2 = D\ and V2 = 022?i. The generalization of these cocycles is
very easy: VN = D\ and VN = 9N .. .62D\. We will study the two chains of super-derivation
algebras, compatible with thes<» two chains of cocycles.
• Super-derivation algebra DerO1(
The super-derivation C = wdt +
-{div9C)Di.

satisfies the compatibly equation [C, D1] =

One has

-Diw')dt

and div9£ = dtw +

-

(4.23)

Therefore one obtains
2 « , -D\w~

=0

(Jb = 1,...,JV)

and
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Thus the super-derivation C has to satisfy
2 * | - D1W' ~ 0
U1*; = 0

(n>l)

X>n*,", =0
Notice that the second equation implies that ô ( $ n = 0 (for n / 1) i.e. the functions $„ are
constant in t for n 5e 1. We will call these generators "discrete generators". They commute
with the Virasoro generators Ln - -tn+l - ^FO1O1 obtained for w = - t " + l . Altogether this
algebra contains JV2A~' + 1 generators among which (N - 2)2' v ~' + 1 "discrete" ones.
• Super-derivation algebra Der-pi_(A,\)
A similar computation for the compatibility equation leads to the equations
( 2 * , -Diwm)6N

...e2

= 0

The last two equations are equivalent to the relations ^ = #), = 0 (with n > 1) where *„ is
decomposed *s * B (t,tf) = 9^(t) + Ek=, *5(0«* + ••••
This algebra contains 2'v + 2JV(2A "' - 1) generators. If we don't worry about the discrete
generators of DeTp1(A^), we see that the defining relation 2$i - D1W = 0 for DeVD1[As) is
stronger than the one of Der-pt (As)- So we conclude that, up to the discrete generators, one
has the inclusion
DerDl(As)C Derp.JAs)
From the relations (4.9) and (4.13), one also has the embeddings (including the discrete generators)
DerDl(As)

C DerDi(As+\)

Derp.jAs)

C

ï) and Derpi(A2) have been given in sect. 4.2.1 (for the
commutation relations of these algebras, see the appendix).
Notice that the algebras
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Conclusion

In this paper, a classification of the possible central extensions for super-loop algebras defined
on the super-circle A\, where N is the number of generators of the corresponding Grassmann
algebra, has been achieved. A general method for determining the super-derivation algebra
compatible with each super-Kac-Moody algebra has also been obtained, and explicited in the
cases N = 1,2,3.
Suprisingly enough, the usual superconformai algebras for N > 1 cannot be associated to
super-Kac-Moody companions, contrarily to the case N = 0 (Virasoro algebra) and N = I (RNS
algebra). Such a result led us to investigate for N > 1 new types of extended superconformai
algebras which contain the RNS algebra.
One can expect that some of these (super-Kac-Moody compatible) super-derivation algebras
which contam the Virasoro algebra, are well adapted to describ - interesting two-dimensional
conformai field theories. A study of these unitary representations is therefore necessary. The
simplest examples to consider are, as already suggested at the end of sect. 3.2.1, some of the
algebr&s associated to the N = I case. The property of such extended conformai algebras to
be enlarged to a semi-direct sum by adjunction of a super affine algebra might be exploited. In
particular new kinds of Wess-Zumino-Witten models [16] might be considered, generalizing the
N = I case treated in [17].
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Appendix

In this appendix, we will explicit the commutation relations of some remarkable super-derivation
algebras used in sect. 4.2.
We recall that if if is a loop-algebra with generators T"' (m € Z), constructed from a simple Lia
algebra /C with generators Tn (a = 1,..., dim /C), one can associate a super-loop algebra Kx with
the generators T™ = Tatm, (01)™ = Tatm8\ {Q'1)™ = TnVB1B', ..., (0'-' v )™ = Tatm0l...0N.
In the case JV = 2, the non trivial commutation relations of the super-loop algebra take the
explicit following form:
(A.1)
For a super-derivation algebra, we will take for each independent generator <t>(t)d( where di is
a linear combination of dt and dln<.lai, a basis <j>m = tm+d*~ld/ where the conformai weight 6$
oi the generator <j>{t)di \i defined through the action of the Virasoro generator Ln, on it, i.e.
(Ln, </>„,] = (n(dà - 1) - m)(£n+m.
A.I

Super-derivation algebra DerP(A2) with V = a262{0xdt + d,)

The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non trivial
commutation relations:
nl2\m+n

(A.2)

{(©')am.

The super-derivations compatible with V are (after a redefinition of some generators)
Crvrn

= Ad1 + ^(3A)(O1O, + 62O2) + T62di + WB2O2 + BO1O2O1
OlO2d2 + G2O2O, - (9G 2 )e'« z 9, + D1O1B2O1 + D2O1O2O2

and a basis of generators is given by
Ln = -t"+ldt - ^ « " ( t f ' f t
Tn = tne2di

and Wn = tn82d2

Bn = t n ^fl 2 0,

i = tn+xl2{B'dt - 0,) + (n + i)*"-

1

O2O1

and
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D2n = t"'1 ^2O1O2

The conformai weights are given by do = \ for Z?,1,, and Dfn, d^ = 1 for T111, W7,,,, B 7 n , do = \
for G,',, and GJf11, and of course do = 2 for Z 7n .
The non trivial commutation relations between the generators are

[W n , T1n] = T n + 7 7 1
[Wn, Bm) = B71+771

[Wn, Gln] =
-nDn+m
[T71, Dl1] = -D},+m

( G n , Dl) = B 71+771

[Wn, D]11] = D n + 7 7 1

[Wn, Gl] = G7U771 + nDn+m
[Tn,Gnl] = GJU771

[Bn, G]n] = G n + m + nDn+m
[G],,Gl) = (m- n)Tn+m

(A.3)

Note that the generators L71, G n and Tn form a subalgebra of DeTp(A2) which is a contraction
of the N = 2 ASC algebra. K we start from the algebra (4.19) and define the generators
Z71 = Ln, Gn = G n , Gn = «G n , Tn = éTn, and compute the commutation relations between
these generators at the limit e —» 0, one finds
[Z711T7n] = -mfn+m

[Ln,G'm] = (n/2 - rn)G'n+m

which has to be compared with the equations (A.3).

A.2

Super-derivation algebra DeTp(A2) with V = <iu(6'dt + d{)

The super-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non trivial
commutation relations:

P r . i n = fabTcm+n
vi

F?, (012)?] =

1

rab(Qx2r+n

m

[Ta , (©')?] = fab(Q')'rn+"

l(® ya", (0 H'] = ao« m+n , 0 «o*
The super-derivations compatible with V are

£ eren -

ABt + i W '

A basis of generators is given by

Ln = -tn+ldt -2±lt»fl>o,
Gln=tn+l/2(eldt-dl)

and
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71+1

tnele2d,

(A.4)

r

The conformai weights are d^ = | for G^n and Tm, d^ = 2 for
The non trivial commutation relations are given by

[Tn, c} =-Gl1
{Gi,c}=-Ln

= (f - n)Tn+m

(A.5)

Notice that the generators Tn and Gn do not obey to a "conformai spin-statistic theorem", i.e.
Tn (resp. G,2,) is even (bosonic) with a half-integer conformai spin .fresp. odd (fermionic) with
an integer conformai spin). In this respect, they behave like conformai ghost fields, and the c
generator plays the role of the BRST charge.

A.3

Super-derivation algebra Derv(A2) with V = a2$2(6[ dt + d{) + O11(O1 dt + dt)

The supar-Kac-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non trivial
commutation relations:
pm

TnI

fr rptn + n

fc

-

)?] =
=

Jab
2
fcfabcb(&
(&)2)T+n

(A.6)

The super-derivations are
Ceven

= Adt + -

)0ldi-TO2(O1O1-Oi)

(A.7)

it

= Gl(0ldt - di) + G2O2Oi - ^(dG2)0l02d}

(A.8)

This algebra is a subalgebra of the previous one, where the discrete generator c is set to zero.

A.4

Super-derivation algebra Der-p(A3) with V = 0.383

The super-Kaë-Moody algebra obtained from this one-cocycle has the following non trivial
commutation relations:

PT, m = /av
[(03.

, (0 123 )?] - / ^

Jm1 (023),,] = _

-}

=

-a3Sm+n,uSab

The super-derivations are
Ceven = Ad1 + \

+ O2O2) + B(03d3 - S1O1 - O2O2)
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'Q3 + H2O2Q3 + U(0]di - O2Q2) + T(O1Q2 - O2Q1)
+S(0'd2 + O2d,) + K0*02dt + ^dKO1O2O3O3
[

l

]

l 2

2

G (O d, - dt) + (dG )0 0 d2
l

2 :i

l 2

+ G (0 dt - 9 2 ) -

Cf\ "T" *^J CfO ~\~

CJ

2

1

3

(A.9)
2

2

(dG )0'0 d,

+ 20 0 di) + W W O Q3 - 20 0 d2) + DO1O2Q3

+W (0 0 d3
"T CJ

2

l 2

(A.10)

(J'X

A basis of generators is given by
Ln

=

-F+lQ,--Y-t

Bn =t"(O:id:i -O1Oi
H\ = tn~xl20xdi

O2O2)

-02d2)
and H2 =

Un = F(O1O1 -O2O2)

Tn =

tn-l/202d3
F(O1O2-J

Kn = tn0x02dt + 7^F-H1
Gn = t n + 1 / 2 ( 0 ' d , - di) + (n+
G2n = F+l'2(62d,
l 2

2 3

Wn = F- l (0 0 d3

^)t"-i/20l02d2
1

- O2) - (n +
3

+ 20*0 d,)

^)F-x

and

Wn2

= F-

-

20'02d2)

Dn = F-1O1O2O3
En = F+1^dx

El = F+1^d2

Ei = Fd3

The conformai weights are d* = 0 for Dm, dé = \ for Wn,, W^, Hxm and H^, d^ = 1 for T1n,
Um, Sn, Bm, Km, El, dé = I for G]n, G2m, E]n, E2m.

The non trivial commutation relations between the generators are
[Tn, Sm] — ZUn+

[Un, Sn,] = 2Tr,., T,

= H2+m

[Sn, Wm] = W2+m
[Un, Glm] = Gl,+m + 2En+m
[Un, Ein] = -E\+m
[Bn, Wl] = -Wn+m
[Bn, El] = -E3+m

[Sn, Ein] = -En+m
[Un,Wiï = - W,\+m
[Bn, G]n] = -Gn+m - nW2+r
[Bn, Ein] = En+m
[Hi1, Wl] = -3Dn+m
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[Kn,Gm]

\rp

JT 1

\T>

TT'2

1

= -[Kn

=-Eï
ln] = Gin+m
Enn+m
+ 'iW,
+m T+ ^
+ m ^ 2 " «+">
= -Gn+m
E
E
n+m
n+m
'n+m
m )Dn

t\ Q
ET

= -2JiTn
[Sn, HJ = Hn

1

I1™ Hm\ — - " n + m

=-2Hn n+m

i -^mJ — ^n+m

[Un, Gm] = -Gl+m

- 2En+m

[Sn, El]
[Un

=-E
n+m

+m

= 3Z?
rl+m
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2 P1 \

[GlGm) = (n - m)Tn+m
I'-'ni^'m/ — ~Ln+m T

\^-*n»

Vtf'2 \ _ _TT
nil —

_D

'-'ri+rri

FI—;

2

~Un+m

[GlDm) =-Hn+m
ff\

n+m T*

n i f i m / — 2 •'n+m

[GlWm) = Tn+m-Sn+m
{ElWm} =-Tu+tn + Sn+

••-'n+Tn

c

l n i " m / — Un+m T £>n+m

(G2

[ElDm) = HUm

l " n2 i " rla J

VT1I = JZj.u

n+m

B

iJ

4

n4

1
(XE
W
M T+Bi
^n, yv
mf\ =vU
n+m
*Jn4

— —Tn+m ~ Sn+m ~ *Kni
= Tn+m + Sn+m
V'lDm) ~ -Hr\+m

j^gjj

=

r

{G^,G^,} = 2Ln+m
2

n —m j

— ~ ^n+m ~ 5—I

•
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The Virasoro algebra V, defined as the central extension of the diffeomorphism algebra
Diff(5') of the circle 5 1 , and any Kac-Moody (or KM) algebra G(S1), are intrinsically related,
V acting as the algebra of derivations on G(S1). This simple property, i.e. the existence
of the semi-direct sum G(S1 )BV, is well known to play a fundamental role in two-dimensional
conforma' 'd theory [I]. A few years ago, it was realized [2] that a particular central extension
performed on the super-loop algebra G(S[) (where 5 1 is the (N = 1) supercircle1 5 ' ® G|)
leads to a super-KM algebra Gw(S1) such that the set of Diff(5') elements "compatible" with
Gw(S1) is exactly the JV = I superconformai algebra SC(N = 1), whose central extension is
usually called the Ramond-Neveu-Schwarz (RNS) algebra. Let us make it clear that an element
of Diff(5') is said to be "compatible" if it acts as a derivation on (/„,(5'). Moreover, the
subscript w on Gv(S1) refers to the cocycle w associated to the considered central extension :
indeed, if to any usual loop algebra G(S1) can be associated only one central extension, up to
a multiplicative factor, this is no longer the case for a super loop algebra G(S1). The structure
Gw(S ji • 0(N — 1) is then well adapted for constructing the N = I super Virasoro minimal
models via the Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) coset construction [3], as well as for the study of
the N = I supersymmetric Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) models [4].
Recently [5], a general study of the central extension relative to the super-KM algebras
G(S1 )® G/v has been performed, as well as the determination, for each central extension, of the
"compatible" diffeomorphism algebra. While the RNS algebra, as we already mentioned, shows
up directly in this approach, this is not the case for the other (i.e. N > 1) usual super-conformai
(SC) algebras, also called Ademollo et al. [6] algebras.
In this note, we would like to point out that relaxing the condition of (semi-) simplicity
for the G algebra and, more precisely, taking for G a one-dimensional f (1) algebra, allows
one to construct a super-KM algebra Gw(S1 ® G2) such that the subalgebra of Diff (S1 ® G2)
compatible with this central extension is exactly the SC(N = 2) algebra. The realization of
this last algebra in terms of bosons and fermions from Çw(Sl ® G2) is immediate. Then such
a framework appears well adapted to the (re-)interpretation of the SU(2) ® U(l)/U(l) coset
construction used in [7] for constructing representations of SC(N = 2) out of representations
of 51/(2) ® U(I) KM algebras. Finally, the twisted and antiperiodic 5C(JV = 2) algebras are
also discussed in this approach, before concluding.
Although our construction may appear as a reformulation of properties more or less known
in the superfield approach [8], it has seemed to us of some relevance to emphasize the particular
position of the JV = 2 superconformai algebra with respect to a Kac-Moody current algebra.
1

Gv is the Grassman algebra with JV Grassman variables 0;(i = 1, ...,N) and Q a (serai) simple Lie algebra
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As discussed in the conclusion, the situation is completely different from the N = 0 and N = I
cases, and the constraint on G to be Abelian does not allow the construction of the usual WZW
models for N — 1. We also note that our result completes the general study performed in [5].
Using the standard notation for a loop algebra [9] G(S1) - C(t,t~l) ® Q if t 6 C - {0}, the
N = 2 superloop algebra relative to U(I) will be written as : C(t,t~i;6l,B2)^U(I)
= U(l)^-2
with 9i2 = B21 = 0 and [B1^B2] = 0. Denoting by J the U(I) generator, a graded basis is :
Jn = t"®J;

Ipn = 0,«"®./;

4>,, = 62tn®J;

Xr,

(1)

We consider the central extension defined by the bilinear form w.
Vl(Jm, Jn) = n^m+n

(2)

U)(^m 1 ^ n ) = «>(ym,V>n) = *m+n

(3)

W(Xm 1 X n )=

(4)

Sm+n

m/0

TTl

and w being zero valued everywhere else.
We note that (4) cannot define a central extension in the case of a KM algebra with Q
simple, but only when the finite algebra G is Abelian: this can be seen explicitly by studying
the Jacobi identity, or by noting that such a bilinear form cannot be written in terms of a
Berezin integral involving a divergenceless vector field, as made clear in [5].
We denote the obtained algebra by U(\)N=2 -omitting an index w for specifying the cocycle, in order not to overload the notations— which satisfies the (non-vanishing) commutation
relations :
[Jm, Jn]

=

mS

{i>m,1pn}

=

{<Pm,<Pn} =

[Xm,Xn]

=

m+n

4

m+n

(5)

m/0.

Now, we want to determine among the vector fields on S1 ® G2 :
C = (a(t) + 0iftt6(t)) ft + ( M O + 02*1(0) »i + ( M O + 02/(0)02

(6)

g = (0,a(O + 02/3(0) ft + (7(0 + «i M O ) ft + (MO +

(7)

and
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(where di,d\,d-i means jfi 3g~, ^jr respectively) those which act as derivatives on the above
super- K M algebra, that is :
C[X, Y) = [CX, Y) + [X, CY)
Ç[X,Y)

+ (-)3^[X,GY)

={gX,Y)

(8)

VA-,y€tf(ï) (V=2

(9)

where [, } can be either a commutator or an anti-commutator and g(X) — 0 or 1 following X is
a boson or a fermion. It follows that:
w(CX, Y) + w(X, CY) = 0
w(Ç X,Y) + (-y^w(X,ÇY)

(10)

=0

(11)

Expanding C and Q in Laurent series, the compatible algebra can be seen as generated by:
Ln

= -t n + 1 <9, + -F[O1B1

Tn

= it"(92dt

- O1O2)

Gn

= t"(6ytdi

-O1+ TiO1U2O2)

Gl

n

= t (02tdt

+ O2O2)

(12)

- B2 (13)

One recognizes the (non-extended) JV = 2 superconformai algebra SC(N = 2), satisfying
the usual commutation relations :
[Lm, Ln] =
\Lm,G']

(m~n)Lm+n

= (— -

J

n)Gl,„

j

+ ie'}(m - n)Tm+n

{G'm,G n} = 2S' Lm+n

[Tm,G'n] =
where i = 1,2 and e

12

= -€

21

(14)

ie"Gi,+n.

= 1. The action of SC(N = 2) on U(1)N=2
[Lm, <pn] = (TJl(K ~ 1) - n)(j>m+n

reads
(15)

with (j> ~ J, <p, ip, X a n d /»^ = 1 , 5 , 5 , 0 respectively.
[GJ, J n ] = nipr+n

[Gl, Jn] = n1>r+n

l

{G 2 , ll>,) ^ -Jr+.

{G r, <fin) = - Jr+,
[Gl, t M = - ( r + 3)Xr+,
l

{Gl Vj) = - ( r + a)Xr+.

[G r,Xn]=-^r+n
[T m ,J n ] = 0

[G*, Xn] = Vr+n
[Tn,, Xn] = Q

[Tm, Vr] - il>m+r

[Tm, ^ r ] = ~<Pm+r
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A canonical realization of SC(N = 2) can be easily obtained. For convenience, let us replace
the commutation relations given in (5) by the corresponding O.P.E. associated to the spin 1
boson J{z), the spin ^ fermions ip(z) and f>(z), and the spin 0 boson X(z) :

-yi"^'

~ (z-wf
(17)

-W)

X(z)X(w) = Jln(«-w)
i

i

(18)

*

Then, setting :
L(z)
G1 (z)

: 5^^: iz)

: dXdX : (z)+ : JJ : (z)+
2 : ipJ : (z)— : ipdX : (z)

2

G (z)

(19)

2 : IpJ : (z)- : ^ X : (z)

T(z)

2i : veV '• (^)

(20)

we obtain a realization of the central extended superconformai SC(N = 2) algebra, with
central extension c = 3. Indeed :
_

W)

(21)

L(z)<t>(w) =
LJ

with 0 = G1, G2, T and / ^ = | , | , 1 respectively

^

^

+

(z - wi)2

(z -

G2M

while the action of S~C(N = 2) on U(1)N=2 reads :
ri \M \
L(z)d>(w) —

"(Z-W)2
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with <f> = J,ip, f,X and ho = 1, ^, ^, O respectively.

T{z)J(w) = T(z)X{w)

(z-w)

* Y2ZÏJ'

(z - W)2

(* - w)

(z - W)

where /i (Zi + ^) denotes the conformai weight of 0 (x)- Explicitly one can form the two
supersymmetric doublets (©h,x h+ i.)
(X(z)^(z))

), J(z))

under

G'(z)

(X(z),-v(z))

), J(z))

under

G2(z).

(22)

At this point, we must note that our approach is equivalent to that of [8], in which the i
algebra is replaced by a JV = 2 superfield and the above superconformai algebra realization by
a supercurrent.
It is natural to wonder how this U(l)K=2 algebra can be used in a coset construction of
the unitary representations of SC(N = 2), knowing already the coset construction of [7]. For
such a purpose one may try to follow the same spirit as in [2], in which the case of the RNS
or SC(N = 1) algebra is considered. There, the starting point is a representation of the direct
sum .Ai(S1 )ffiA\,,,,(Sl ®G\) constructed by taking a level p representation of the KM algebra
relative to Ai = 5(7(2) and a level 2 representation of the N = I super-KM algebra generated
by:
Qnn = it" ® J"

;

/i?, = i6Tn ® J"

(23)

with the commutation relations :

(24)
a

b

{h m,h n}

=

Sm+nS

ab

before dividing by the bosonic .Ai-représentation of level (p + 2). Of course such an approach
is completely analogous to the famous GKO construction of [3], where, starting with the level
k — n and Jk = 2 representations Of-A1, one also uses, for building the fermionic G'(z) generators,
the spin-^ fermions which show up explicitly in the realization of the k = 2 .Ai-representation.
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The direct use of the algebra ^4|.,,.(5' ®G| ) with commutation relations given in (24) looks to us
more natural, in particular because of the property of the SC(N = 1) algebra to be (isomorphic
to) the algebra of diffeomorphism compatible with w.
Thus, let us start with the U(l)^=2 algebra, and consider more precisely the .Ai(S1) ®
t/(l),v =2 algebra. From the representation of level ifc of Ai(S 1 ) with generators T?n(a = 1,2,3),
one obtains by the usual Sugawara construction a realization of the Virasoro algebra :
(25)
a=l

with central charge : C1 = jj£j, while from the U(l)N=2
introduced in (19) :

generators, one obtains as already

L2(z) = : dXdX : (z)+ : JJ : (z)+ : dW : (z)+ : d<p<p : (z)

(26)

with central charge C2 = 3.
Now, let us consider the C(I) algebra with generators dX(z), J(z) and S(z), with :
S(z) = t\z)

+ 2il(z) and

I(z) = : i/>V : (z)

(27)

One can immediately check that
1
1
2 (z -tu) 2

S(z)S(w) =

(28)
(Z-W)'

Then, defining Lj,ag &s :
Ldlag(z)

= : dXdX

: + :JJ:(z)+

^

: SS : (z)

with central charge cj = 3, one remarks that :
L(z) = L1(Z) + L2(Z)-La1113(Z)

(29)

L(z)X(w) = L(z)J(w) = L(z)S(w) = 0

(30)

acts trivially on U(I) , i.e. :
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At this point, we cannot exactly speak about a usual "coset" construction of ^4|(5') ®
t ; ( l ) \ = j by tf(l) > since I(z) is not an element of Â\(S') ® U(l)x=2 but only constructed
from xp(z) and <p(z) in { ' v = r However, ï ( z ) commutes with L,tlag(z) and therefore its
corresponding central charge satisfies :
C = c, + c2 - c = 3 —

(31)

these values of c being those relative to unitary representations of SC(N — 2). Moreover,
defining the superconformai generators G'(z)(i = 1,2) as :

7ÊTI (
and :

)

(32)

f

one easily verifies that these generators act trivially on 1/(1) . Thus, we have obtained a
realization of the SC(N = 2) algebra with c = j ^ which is actually the same as the one
obtained in [7] by the coset construction relative to SU(2) ® U(l)/U(l). In the light of the
above discussion, one could say that [7] follows the usual GKO construction of [3] while we just
use the approach of [2].
Finally, we can remark that the three usual kinds of SC(N = 2) algebras, denoted following
[10] as the P (periodic) algebra with integer modes for all the generators, the A (antipnriodic)
algebra with integer modes for L7n, Tm but half-integer modes ( r a ç Z + | ) for G]n (i — 1,2)
and the T (twisted) algebra with integer modes for Lm and G)n and half-integer modes for Gfn
and T m , can all be seen from the super U(l)N=2 algebra.
For such a purpose, let us restrict the {/(l)/y_2 algebra with generic element f(t; 0i,92) ® /
to the subalgebra generated by the elements satisfying the condition2
HWu-B2)QI

= f(-t;9ue2)®I

One may call the obtained algebra a "twisted" U(I)N=2

(33)

algebra, although for a usual KM

1

algebra defined on the circle G(S ), a real twist involves not only a modulo m periodicity (for a
2

N o t e that with the notation of [B], where 9 = 9,+ t'0 : and 6 = 9, - if)?, t h e transformation O1 -* -B7 is the
exchange 9 «-» 6.
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twist of order m 6 N) on the continuous part of the generator, but also an (outer) automorphism
on the finite dimensional algebra Q. A basis for this twisted algebra is :
Jin

= t2"®I

n+I

=

y>2n=<M 2 "®/

e2i2n+l®i

X 2 n + 1 = O1

(34)

It is straightforward to deduce a basis for the diffeomorphism algebra compatible with this
twisted f/(l)v=2 using notations of (12) :
Lin ; G1n ! G2n+I and T2n+\.

(35)

Then, redefining :
L

"

~ 2 2" '
1 , - 2

n

+i ~

2n+!

I2

(36)

one recognizes the usual basis of the T (twisted) SC(N = 2) algebra, the commutation relations
being the same as given in (14).
In the same way, imposing on the t/(l)y_ 2 elements the constraint :
f{t\-O\,-Oi)<8)I = f(-t;e,,02)®I

(37)

one gives rise to another twisted U(l)h=2 algebra generated by :
Jim = t2"®I
V2-+1 - <M2"+1 ® /

X2n = 0,<M2n ® /

;
!

</>2n+l = 92t2n+X ® I

(38)

The diffeormorphism algebra compatible with this twisted algebra is the A (antiperiodic)
SC(N = 2) algebra.
As a conclusion, we have seen that the N = 2 superconformai algebra SC(N = 2) appears
as the algebra of diffeomorphisms acting on the super-KM algebra 1^(1)^-2 with a particular
cocycle given in (2), (3) and (4). We have also discussed the first implications of this property.
We can notice how the remarkable relationship which exists between any KM algebra G±,{S')
and the Virasoro algebra is restricted when supersymmetry is included. In the case of N = 1
supersymmetry, the RNS algebra is still the (central extension of) algebra of diffeomorphisms
compatible with the super-KM algebra 5^(5'® G1) whatever the simple Lie algebra Ç, but with
a particular cocycle w. Finally, going from N = 1 to N = 2, the (semi) simplicity of Q is lost and
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we are left with a C(I) algebra. One may wonder whether such a construction could be extended
to JV > 2. A direct calculation in which the central extension of the f/(l)/v =I superalgebra is a
direct generalization of the C(l),\- =2 case already considered (i.e. this i/(l) v _ -, algebra contains
the U(I)x--2 algebra as a subalgebra), leads to a negative result. In other words, the compatible
algebra of diffeomorphisms on U(l),\=.i cannot correspond to the SC(N = 3) algebra. Thus,
the N = 2 case looks like a limiting case.
Our result, that is the Abelianity of the obtained KM algebra 1^(1)^=2' forbids the hope
of constructing a JV = 2 WZW model in the framework of the usual SC(N = 2) -see [5] for
new kinds of "super" conformai algebras. However, the explicit study of this U(I) symmetry
could be of some relevance in certain cases. As we have already seen, it shows up directly in
the coset construction of SC(N = 2) unitary representations. Finally, let us mention that a
similar coset treatment using this U(l)^=2 algebra might work for the determination of unitary
representations of the JV = 2 super-W3 algebra ; indeed the JV = 1 super-W^t case has recently
been solved [11] in a way similar to the SC(N = 1) case, the A] (S1 ® G\ ) algebra being replaced
by the A1(S^ % Gx) one.
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1.

Introduction

Quite recently, it has been shown that the symmetries of a closed bosonic membrane I1'
M form the area preserving subgroup SDiff(M) of the diffeomorphism Diff(M) I2L Explicit
realizations of the corresponding Lie algebra when M is either the torus T-^ = S 1 XS 1 or the
two dimensional sphere S 2 have been given. Some efforts have recently been brought to a
better understanding of such a symmetry and of its properties : among themselves a research of
the Virasoro algebra from SDiff(T2) I3I, the determination of the central extensions of
SDiff(M) I2-4! and the study of the possible connections between this algebra and the SU(°°)
group I 5 '. It is on the eventual existence of (generalized) Kac-Moody algebras behind the
already determined symmetry of a membrane theory that we would like to think in this letter.
It is today well recognized that in two dimensional conformai field theory (CFT) the
algebra of Diff(SJ) or Virasoro algebra T^and the Kac-Moody algebras*' Ç (S1) are intimately
related. Among the numerous examples one can think about, let us first remind that in the
heterotic string model, the string states form a representation of the Kac-Moody algebra of the
gauge group EsxEs or spin (32)/Z2 ' 6 '. Kac-Moody algebras immediately show up in two
dimensional current algebra when studying massless spinor or scalar field, such a model
leading to exactly soluble CFT. The Sugawara construction allows to realize V once given an
algebra Ç (S1) I7). The WZW models may be the best example of the existing link between
a Kac-Moody algebra and the algebra of S^diffeomorphisms, both being symmetries of such
field theories '8L Algebraically, for each Q (S1) can be constructed in a canonical way the
semi-direct sum : Q (S1) D 1K the Virasoro generators acting as Lie derivatives on the
elements of Q (S1) - such algebras being sometimes called conformai current algebras [9L It
is in part because of this structure and of the Sugawara construction that one can determine,
through the famous GKO construction HO]1the minimal unitary representations of 1/ from the
unitary representation of some Q (Sl) algebras.
Therefore, one can wonder whether the area preserving diffeomorphisms group on a
compact manifold M = T^ = S1XS1 (two dimensional torus) or S 2 (two dimensional sphere),
can be related to Kac-Moody algebras Q (M), defined as central extensions of the algebra
Q{M) of smooth maps from M onto the (semi-simple) group G with Lie algebra Q. Such
*> or affine extensions of the loop algebra C(S1) of smooth maps from S 1 into a simple Lie group G of
Lie algebra Q. C(S 1 ) is usually written as : C[U" 1 ] ® c Q where C[I 1 H 1 ] is the ring of Laurent
polynomials in L I 1 1 '
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algebras are direct generalizations of loop algebras and of their affine extensions. Let us add
that (j(T v ) with F = S 1 X... x S 1 v times have already been called quasi-simple Lie
algebras ' 12 L
If, in the case M = S1, the algebra Cj(S1) admits, up to a multiplicative constant, only
one central extension, the situation appears completely different when dim M > 1. The general
two cocycle construction for C(M) is presented in Section 2, in which a direct correspondence
between central extensions of C(M) and elements of SDiff(M) is shown. Explicit construction
in the cases M = S 2 and T 2 are also given. In Section 3, we study the compatibility condition
that an element of Diff(M) has to satisfy in order to be a derivation of Ç® (M) where co is
the cocycle related to the central extension under consideration*). Again a detailed study of the
two dimensional sphere on one hand and torus on the other hand will be performed. Contrarily
again to the S 1 case where the whole diffeomorphism algebra is compatible with the unique
non trivial cocycle, now to each cocycle CO will be associate only a subalgebra of Diff(M). A
general discussion follows in Section 4 where a particular attention is given to the connection
between volume preserving diffeomorphisms and Q (M) cocycles.

2. Central extensions of Q (M)
2.1. General results
Following prop.(4.2.8) of Ref. [13], the complex central extensions of the algebra
C(M), that is the algebra of smooth maps from a smooth compact manifold M of dimension n
into the (semi-)simple Lie algebra Cj, are given by the two-cocycles ©c : C(M) x <j(M) -» C
defined by :
COc(X1Y)=

[<X,dY>

(D

where X1Y e Cj(M)1 dY = ^ d\Y du, with (ui,...,un) parametrizing the manifold M1 < , >
denotes the bilinear symmetric Killing form on Q, and C is a closed one chain C :
Equation (1) can be rewritten as:
*'the suffix w on Cj03(M) being now necessary due to the non uniqueness of o for dim M > 1 .
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(ûc(X,Y) =

XdY A (p

(2)

M
where (p is the (n-1) closed current - i.e. (n-1) closed form with distributional coefficients associated to C. Note that the Ki'iing form is implicit. Setting*);

9 = 2^ (-1)'(Pi dui A...A duj A...dun

(3)

(where the symbol v expresses that the term below has been taken away). The closure
condition reads:

d(p = ^ 3j (pi dui A...A du n = 0

(4)

It follows that to any central extension of C(M) corresponds a (n-1) closed form <p on
M, the cocycle being given by:

û)<p(X,Y) =

J

X iX
=1 (<Pi ^i Y) dui A...A du n

(5)

M

n

with 5L ^i4Pi = 0

(6)

(see also ex.7.9 p.91 of Ref. [11] for the case M = V). In the following of our study, we will
restrict the tp; to be functions.
Now, let us note that Eq. (6) expresses also the condition for infinitesimal diffeomorphism 9 on M
u; -» ûi(ui,...,u n ) = Uj + (pi(ui,...,un)

*) The elements of differential geometry necessary in these section can be found in Ref. 114].
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to preserve the volume : indeed such a constraint implies the Jacobian of the transformation
Jjj = =vp to be of determinant equal to one, or infinitesimally to be traceless, that is to satisfy
Eq. (6).
In other words, and coining back to the beginning of this section, a volume preserving
diffeomorphism on M determines a (n-l) closed current - or a central extension of Q (M) - and
vice-versa.
2.2

Applications to the sphere S 2 and the torus T 2

On the two dimensional sphere, any closed one-form (p is an exact form, that is:
(p = dh

(7)

with h function on S2, the de Rham cohomology H1CS2) being trivial.
Then, Eq. (2) takes the remarkable form
(Bh(X1Y) = - J x {h,Y} u l U 2 duidu 2

(8)

S2
with {.,.} being the usual Poisson bracket with respect to the coordinates (ui,U2) -which
are (6,cp) or (cos8,(p) for example (9)
Another interesting expression for coh can be given, integrating by part Eq. (2) with :
XdY A dh = h dX A dY - d(hXdY)
and using the Stokes formula

(10)

J dr| = J t| : then the absence of boundary on the sphere
D
3D

leads to the formula

(Oh(X1Y)= J h

dXAdY

that is also
COh(X1Y)=

J h {X,Y} U , U2 duidu 2
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I

One can present a more explicit form of Eq. (8), using the property of any function
defined on the sphere to be developed in terms of the spherical harmonics Y* (0,(p). So,
choosing as an example:
h(9,(p) =

(13)

and for X and Y :
*i,a

=

Y-8I (e,(D) ® X a ;

mi

T

mi

Yb
1T12

(14)

with X a ,Y b e Q1 the relations:

mi'

involving the coefficients gg

m

m3

^

m

(15)

defined in Ref. [15]. and:

J d(cos0) d(p Y*m ( Y j ) * = S ^ ' Smitl'

(16)

lead to the simple formula
80
io ( *\* Y i 2 ' b V f d(cos0)d({>
Y Ymo Ix mi m2 J J
mol

mi'

(17)

On the two dimensional torus T 2 , any closed one-form 9 decomposes as ^ _ sum of
an exact form and an harmonic one. Choosing the complex variables t and w (ItI = I w I = I)
as the coordinates on each of the two circles making up the torus, the general Hodge
decomposition of (p reads

q> =

dt
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(18)
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h being a periodic function on T 2 , and a and (3 arbitrary constants.
It follows that the cocycle associated to (p reads

O)p(X,Y) = J h ( X 1 Y ) 1 w d t d w + J X ( - y 3 w Y +
T2

(19)

T2

where we have used for the exact form part the result given in Eq. (11). Developing h(t,w) in
Fourier modes:

h(t,w) =

2'

(2i7c)2

-s

trws

(20)

.r,se Z
one finally obtains:
1

wP <g> Xa, t" Wq ® Yb) = [(mq-pn) h ^

n

- (4jt2) (ap-Pm) 5 m + n 5 p + q ] <Xa,Yb>
(21)

2.3

Miscellaneous remarks

It has been shown in the determination of central extensions of SDiff(M)f4l, that an
exact form h on M is associated to a trivial central extension of this diffeomorphism
subalgebra. Let us note that this is not the case for Kac-Moody cocycles : indeed it is not the de
Rham cohomology of the manifold M which is now involved but the cyclic cohomologyt16!
on M, and an exact form h on M does correspond to a non trivial two cocycle Q (M).
It might be also amusing to remark that the basis: zn X a = e i n e Xa, with a = l,..,dim Ç
and n e Z, of the loop algebra
representations e

me

^(S1)

involves all the one dimensional unitary

, n e Z, of the U(I) or SO(2) group. In the same way all the unitary

representations of the SO(3) group - resp. U(I) x U(I) group - appear in the chosen basis of
-resp
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Diffeomorphism algebra associated to a generalized Kac-Moody algebra
3.1

Diffeomorphism algebra compatible with a central extension

When the algebra C(M) is extended to a Kac-Moody algebra
the former Lie bracket [.,.] becomes [.,.]„, that is
1YU

(^J(M)

with cocycle to,

= [X1Y] + co(X,Y) I

(22)

for any couple X 1 Ye C(M), I standing for the generator of the central extension. Let L be
n

a vector field on M L- ^ , A'(ui,...,un)duj ". L will be said compatible with Q^(M) if it
i=l
acts on the Kac-Moody algebra as a derivative i.e.
1[X1Y]+ = [LX1Y]* + [XXY] +

(23)

Since L is naturally a derivation on C(M)
£[X,Y] = [£X,Y] + [X1LY]

(24)

the compatibility condition writes:
CO(LX1Y) + co(X,£Y) = 0

V X . Y e Q(M)

(25)

which, in other words, asserts that the cocycle to is invariant under the transformation
generated by L. We will denote by Diff( ^01(M)) the algebra of vector fields £ on M
compatible with
3.2

Application : the algebra Diff(^ w (M)) with M = S 2 or T 2

Let us start by applying condition (25) on a cocycle related to an exact one-form
(Eq. (11) or Eq. (12)):

= JhdX A dY
M

M
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One has, after integration by parts:

.Y) + CO(XXY) = J(Lh) (X,Y) UlU2 duMu2
M
= 0

VX 1 Ys

(26)

M
which leads to :
£h = c

(27)

L = Ad\ + B3 2

(28)

c being a constant. Setting

the general solution of L is
= T(UMi2)

(29)

the existence of the generator A being submitted to the condition
dlh.32h 9t 0

(30)

By direct calculation, one gets the commutation relations
[LJ.LJ/] = Lj

with V=T{U,h} -U{T,h}

[A, L^] = L ^

with W = hi3iT-T3ihi + h 2 3 2 T-T3 2 h 2

if hi = ^

(i=l,2)
(31)

It is worth noticing that the generators Lj1 appears as the product of the preserving area diffeomorphism generator related to h by the dilatation T(ui,u2) : let us postpone these remarks for
the next paragraph.
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In the case of M = S^, considering again the example of Eq. (13)
h(9,q» =

(32)

a basis for the Ly generators is given by:

m

y

[a

dcos6

m

1

(33)

o 3cpJ

leading to the quite heavy commutation relations:

i'm'

,q-m

1

WoITlO

X= I X-X'

4JC(2A.+1)

(34)

In the torus case, for a cocycle related to an exact form, the explicit form of
is much simpler to handle with it one chooses
h(t,w) = tm°

(35)

Associating to this h the derivation generators
n = tm+m°wn+n0(n0t3t-mow8w)
and
(36)
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One can easily obtain:
- no(m-p)) L mo+m+p> n o+n+ q
(n+np)l

iL m n j1 - J|

i-m 0 ,n-n 0

(37)

as well as the action of the L m n and P on the Co)(S1) generators
w

mn

(38)

"

(semi direct sum C0)(X1) D Diff (Ç
-qm 0 )
n()+n+q

(39)

the X^1n satisfying among themselves the commutation relation :

(40)

Finally, considering a cocycle related to an harmonic form, that is, for example :

O)(X1Y) =

f d t d -^ X3 t Y
w

J

(41)

T2
the compatibility condition implies L of the form
L = A(t,w)

(41)

Choosing as a basis of generators
= -tm+1
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(42)

One obtains for

a "Virasoro-like" algebra
LLmn, LpqJ = (m—p) L m+Pi n+q

acting on the X

(43)

, themselves satisfying:

X

(44)

m + p,n +q

as
- -p X

Note that, for co(X,Y) =

(45)

— dw X3 W Y the result will be of the same form, with the change

t <-» w.

4.

Comments on the algebras DiFf(^03(M)) and SDiff(M)
4.1

A generalization of the Virasoro algebra

From the results of Section 3, one sees that, up to the A generator (see Eq. (31)), the
diffeomorphism algebra stabilizing coti defined from an exact form h, is made of generators :
L^ = T.[(3ih)82 - @2h)3i], T varying

(46)

= T.Lh
with Lh = (3ih)3 2 - O2h)9i belonging to SDiff(M)
SDiff(M) = { Lk,

k varying }

that is the preserving area diffeomorphism algebra of M, and T appearing as a dilatation. In
fact, this is also the case for a cocycle related to an harmonic form (in the torus case) : for
example, the generator LA = A(t,w)dt can be rewritten as ( - j A(t,w)) it3 t = T(t,w)Pt where
P t = it3t is one of the two "translation" generators of Ref.[2] - the second one being P w =
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iw3w.

Note that is exactly the generalization of the Virasoro algebra seen as the

diffeomorphism algebra on the circle S^ : any generator L m = z m+1 d7 appears as the product
of a translation z3 z - or length preserving transformation - and a dilatation zm. At this point, it
might be useful to remark that the only cocycle for a Kac-Moody algebra (j (S ' ) is given by
113]:
<X,3ZY> dz

co(X,Y) =

(47)

and involves the operator 3 Z .
In the same way on M = S 2 or T 2 , the cocycle:

o)h(X,Y) = f <X ,

du 2

(48)

involves the area-preserving differential operator Lj1.
LtL us add that for T(UiU2) = T(h(uiU2)X the operator L j can be rewritten as:
= Lu

(49)

with U(h) such that : ÏT- = T and therefore belongs to SDiff(M).
One easily deduces that the algebras Diff(£<„,,)) and Diff(^ w ^ h p differ only by their
P generator. Moreover one can prove that the area preserving diffeomorphisms compatible
with a cocycle On form the Abelian subalgebra of Diff( ^t0J1)
= { Lf(h) ; f varying, h fixed }

4.2 Action of SDiff(M) on Ç (M) cocycles (the case dim M = 2)
We remark that the generators L11 with T and h varying generate the whole Diff(M)
algebra, the general commutation relation being:
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• , U l _ . T{h,U)

,TU

, U{k,T)

(50)

and the particular position of the subalgebra SDiff(M) with commutation relation :
[Lh. Lk] = Ljhjc)

(51)

acting on Diff(M) as:
(52)

From the results of Section 3, it is clear that SDLi\M) cannot be associated to a
particular cocycle. But the group of area preserving diffeomorphisms on M can be seen as
acting on the set of cocycles cot,- Even more, the action of SDiff(M) on (% can be induced
from the action of SDiff(M) on Çah. Indeed, considering the group element e k, one has:
coh(eLkX,eLkY) = J h { e L k X , e L * Y } d u i d u 2

(53)

M
V X,Y e £ o h (M)
that is also:

= J he Lk {X,Y} duidu2

(54)

M
and using integration by parts

jVLkh){X,Y}duidu2

(55)

M
It then follows that :
co h (e Lk X,e Lk Y) = co e _ Lk(h) (X1Y).
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(56)

We may add that such a property can be seen as a consequence of the action of
SDiff(M) on itself if one remembers the correspondence between SDiff(M) and the set of
cocycles which can be associated to Q (M).

4.3 The case dim(M) > 2
Up to now we have concentrate our attention on examples associated to a two
dimensional sphere or torus (membrane case). Of course, following Section 2.1 the connection
between SDiff(M) and the set of Q (M) cocycles is valid whatever the (finite) dimension p
(p-brane case) of the smooth compact manifold M under consideration as well as the property
expressed by Eq.(56).
Taking as an illustration the case M = T 3 = S1XS1XS1 and following the same Knes, the
general Q (T3) cocycle reads :

,1 (X1Y) = J (h { X,Y } tw + k { X1Y } wz + 1 { X1Y } z t ) dt dw dz

(57)

the functions h,k,l depending of the three complex variables t,w,z of module 1 which
parametrize T3.
The volume preserving diffeomorphism related to Cûhjcj is :
(58)

and it is straightforward to verify that any element in Diff(T3) of the form
1

Ii1IcJ ~

T

-

L

h,k,l

(59)

with T(t,z,w) varying and h,k,l fixed, leaves the cocycle C0h,k,l invariant. Moreover, one
obtains the CR. :

J

LV 1 L W
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with W = T LhJtJ(V) - V LhH(T) and L h , k j(V) = {h,V} wt + {k,V} z , u + {l,V) tz and
generalizing to three dimensions the commutation relations of Eq. (31).

Conclusion
In this short note, we have emphasize on the correspondence between cocycles of
generalized Kac-Moody algebra Ça (M) and the algebra SDiff(M) of volume preserving
diffeomorphisms on a smooth compact manifold M of dimension greater than one. We have
also remarked the particular role of SDiff(M) inside Diff(M). A generalization of these
properties to the supersymmetric case does not seem to present any difficulty (see for example
Ref. [17]). More informations on the representation theory of generalized Kac-Moody algebras
may also be useful.
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Appendix
Hereafter we present a direct calculation of the general two cocycle for an algebra
2

C(T ). It is a direct generalization of the method used in Ref.[13] - p.40 and 41 - to determine
the central extensions of a loop algebra Ç (S l ).
The antisymmetric two form co is supposed invariant under the group G of the Lie
algebra Q. Writing :
co (tP zP1 ® x a , tq zq' ® x b ) = (O^ (xa, x b )

(A. I )

then O)P^ is a G invariant bilinear map : QQ X CQ -> C : Q being semi-simple, co pt ' is
therefore symmetric, proportional to the killing form of Q and thus :

=

pq

(A.2)

C0

qp

The Jacobi identity implies:

^ q+r,p+

(Zr+p,q

= 0

(A.3)

Now we have just to choose particular values for the Z elements p,q,r and p',q',r' to
recover the results of Eq.(21).
Taking q = r = q' = r' = 0, we get:
V p', p e Z

(A.4)

Choosing p' = q1 = r' = 0 we are in the conditions to be satisfied by a Ç (S1) cocycle
(see again Ref.[13]) and thus we obtain:
(A.5)

same result for
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CÛ P q

O O =P'V+q'

J-I

(A.6)

Then, putting r = n-p-q and r' = n'-p'-q' we have:
, x p' n'-p'
, 1 n'-l
%n-p =Pû)On

0

0 n'

(A.7)

that is with n1 = p' and n = p :
(A.8)
so that

a-

pq

=

p'q-pq' (O
p+q

p'+q'

o p+q

10

I p+q-l

p+q ^ o
p'+q' * 0
p = -q and p' = -q' (A.9)

Using Eq.(A.7) we have also:
p*0
(A. 10)

Then, defining:
hp'+q

p+q

1

0 D'+Q'-I

(p+q)(p'+q') "p+qO

p H} * 0 * p'+q'

with
.0

p+q
uP'+q'

0

and :

p'+q' * O

% p+q

1
Oo'+a'
p'+q' " l -1

a = cof °, and P = C^1 ^1 .
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p'+q'* O

(A-Il)

r

the most general solution satisfying (A.2) and (A.':>) is :
= (ccq - pq') O 0+ , 8_,+Q, - (pq' - p'q) h ^

(A. 12)

which is exactly the result expressed by Eq.(21).
Last remark : in Eq.(21) the h?*? are the Fourier modes of the function h(œ,t), while in
Eq.(A.12) they represent any coefficient. Therefore, Eq.(A.12) includes also the distribution
case, since, on the torus, every distribution admits a Fourier decomposition.
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Introduction

The algebra of volume preserving diffeomorphisms on a surface M, usually denoted
by SDiff(vVf), directly shows up in rrany different areas of theoretical physics : theory of
a perfect incompressible fluid on M [1], "restricted gravity" in the context of the cosmological constant [2,3], self dual Einstein equations in relativity [4], theory of relativistic
surfaces [5], and so on... Several papers have been recently proposed, describing mathematical properties of SDiff(.M). We can note in particular the relationship between the
SU(oo) algebras and SDiff(A1) when A4 is either the two-dimensional torus or the sphere
S2 [6], as well as the connection between w^ (a limit when N —> oo of w^ algebras) and
the algebra of area preserving diffeomorphisms on a cylinder [7].
One may be tempted to try a correspondence, at least formally, between the symmetry
algebra of the string action, i.e. the Virasoro algebra seen as the (central extension of)
diffeomorphism algebra on the world sheet, and the residual symmetry in the theory of
more extended objects A4, with dim A4 > 1, that is SDiR(AA). At this point, let us
remember that a very important characteristic of the Virasoro algebra V is its property to
act as a derivation algebra on any Kac-Moody (KM) algebra G(S') where S1 is the onedimensional circle. The existence of the semi-direct sum Q(S1 )OF plays a fundamental
role not only on a technical point of view (i.e. construction of Virasoro representations
from KM ones), but also because it relates current algebra and conformai symmetry (i.e.
W.Z.W. models).
In a previous publication [8], we have studied explicitly all the central extensions which
can be defined for a surface algebra G(Ai) -i.e. direct generalization of the loop algebra
(7(S') when 5 ' is replaced by a closed surface of higher dimension. Given a surface M
with dim A4 > 1, and contrarily to the usual KM case, the number of central extensions is
no more one, up to a multiplicative factor, but infinite. Denoting u> the cocycle associated
to a central extension, the corresponding algebra will be denoted by Gu[M). Then we have
determined, for each u>, the subalgebra of the diffeomorphism algebra Diff(A^) compatible
with G^[M), that is the set of elements in Diff(M) which act as derivations on Gu(M). It
happens that it does not exist any u; such that the semi-direct sum of Gu[M) by SDiff(.M)
is possible. However, some geometrical properties concerning SDiff(Al) have been deduced,
in particular the one-to-one correspondence between the differential operators specifying
the central extensions and the elements of SDiff(.M).
In this note, we consider in more detail the case of a two-dimensional compact surface
Ai. Then enlarging .M to the supermanifold A4\ = A4 x Gr(I) where Gr(I) denotes the
Grassmann algebra with one 0 generator, and looking at the super KM algebras defined
on Mi ,we will show that it does exist a cocycle w such that the Gu(Mi) compatible
algebra in Dift(M\) contains SDiff(.M) as a subalgebra. As can be seen in the following,
this particular central extension shows up among fermionic generators of G(M\). This
will allow to suggest a "Sugawara-like" construction of SDiff(X) in terms of fermions. In
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a second step, we will consider the JV = 2 supermanifold .M 2 = M x Gr(2) with two
supersymmetries : then it will be possible to select a super KM algebra Gu(Mi) such that
its compatible algebra contains the supersymmetric extension of SDiff(AI) proposed by
membrane theorists [9]. Finally, relaxing the condition of closure for M, and considering
the cylinder, we will see that it is still possible to associate a super Kac Moody algebra to
SDiff(Sl x R).
We start by remembering in Section 2 the two main results we need in order to achieve
the above mentioned program, namely the explicit expression of the most general central
extension -or cocycle u>- for a KM algebra defined on a supermanifold M. x GT(N), and
the algebraic condition • ) be satisfied by a supervector field to act as a derivation on
G*i [M x Gr(N)). Then Sections 3 and 4 are respectively devoted to the cases dim.M = 2
with one and two supersymmetries. Comments on the obtained results will constitute the
conclusion.

2

Central extensions and compatible condition :

We start by considering the supersurface algebra G(M x Gr(N)) direct generalization
of the loop algebra G(S]) in which the circle S 1 has been replaced by the supersurface
M. x Gr(N), M. being a compact closed surface of dimension m and Gr(N) the Grassmann
algebra generated by JV anticommuting fermions On (a = 1,.., JV; B,t2 = 0). There is a one
to one correspondence between the possible central extensions of G(M x Gr(N)) and
the divergence free superfields on M x Gr(N). More explicitly, let us denote by w the
antisymmetric two-form associated with a particular central extension, and by G^(M x
Gr(N)) the corresponding obtained KM algebra, in which the Lie bracket of any couple
of elements X, Y reads :
e being the central element. Then, one has :
du}..dum

U(X1Y) = (-îyrf-

d6x...d9

(2.2)

where U\...um constitute a set of variables on M, and the differential operator T> on
C^(M) x Gr(N) :

is divergence free :
(2.4)
Qn" being deduced from Q" by changing the sign in front of the odd parts (in 0a variables)
of Qa. The numerical factor in front of the integral refers to the grading of the elements :
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g(X) = 1 (-1) if X is even (odd) in On. Finally the symbol <,> inside the integral refers
to the scalar product relative to the finite dimensional Lie algebra Q (i.e. Killing form if
Q is semi-simple).
The proof of this result, based on cyclic cohomology, in the case of an algebra defined on
a supercircle 5' x Gr(N) can be found in ref.[10]. Its generalization to the case M x Gr(N)
(with dim M > 1) is straightforward up to some technical difficulties and is presented in
ref.[ll]. Note also that a detailed study of the case QU(M) (with dim.M > 1) appears in
ref.[8].
It may be worthwhile to remark that the divergence free operators V on M x Gr(N)
form a Lie algebra, A(M.,N), the commutator of two divergence free operator? being
divergence free. Such a property induces a structure of Lie algebra on the set of cyclic
1-cocycles u> on C^(M) x Gr(N). Actually, the algebra of divergence free differential
operators on a supermanifold reduces in Kac's notations [12] to the algebra S(m,N) in
the case where M = Rm (C"1) and the functions Qa and P' are polynomials in the u's
and 0's variables. We follow ref.[12] for the definition of the set S of generators :
du, f dUl - dujf du,
de,,f" du, — âu,f

doa

%af~ de, + dej"dea

for

1< i < j < m

for

1 < i < p and 1 < a < N

for

l<a

<j3

(2.5)

<N.

for any function / G C^(M) x Gr(N).
Note that 5 is a complete set of generators for A(M, N) when the de Rham cohomology
of the manifold M is trivial -i.e. any closed one-form is an exact one- as in the case of the
S'1 sphere. In the torus M = Tm (N = 0) case, we have to add the m translations :
Pj = OUj (j = l,...,m)

(2.6)

the functions / in eq.(2.5) being periodic in the Uj variables. Let us add that in this last
case, the divergence free operators Dftj and the Pj generate the volume preserving algebra
SDiff(M).
Now an element C of the diffeomorphism algebra Diff (M x Gr(N)) will be called
w-compatible [10], if it acts as a (graded) derivation on GU(M x Gr(N)), that is, for any
X, Y in the KM algebra :
(2.7)

C([X,Y}) = [CX,Y] + (From eq.(2.1), the above condition reduces to :
u(CX,Y) + (-l)9{x)9(c)w(X,CY)
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= 0.

(2.8)

- \

Using (2.2), an integration by parts and the (graded) antisymmetry of u>, one finally
obtains :
[C,V]->-(divC)V = 0
(2.9)
One can easily check that, C and C being of same parity :
[[C, C'\,V} + (div[C, C'})V = 0

(2.10)

;
i

such a property conferring to the set of w-compatible (or V-compatible) diffeomorphisms
a structure of Lie algebra : we will call it Ver-p(Cx(M) x Gr(N)). Let us remember
that in the case where the supermanifold reduces to the simple circle 5 ' , the only possible
extension (up to a multiplicative constant) for a loop algebra 5(S 1 ) is related to the
differential operator d^ if ip is the angle specifying a point on Si Then Verp(S') is
exactly Diff(S') and its central extension the Virasoro algebra.
We can also note that, since div V = 0, the differential operator V defining the cocycle
wp is itself a Incompatible super derivation if V is even; if V is odd, [2?, X>] represents an
anticommutator which does not vanish necessarily. Finally, we notice that the compatibility equation (2.9) represents actually two sets of equations since we demand the super
derivation C to be of definite Z^-grading.

3

The N = 1 case.

Let u\ and U2 specify a point on the two-dimensional closed surface M.. The supersurface G[M. x Gr(I)) admits two kinds of generators : the bosonic ones Tf = f(u\,u2) ®Ta
and the fermionic ones V/ = 0f(uuu2) ® Ta if / G C°°(M) and the T" (a = l,..,dim£)
form a basis for the finite dimensional Lie algebra Q. If the de Rham cohomology of M is
trivial, a basis for the divergence free operators is given by :
is).
T)fc
u

e.ui

_

(3.1)

—

where fc(u,,u2;0) = fe)(ui,u2) + 6 fc2(ui,ti2) with fei,fc2 smooth functions of U1,U2 and 9,
stands for dUi = -^- (i = 1,2). If the genus of the surface is not zero, "discrete" operators
must be added : for example, in the case of the S1 x S 1 torus :
P,=d,

i = 1,2.

(3.2)

It is easy to show that there exist cocycles V = Ridi + R2O2 + Rgd$ leading to a compatible algebra containing the area preserving ditfeomorphism on M, that is the algebra
generated by :
h£C°°(M)
(3.3)
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plus possibly, "translation" operators, i.e. for M-S1
P1 =d,

x 5' :
(3.4)

(t = 1,2)

Indeed, condition (2.9) reduces to [Lh, V] = 0, i.e. :
{h,Rx}u2
{h,R2}wi

+ (dyd2h)Rx + [O22H)R2 = 0
- [d,d2h)R2 - (8Sh)R1 = 0

{h,Re}i,2 = 0

(3.5)

where ^h, R)x-2 = dxhd2R — d2hdxR (usual Poisson bracket). Conditions (3.5) imply :
Rx=R2=O

R0 = a+06

a,/3eC

(3.6)

while the divergence free condition on V imposes /? = 0. One remarks that condition (2.9)
on the Px does not reduce the set of solutions (3.6).
Thus, the only (N = 1) cocycle which leads to a compatible algebra containing the
area-preserving diffeomorphisms is
V = adg

(3.7)

We now compute the complete compatible algebra associated to this cocycle. The
compatibility equations reads for a vector field C = L\di + L2O2 + Lgdo '•
(3.8)
(3.9)

O0L1 = 0

= 0

dgL'g = - - (O1 Li + diL2)

(3.10)

To make the area-preserving diffeomorphisms appear, we take the basis introduced in [8]
for vector fields on Ai:
TLh = T(ux,u2)((dxh)d2-(d2h)dx)

(3.11)

Then, the derivation algebra is
Ll

= T(ux,U2)Lh + ~{h, T}i,20de

G,- = V(uuu2)de

(3.12)
(3.13)

and, when they exist, the translations.
The area-preserving diffeomorphisms Lh correspond to the special value T(U11U2) = 1:
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We list the (non-vanishing) commutation relations of this algebra (with Li, explicitly written) " - :
[Lin Lk\ =
''

L

Tl

-

°nLh] = L^.h (i = 1,2)

L[I1^n
L

{h.k}n

(3.15)

[LinG,.] — G{/,,r}i2
As far as the KM is concerned, its elements satisfy the following commutation relations
(we have used the notation Tf = f(uuz2) ® T" and ^y = 0 <g> f(uuu2) ® T" ):
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I

• tabcrpc
ta

V

1

Jg

(3.16)

Finally, the action of the diffeomorphism algebra on the KM one reads

(3.17)

4

The N = 2 case

The loop algebra is defined through its generators Tf — f(u{,u2) ® T", V>/ = #i,
T", 4>j = ^ 2 /(«i,tt2)®T°; JC; = 6ie2f(ui,u2)Ta.
Mimicking the N = I case, we obtain the constraint equations for the cocyles :
,RUl}Ul,u,
,Ru,}Ul,u,
,Re{}u^U2

+ {dUldU7h)RUl
- [dUidU7h)Rm
=0

+ (d2U:ih)Ru, = 0
- {d2Ulh)RUl = 0
(4.18)

which lead to the result
1
From now on, we write the translations P1-, with the convention that they are null when the cohomology
of M is trivial.
2
the reader should be aware that { , } stands for an anticommutator whereas { , } i 2 is a Poisson bracket
with respect to the variables Ui and U2
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Tfte mo.sE general (N = 2) cocycle which leads to a compatiul? algebra containing the
area-preserving diffeomorphisms takes the form (up to a "rotation" in the O's)
V = (a + 302)dx +{-y+ XO1)O2

-B2O2)

with

a,/?,7, A, /J e C

(4.19)

A priori, we have 2° = 32 different cocycles, corresponding to each possibility of annulation of the constants a, j3, 7, X and p. We present here a study of the cocycles we think
to be relevant, namely :
Z)117

=

UO1 + jd2

Vax

=

(3O2Ox+XOxO2

V11

=

fj.(6xdx

-O2O2)

Note that the first operator is odd whereas the last two are even. In the case where
the operators V are even, we already know [13] that Vp = F(uuu2,0x,02)T> ("superdilatations" of V) are compatible diffeomorphisms, but we will see that they are not the
only ones. We start by giving the CR. of the most general KM algebra whose compatible
algebra contains the area-preserving one.
[TJ, Xbg] =

[I?,

ifabcX}g

=

-X6°bu(f,g)

(4.20)

• We first study the cocycle associated to V11.
The compatible algebra is then

Lf1 = TL1, +

} : 2 (O1O1 + O2O2)

P, = dUi

(i = 1,2)

Hr = T(UuU2)(O1O1
Q2T =

QJ- =

- O2O2)

(4.21)

T(UuU2)O1O2O2

Hy, Q\ and Q\ correspond to the superdilatations of V11 (they are solutions, as expected).
Again, the area-preserving diffeomorphisms appear for T = I: Lh = LhT=t'. The (nonvanishing) commutation relations for this algebra are
T{h,U}i:l

(4.22)
(4.23)
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[L'lKr]
[LlDlh]
[LlQh]

(4.24)
"'

(4.25)
for

* = 1,2

(4.26)
(4.27)

=

Qj)uih

(4.28)

[P1, Kh) =

[QlHr] =

[QlHv] = -J

(4.29)

^h)dUl ) + -

(4.30)

• For Val , we obtain
2

P, = dUi

G'l

=

(i = 1,2)

(4.31)

T(u

(4.32)

(du,h)du,)-

(4.33)
(4.34)
(4.35)
(4.36)

5-r = 1where we have defined
«± =

^ ( 7

(4.37)

i ±

(4.38)

d± = a^i ±
With these simplifications, the commutation relations read
\TT

ru]

-

TTU

-)- TT{h'U]>'

T"[h'T)"

(4.39)
(4.40)
*

TT TT+1 _

IT+

Iff

(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)

[P1, KT]

(4.48)

=
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=
{Hr,G'h}

(4.49)
(4.50)

[Kr1Gl] =

-3K11

=

(4.51)

K

(4.52)
= -G

T Tr
h

(4.53)

Let us stress that, assembling (4.32) with (4.34), we obtain together with (4.30), the
analogue of the Kac's #(2,1) algebra 3 :
Lu

=

Gh

=

X7 -

(4.54)
(4.55)

(dU7h)dul

= éL ((S111 h)dU7 -

This algebra has been remarked upon in [9] as a candidate for super-membrane symmetry
algebra. Note that, because of the redefinition in the Grassman variables, it is easy to
guess that this algebra also appears in Va and in î>7. This can be checked explicitly. In
fact, V — ad\ is (up to a "rotation" in 0's which gives any combination aB\ + 7B2) the
only (iV = 2) cocycle whose compatible algebra contains H(2,1).
• Finally, we study V:)\:
= T(U1 ,"2) ((0 U , h)dU7 -(dU7h)dUt)
P, = du.
id h

Ll

i)fc,-(fc,k-

)2di + XBi d2)
Kr
Q'r = TO1B2d, for i = 1,2

(4.56)
(4.57)
(4.58)
(4.59)
(4.60)

Since V,)\ is even, the super-dilatations again appear. The non-vanishing commutation
relations are:
rTU
J

r

{fc,fc},2

U{k,T}l7

for

i =

(4.61)
(4.62)
(4.63)
(4.64)
(4.65)
(4.66)

=

KduJ

Qb] =

-XQT

[P11KT]
[KT,

(4.67)
=

~<*QT
TV

(4.68)

'the functions Zi(U11U2) showing up in the H(2,1) Kac's algebra, aie polynomials in the u , , u 2 variables
defined in the plane.
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Fermionic construction of SDiff(.M) :

As a first application of the above result, one may think at a "Sugawara like" construction for SDifF(A^). Although we did not succeed in solving completely this problem, we
can propose a formal construction, and make the difficulties precise.
Thus, let us start by treating explicitly the torus case M. = 5 1 x S 1 . A natural basis of
generators for the KM algebra associated with the cocycle relative to T) = do is given by
(5.1)

with m = (m^m-i) and the commutation relations are :
\rr\a

*Ti6l

• fab /Ttc

Y1TnI1U]

—

1

Jc

i

m+n

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

We also recall the usual basis of SDiS(S1 x S1)
Ln = ifc a (n,a, - n2d2) with hn = e^"'"'+"»"»)
P 1 = -idi

; P-2 = -idz

(5.5)
(5.6)

with the commutation relations (m x n = TTi]U2 — m2rii) :
[L^, Ln] = (m Xn)
[P1, Lra] = m, LA i = 1,2

[Pi,ft] - 0

(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)

Now, let us formally set :
dimÇ

(5.10)
2

and :

p- a = l

, dime
j = 1,2

; EE

(5.11)

then, one can directly check :
(5.12)
(5.13)
'There is a change of normalisation for the translations
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and also :
[CA,Ca]

=

(m x n)Cm+n

(5.14)
(5.15)
(5.16)

Such a construction can be extended to the bosonit KM generators :

T? = --/vE^-V'rt-p-

(5.17)

P

as well as to all the fermionic generators of the !^-compatible algebra :
(5.18)
However we have not been able, up to now, to realize the above construction in terms of
a Foch space, and to define a normal ordered product. As a consequence, central extensions
of SDiff(Sl x S1) cannot be provided.
Let us remark that the above "formal" construction can be done for any closed compact
two-dimensional surface Ad. Indeed, denoting by {Aa}nej a basis of smooth functions
defined on M , we define :
[An, Aj]^2 = (O1An)(O2A3) - (O2An)(O1A1,) =

(5.19)

and :
/
JM

AnA3

dui du2 = T)a3 = T)3n

(5.20)

The generators of the super KM algebra Gw(M x Gr(I)) with

w(X,Y) = Jd$d2u

<X,deY>

(5.21)

will be written as
f TZ = A,,(uuu2)®Ta
\ ^g = BA0(Uu U2) ® Ta

(5.22)

and they satisfy the CR :
\Tna,Tb3] = iff K0 T^ with An-A0 = K3A1
(5.23)
The "exact part" of area-preserving diffeomorphism will be generated by :
La=(d,Aa)d2-(d2Aa)dx
181

(5.24)

I.I

with
[Ln, Lj] =

(5.25)

gnJL^

Setting :
J 11 J 1 = gaJ'Vui - J duidu2{Aa,

A3)I-2

A,

(5.26)

one can check that these quantities are completely antisymmetric (gn3-, = —gun-, from the
definition, and gn!^ = — (/-,,*„ after an integration by parts).
Then, defining :
dimQ

(5.27)

we easily check :
(5.28)
and
[CAj]=WA

(5-29)

Note that this general framework can be immediately applied to the case M. = S2, the
natural basis being the spherical harmonics Yjn(O,ip) [5].

6

Conclusion :

We have seen that, although SDiff(.M) cannot appear as a diffeomorphism subalgebra
acting as a derivation algebra on a KM Gw(M) , the situation changes when supersymmetry is considered. Indeed, introducing one supersymmetry, SDiff(.M) acts as a derivation
algebra on the super KM Gw(M x Gr(I)), the central extension associated to w involving
only fermionic generators. Enlarging the supermanifold M x Gr(I) with a second supersymmetry, it is a supersymmetric extension of SDiff(.M) -analogue of the H(2,1) Kac's
algebra in the sense of ref.[12]- which can be obtained. Our approach induces a fermionic
construction, à la Sugarawa, of SDiE(M). However, we have only been able to propose a
formal construction of it. We address the question of a normal ordered product to completely solve this problem, and in particular to get the central extensions of SDiff(.M)
when they exist. At this point, one can add the following comment. Rewriting the bosonic
generators (3.12) acting on Gw(M x Gr(I)) as :
2

with Lh = d\hdi — dihdi one remarks that they appear as the supersymmetric generalization of DxS(M) generated by :
Ll = T.Lh
(6.2)
in the same way the bosonic generators of the N.R.S. (N = 1) super-conformai algebra :
2

]82

(6.3)

appear as the generalization of the Diff(S') algebra :
(6.4)

In this spirit, a natural supersymmetric extension of SDiff(.M) would simply be the
algebra generated by Lh•
The above investigations have been performed in the case of a two-dimensional smooth
closed compact surface M.. Let us add that almost the same kind of results can be obtained
by relaxing the condition of closure on M..
More precisely, let us consider the case of the cylinder which deserves some interest
in the context of the w-x algebra [7]. Then let f(e'Ul ,u2) be an infinitely differentiate
function on M. = S1 x R. Restricting the functions / to be in the U2 variable, such that :
lim (/(u2)wj*) = 0 Vm G Z,

(6.5)

one can consider the cocycle w associated to V — de- With the choice of generators for
GAS1 x R)
Cn

= 9emui

Aa{u2)®Ta

(6.6)

where the {A«},.g/ form a basis of functions satisfying (6.5), we write the non-trivial action
of w on Qu x Q111 :
y+30
lyg

with : Tfag = I

du2

Aa.Ag

(6.7)

J-OC

and the corresponding derivation algebra :

PU1

= O1

Gk

=

(6.8)

kd0

in which SDiff(51 x R) is generated by L\~l and PUl. Of course the method explicated in
Section 5 can be used to realize SDiff(5' x R) from the V"an> o r more precisely, a subset
of the area preserving diffeomorphisms algebra, the functions A01(U2) being constrained to
the condition (6.5).
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Chapitre 3
Constructions de Sugawara et généralisations
Nous présentons maintenant la deuxième façon d'obtenir les algèbres conformes étendues à
partir d'algèbres de Kac-Moody (étendues), à savoir en tant que produit de générateurs. Avant
de traiter le sujet proprement dit, il est nécessaire de se familiariser avec le formalisme des
développements en produits d'opérateurs (OPE), tel qu 'il est présenté dans le premier article. Ensuite, nous abordons les algèbres SWn en les construisant à partir d'algèbres de Kac-Moody supersymétriques. Enfin, les deux dernières publications discuteront des "déformations" de la construction de Sugawara qui autorisent la réalisation de l'algèbre de RNS à partir d'algèbres de Kac-Moody
supersymétriques et l'obtention de l'algèbre de Virasoro à partir de superalgèbres de Kac-Moody.
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Abstract
Assuming a Laurent expansion for field operators, we define a normal ordering based on
the 5/(2, C) vacuum. We compare the product of fields with the usual operators product
expansions. Then, we sh'ow that the regular part of the latter is just the normal ordered one
of the former. Thanks to this formalism, we state two Wick theorems for two dimensional
conformai fields, including composite ones. This Wick tiisorems provide a simple and efficient
way of computing correlation functions.
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Introduction

During the last ten years, the study of two dimensional systems, in the framework of conformai
field theories [1], have brought a variety of new algebras to the forefront of physics. A particular
role is played by infinite dimensional algebras whose (symmetry) generators satisfy non trivial
commutation relations: e.g. Virasoro algebra [2], Kac-Moody algebras [3,4] and W\ algebra [5].
These generators can be used to construct conformai fields, i.e. fields of a conformai theory à
la Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov [1,6,7]. Due to the non triviality of their commutation
relations, these fields are not free.
On the other hand, a general and crucial problem in local quantum field theory is the
definition of the product of two field operators at the same point. Indeed, as a product of two
operator-valued distributions, A(x)B(y) is singular when x — y. In free field theories, it is
possible to partly solve this problem by using the limiting procedure
: AB : (x) = lim (A{x)B(y) - < A{x)B{y) >)

(1.1)

which defines a local field [8]. Fields obtained in this way are called Wick polynomials' (e.g.
Lagrangian densities). Another way to treat that problem is to assume that an Operator
Product Expansion (OPE) is possible in the theory [9,10]. The fields generated by an OPE
are called composite fields. Obviously, Wick polynomials (of a free field theory) are composite
fields. In conformai field theories, since OPE's form the hard-core of such field theories [1],
composite fields are necessarily present. Wick polynomials, for their part, can be defined as the
zeroth order part of the product of fields (i.e. the term of the OPE which has neither pole nor
zero). This is the point of view adopted by Bais et al. [H]. In this paper, we shall recover that
Wick polynomials introduced in [11] are nothing but a normal ordered product of fields, taken
at coinciding points. But, since these composite fields are defined through a normal ordering
of non-free fields, their study requires a refinement of the usual [12] Wick's theorem.
Let us stress that the normal ordering we propose must not be confused with the generalized Wick product of Challifour and Wightman [13], even if both have a vanishing vacuum
expectation value. Indeed, the latter is singular at coinciding arguments (i.e. the limiting procedure (1.1) applied to it does not provide a field), whereas the former is not. In that sense
our normal ordering can be seen as a regularization of the Challifour-Wightman-Wick product
(see section 2.6). It has also been shown in [13] that for fields of any kind, a Wick theorem is
always associated with the Challifour-Wightman-Wick product [13] (see [14] for a review and
a generalization to the case of causal anti-commuting fields). The statement of a Wick theorem for our normal ordering is our main purpose: it corresponds to the previously announced
refinement of the usual Wick theorem. Our approach brings a systematic and efficient method
' We point out that if we take away the limit we obtain a Wick product. However, in the case of non-free field
theories, the limiting procedure (1.1) does not lead to fields.
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for computation of correlation functions. We think that such a technique is useful in order to
avoid fastidious reckonings.
In this paper, we work on the Riemann sphere S'2 or on the (infinite) cylinder C - {0} only.
We focus on conformai fields which are holomorphic (or meromorphic) in the z variable, that
is to atiy chiral fields. Moreover, OPE's will admit poles of integer multiplicity only, i.e. fields
are local in Zamolodchikov's sense [15]. Note that because of chirality, the rational conformai
field theories are included.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the first section, we use the simple case of
the bosons to expose the tools we use in the paper. We present a well-defined construction for
composite fields (corresponding to Wick polynomials) thanks to the introduction of a normal
ordering. In the operator formalism [18,17,18], the definition of a normal ordering is possible
only after the choice of a vacuum state for fields operators. As we work on S2 or on C - {0},
this vacuum state will be nothing but the Sl(2,C) vacuum. Then, we interpret the regular and
singular parts of the OPE's of fields. After that, a section is devoted to the demonstration of
our "Wick theorems". Finally, as an example of the efficiency of our algorithm, we compute
correlation functions of the Wi algebra.
The second section treats the case of fermions. First, we exhaustively study the fields of the
Neveu-Schwarz sector (introduction of the vacuum and of the normal ordering; statement of a
Wick theorem including bosons and Neveu-Schwarz fermions). Finally, we discuss the case of
the Ramond fermions and show why such a technique can't be applied to these objects.
The appendix A presents complementary calculations on contractions and OPE's, while the
appendix B concerns the binomial coefficients.
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A toy case: bosonic fields

In this section, we introduce the fundamental notions and tools used in the sequel. To be as
simple as possible, we begin by studying bosonic fields, that is to say commuting fields with
positive integer conformai spin [I]. Moreover we shall deal with the Riemann sphere S2.
2.1

Modes of fields and normal ordering

We first consider a set of bosons x"{z) (a€A, A is a countable index set) of conformai weight
hn{ha = 0). We assume that :

X"(z) = E

rf*-"-*"

(2.1)

tigZ

where the x",'s are called the modes of xa(z)- These modes are supposed to satisfy the following
commutation relations2:

)!

m.X n J-

„
(

n

b

>m+n

(

'

6

The coefficients (C" ),, will be interpreted as the modes of some fields C"J'(z) of conformai
weight kn = ha + /if, - a which belong to the conformai families of our starting fields.
The antisymmetry of the commutator in (2.2) imposes the constraints
(^j ) m - (-)

2-

ha+hba-0

0-1

) (C

(2.3)

In terms of the associated fields this means
(2.4)

Let us give three examples. First, when ha = hb = 1, then:
(2.5)

and if we set (Cf)m+n = iffJ^+n and Cf = Jfe «m+n,u Sab we obtain the so-called Kaë-Moody
algebra (in a "hermitian basis") [3]
'} = Hf Jcm+n
where we have set \m

=

+kmS

ab

(2.6)

^m-

3

The binomial coefficients appearing in the right hand side can be related with the residues of the OPE
X '{z)xb(w)< see section 2.4. For the definition and properties of the binomial coefficients, see appendix B.
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Now when ha = hb = 2, and if (Cf),n+n
= §5m+-..n, ( C f ) m + ,, = 0, ( C f ) r n + n = 2 I m + n
and (Ci1''),,,+,, = ~(m + n + 2) I n ,+,,, we get
[Lm, Ln] = (m - n ) I m + r l + —(m + l)m(m - 1) Sm+nM

(2.7)

where we have set Xm ~ Lm and Xn = ^n- This is the so-called Virasoro algebra [2] and the
i,,'s are modes of a stress energy tensor.
Finally, for ha = 2 and any A6, and with (Gj) m + n - - ( n + m + / l 6 ) X ^ + n , (Gj)111+1, = h ^n+11
and (C,'|) m+n = 0 for a > 3, we are led to the usual commutation relation of L1n with a primary
field of dimension /if,:
[Lm, Xbn] = (m(hb - 1) - n)xbm+n

(2.8)

Note that these relations allow us to know whether a field is primary. A field which satisfies
the above commutation relation for n = — 1; 0; 1 is called a quasi-primary field [I].
Let us point out that, although these three previous examples are already known, our
construction applies to any bosonic fields.

2.2

Vacuum state and adjoint operators

To compute correlation functions of a conformai field theory on 5 2 , it is necessary to introduce
a vacuum |0 >. It is customary to associate this state with the "origin" {z — 0) of S'2.
Consequently, fields applied on |0 > have to satisfy the condition :
Va £ A,

> is regular when z -> 0

(2.9)

Expansion (2.1) leads to :
Va 6 A,

Xn\0 > = 0

Vn>-fta

(2.10)

In particular, in the case of Ln, (2.10) shows that this vacuum is the 5/(2, C) vacuum [I].
One can wonder whether regularity condition (2.10) is consistent with commutation relations
(2.2). We recall that the modes (C£ b ) m are associated to fields of conformai weight ha + hi, - a.
Applying both sides of (2.2) on the vacuum, we obtain for m > -ha and n > -ht,:

Introducing t = m + ha > 1, this equation c«ui be rewritten as
ha+h
a+hbb I . _ , \
C=I

(2.12)

a-l

For t = 1, only the coefficient of C° 6 is non-vanishing, so that
>=
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(2.13)

'

f
that is to say
for n > -(Zin + Zi6 - 1)

(2.14)

OnIO >=0 forn > -(ha + hb - a)

(2.15)

(Cnr,|0>=0
which is the correct condition for C'b.
Then, we recursively get the relation

which obviously holds true for modes obtained from [x
When we apply on |0 > the modes Xn for n < - / i a , we generate a linear space (of states).
This space is a Hilbert space Ti if one defines a positive complete scalar product on it.
This can be achieved thanks to the pairing of |0 > with a "dual vacuum" < 0| belonging to
the dual Ti" of Ti. It is associated to the point at infinity on S2 and such that
(2.16)
The scalar product of a Xn\ • • -XnJ|O > with |0 > is
(2.17)
Next we introduce the adjoint for the modes of quasi-primary fields
Xn

=

(2.18)

X-n

so that (up to the identification of W with Ti)
n T IO

(2.19)

Let us assume that this completely defines our scalar product on Ti.
Since all the descendants appear in commutation relations of primary fields or of primary
fields with the stress energy tensor [1], (2.18) is sufficient to define completely the adjoint
operation. The adjoint of (2.2) implies that

,f

_

c< W n = -

which leads to (see appendix B)
(2.21)
Taking the adjoint of (2.10), one (symbolically) gets for quasi-primary fields
Va € A, < 0|x° = 0 Vn < ha
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(2.22)

^

For the other fields, if one takes the adjoint of (2.15) and uses (2.21), one gets
(2.23)

,f) n = 0 Vn < 0

Relations stronger than (2.23) can be obtained; however, they are not useful for our purpose.
We point out that conditions (2.10), (2.22), (2.15) and (2.23) imply
< 0|A(z)|0 > = 0

(2.24)

for any non-scalar (h > 0) field A(z), primary or not.
2.3

Normal ordering

Since we want to (extensively) use the modes x™, it is natural to introduce a normal ordering.
In order to define it, we must isolate the annihilators and creators of the theory. Conditions
(2.10) and (2.22) lead us to state that x£> " > 1 - K, are annihilators, whereas x£, n < ha - 1,
are creators. Normal ordering a product consists in moving the annihilators to the right, leaving
the creators on the left. While for commuting modes (i.e. Heisenberg algebra), the way to move
the oscillators is not relevant, in the case (2.2) studied here, it is not so. 1 For instance, with
three modes, we can define a normal ordering by (n > 0,p > 0, q > 0):
(2.25)

• XnXpX-(J ' ~~ X—qXnXp

or by
= XnXpX-q : = X-qXpXn

(2.26)

In both expressions the annihilator is on the right side (as expected) but they differ by the term
XrJXtn Xp]) which is zero only in the case of Heisenberg algebra.
We choose the following normal ordering of 2 modes associated to fields of dimension ha
and hb :
X-"-6 • - I

(2.27)
if Ti > -ha

We point out that < 0| : xHXn : |° > # 0 if and only if ha - hb = 0, from our definition of the
vacuum (2.10) and (2.22). Therefore, we shall exclude all scalar fields, but the identity operator
(which will be the only operator of our theories to have a non-zero vacuum expectation value).
Recursively, we extend the definition (2.27) to

(2.28)

• ACni • • • A.n p • —

•xZ'-xZ-x^
3

it nx >-

The different normal orderings correspond to different regulariiations of the Wick product proposed in [13]
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This definition is valid for any kind of fields (quasi-primary or not), because of relation (2.15).
The reader should be aware that : \n\ ---XnI, '• means
.

Y <I,

.

<1J .

.

• / V n 1 • A.n-,1

2.4

"P-I d p . .
A . " n - - i A.nr " '•• *.

(2.29)

Operator product expansions

In conformai field theory, it is usual to define operator product expansion- (OPE's). But, we
can also define a product of fields, using decomposition (2.1). It is the aim of this section to
study the relation between these two possible products of field operators. We consider two fields
X"{z) a R d Xb{w)t a n d define:

The product in the right hand-side of (2.30) is nothing but the product of the mode operators
Xp and Xg- Let us express (2.30) in terms of the normal ordering of the modes. From (2.28) we
get :

>

v«v'

" (2-31)

It seems natural to extend to fields the notion of normal ordering:
(2.32)

We also define the contraction of two fields :
lx°p,X
°Xb}b} z-"-h

(2.33)

From now on, we will write with some abuse of notations

X"(z)xb(w)= E IXp.xV)

(2.34)

p>—ha

It is interesting to introduce commutation relations (2.2) into (2.31), thus obtaining when'

Ul > kl
Xa(z)Aw)

= : Xa(z)XbM •• + Xa{z) XbH

= •• Xa(')x"(w) : +

'this is s resununation condition of the series of type ^ n > 0 ( ^ )
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(2.35)

r

1
Note that in (2.35) we recognize the normal ordering and contraction introduced by Bais et
al. (from another point of view), so that (2.35) is the usual OPE of conformai fields [1], in
particular :
: X ° ( * ) x » • = E ^ H ( * - w)a
Il

(2-36)

>U

where Z,t(w) are (new) fields which do not appear in the commutation relations of modes. The
normal ordering is such that the fields C£6 are functions of w (iesp. z) when one computes
Xa{z)xb{u>) (r«p. x V ) X°j»)- Let us stress that, since : x"-l : = : Xa : = X° = X1M,
consistency with (2.35) implies x"{z) 1("O = 0.
Applying on the OPE the contour integrals and the Cauchy residue formula, one can easily
recover commutation relations (2.2)
To conclude let us return to the cases already seen in §2.2
First, for Kac-Moody algebras, we have found

(Cf)n = if? JC1 and (Cf) n = k 6n,u Sab

(2.37)

Cf(w) = E if?K W-"-1 = iff J"(

(2.38)

that is to say

(2.39)

Thus,

fab

(2.40)

which is the expected result for contraction of Kac-Moody currents.
Then, for the Virasoro algebra :
n

(C 2 ) n = 2Ln

=>

Ci (to) =

ÔL(IB)

=*•

C 2 ( ^ ) = 2L(u>)

(2.41)

Thus
"\'>"^> ~ z - w' ( z - w Y ' ( z - w y

(2.42)

Finally for (Cf)n = - ( n + hb) x n and (Cj) n = hb Xn, we obtain
dvb
r/_\_.6/...\_

AZ-W
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A.

(z - wy

(2.43)

r

r
2.5

The first Wick theorem

We now want to state a Wick theorem in the case of non-free fields. Before we study the general
relation, let us begin in a pedestrian way with the case of three fields.

xa(z)xb(v)xr(t) = E xtftf- *-"-"* ™-q-hh t-r-"<
,-P-I'a

= E

XbqXC(t)w~q~'"' + E

XP ( E

( E XbXr(t)w->-hh + E

E

P>-ha \q<-hb

E

{xC(t)x"q + [xb,Xr(t)])w-'-lA Z-"-""
{xC(t)xb + [Xb, Xr(t)})

x>~

1>-hh
b

(w)}X'(t) + xb(w)[x;,xc(t)\)

a

X"P(;-Xb(v)xl(t):+Xb(w)x':(t))z

-p-ha

p<~ha

+ E lxP,xb(v)}z-p-haxc(t) + x»
])<-ha,q

E [xW{

(2.44)

P>-ha

accordingly5
(t) : +X°{z)

r

X>)X

{
(2-45)

This is the first Wick theorem for three fields. To extend it at order N (product of N fields)
we go further in the expression of (2.45). Namely,

)xc(t) + Xb(w)x°(z)xc(t)

[

(2.46)

Where we have introduce a "multicontraction", which has to be understood as the contraction
of the first field x"(0 with all the fields appearing in the contraction xb(z) Xc(w)- This definition
is equivalent to :
Xa(z)xb(w)xc(t) = xa(z)x"(w

- •• Xa(*)xb(w)ï{t)

••

(2-47)

Note that the term : Xa{')xb(w) Xc(0 : does contain poles in (w - t) but not in (z - t) (nor in
(z - w)). The normal ordering has to be done on x"{z) and the fields coming from xb(w) X r (0 :
'1We r«»U that :

W

:=:X a (*) : x"(w)Xc(t) •• which " different ftom :: x°(*)x6(ii>) = X'(t) :
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We now introduce the "functions"
=

(2.48)

X°W
:+X°(») X*^)
a

(2-49)

6

The function F? obviously coincides with the OPE X Wx (w). Then,

X-WxV)X1-(O = • X 0 W^ (Xb(w), X1-(O) = +ft (x"(*)»(w), x"(0) + ft (Xo(w), ^Jz)xTJt))
We are led to set

ft (x° W, X » , X1-(O) = : ** Wft (x*(w), Xe(0) : + ft (x"(z)xV), X'(t))
+^(x*^), x W ( f ) )
(2.50)
so that xa(z)Xb(w)Xc(t) =
F3(xa(z),Xk(w),xc(t))To proceed with the computation for N fields, we define by a recursive relation the "functions" FK+1 (,t°(^),X!"("'i)

Xfc/V(«w)):

E F'V (xfc| (W1),..., f(z) JHw1),...,
: xa{z)FN

/ * > )

XbK

: (2.51)

In (2.51), the only terms appearing are either normal ordered, or completely contiacted (e.g.
for N = 2, (2.51) reduces to (2.46) and not to (2.45)).
Theorem 1:
(2.52)

with the function F/v defined in (2.51)
Proof:
We suppose that the equality (2.52) is valid for any p < TV. Then at order JV + 1,
+ OC

X"WX6' (W1)... XbN(wK) = E

Xanz-n-h°xbx(wi)...XbN(wK)

n = — oo

-,

(Xbl(W1),...,X""(WN))+

n
E txn,x!"(«'1)...x'"v"(«'N):^—n—ha
n>-ha
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On th*> one hand, using extensively the distributive property of the commutator (i.e. [A, BC] =
B[A, C] + [A, B]C) and (2.33), one easily proves that:
,Y

E

ÏX». Xbl (wi)... x6'v(«'A-)]*"n-h- = E ^ ( « i ) " Y ( ^ W " ^ N )

(2.54)

H>-/..,

where x6' [V)1)... x"[z) X 61 K) • • • X 6 M*"*) is ^ 1 0 P E o f ( ^ ~ x ) o r ( ^ ~2 ) fields> according as
we consider the field part or the identity part of x"[z) X 6| 'K)" I11 both cases we already know
that
X11"" [^)...x"[Z)^-[W,)...,X*"(«N)

= -Fv-.

and we are left with

On the other hand, because of definition (2.51) (with the remark which follows it), we have :

+ E ^-.

x °z—

(2.55)
Putting these two results together, we obtain :

(2.56)

We illustrate this theorem by computing the OPE of three Kac-Moody fields.
ifbcd

Ja[z)Jb[w)Jc[t) =:Ja[

: + : J°[z)

: ^—. Jd[w) + J ^2
\(z-w)

ifa

c d

[z -W) J

kSac

[z~Pj

,H..,

kS^

r[t) : + ^ L ,) Jc[t)
[Z-V),

;Jb[w)l[t)
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i.r

- *

r
.• fhcd

-• tali

: J"(z)Jb(w)J-(t) = + 7~T,

•• J"(z)At)

K-O

•• (z-w)
+ TT-ZT, : ^ K ) - H O :
Sab

U): +k

-O
,' f brrf

fabd

(Z-;

(2.57)

- W)(W - t)(z - 0
2.6

Second Wick Theorem

Since physical quantities are the vacuum expectation values of the OPE's (coinciding with
correlation functions), we are interested in a Wick theorem concerning these objects:
s.\+i (xa{z),xb'K)i---1X6^Kv))

= < oix a ( z )x 61 K ) - - - X 6 ^ K N ) I O >

(2.58)

Then, from (2.52) :

(2.59)
We have already noticed that we must treat distinctly the field part and identity part in
X™(2) Xb'(i"i)- Therefore we introduce the notation :
X " ( I ) ^ H = If(Z)J(W)-

< 0| X a (^xV)|0 >

|

^ (2.60)

Only the identity has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value, accordingly xn(z) Xb{w)1S J u s t
the field part of x ° j » X6K)- We point out that < 0|x a (.z)x 6 H|0 > = < 0\x"(z)xb(w)\0 >
from (2.35). This implies that the normal ordering : : introduced in [13] satisfies
(2.61)

Theorem 2:
SN+I

+S2 (Jf(Z)1Jp(Wi)) SN-I (xfclKi).---O
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(2,62)

r
The notation x means that the field does not appear and the 5,v are denned in (2.58).
The strength of such a formula is that it allows us to compute all the N points correlation
functions as soon as we know the p points correlation functions of the theory (p < N). We
think that this formulation is particularly adapted for symbolic calculation by computer (ex:
REDUCE program).
To be concrete, let us focus on the Kac-Moody case. From the previous section, we have :
k6'ab
t k f

abc

(z - w)(w - t)(z - t)

(2.63)

and

(2.64)

\">" V w / — (z — w)

"

In the case of four fields we use the second Wick theorem explicitly.
5, (jn(z),Jh(w),Jc(t),Jd(x))

= S3 (ja(z)Jb(w),r(t),Jd(x))

+ S3 (A«>), Jn(z)J-(t),J'l(x))

+ S3 (Jb(w), Jr(t), Ja(z) Jd(x)) + S2 (j"(z),Jd(x)) .S2
S2 (j"(z),Jb(w)) .S2 (jc(t),Jd(x))

(2-65)

+ 52 (J"(^,.T(O)-

Now:
fabe

(Z-

W)
abe

k f <:d
(z -w) (w - t)(w - x)(t - x)
i f

(2.66)

Idem for S 3 (jb(w), Ja'(z) JK'{t), Jd(x)) and S 3 (jb{w), Jc(t), Ja(z) Jd(x)).
Consequently:
_ L

/

\(z-

SMSa
2

x) (w-ty

e feed

6ab8c
+

{x - t)2(z -

(2.67)
(2.68)

2.7

Two points and three points functions of the W3 Algebra

The second Wick theorem has a straightforward application in the computation of the correlation functions of the W3 algebra [5]. The fields of this algebra are the stress energy tensor T(z)
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and a spin 3 primary field Q(z). In addition to the usuai contraction for T(z)T(w)
algebra), they satisfy

(z - wy

(z-w)6

(Virasoro

(2.69)

z~w

(z-w)*

(z-wf

We followed the notations of [5] for the "regularized" square of the stress energy6

X(z)

=:TT:(z)--

(2.71)

16
5c+ 22

(2.72)

and

The central charge c can take any value.
From (2.69) and (2.70), we immediately deduce
c/Z

< Q(z)Q(w) >

(2.73)

(z - wf
< T(z)Q(w) > = 0

(2-74)

We have also the usual two points function

< T(z)T(w) > =

c/2

(2.75)

(z - wf

AU together, we obtain (thanks to (2.74))

Q(w)Q(z)Q(t)

< QWQMQ(O > = < Q(z)Q(w~)Q(t)
1—y

< A(w)Q(t) > + j — ^ < ÔA(w)Q(t) >

(2.76)

But

A(u,) Q(t) = :TT: (w) Q(t) - ~Ô2T(w) Q(t)

(2.77)

and

:TT:(w)Q(t)

40Q(O^

30Q(O
2

(w-t) (z-w)

- ty
r

(2.78)

= : T(w)T(w)Q(t) : +T(w)T(w)Q(t)
I

2

(w-t)(z-w)

+

02Q(Q
(w-t)(z-w)

: T(w)Q(t) : + - ? - : T(w)dQ(t) :

'A(z) is "icgulariied" in the sense that T(z)A(w)

w-t

has no central charge
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(2.79)

so that we have

< \(w)Q[t) > = 0

(2.80)

Assembling (2.76) and (2.80) we immediately deduce

<Q(z)Q{w)Q(t)>= 0

(2.81)

Repeating these computations, one easily proves that
(2.82)
(

(2.83)

< T(z)T(w)Q(t) > = 0

For any correlation function, say < A(z)B(w) >, one car xtend its domain of validity \z\ > \w\
to \z\ ^ \w\. With this convention, the place of the fields in a correlation function is irrelevant
(< A(z)B(w) >=< B(z)A(w) >). Accordingly < T{z)Q{w)Q(t) > and < Q{w)T(z)Q{t) >
are equal. However, it is instructive to compute the last one. Using (2.75) and (2.74) we are
left .vith
< Q(w)T(z)Q(t) >

1

- O2
+

(2 < T(z)A(0 >
c
2

(z - t) {z -

- 0 < T(z)d\(t) >)
(2.84)

Comparing with (2.82) we see that
< T(w)A(0 > = 0

(2.85)

which can be computed explicitly (not so easy).
Knowing all these three points functions for the W3 algebra, one should be able (with the use
of recursive formula (2.62)) to compute almost all the correlation functions of the W3 algebra.
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The case of fermions

We shall adopt here the philosophy of the previous chapter, adapted to fermions, i.e. anticommuting fields with positive half-integer spin. We will insist on the main two difficulties
met in this graded case: the emergence of two sectors (Ramond (R) [19] and Neveu-Schwarz
(NS) [2Oj) as well as the problem of zero modes (in R sector). While the problem is easily solved
in the NS sector, a consistent definition of the normal ordering seems more difficult in the latter
case (see section 3.5)
3.1

Sectors and modes of fermions

The definition of half-integer spin fields on a manifold is possible if and only if it is endowed
with a spin structure [21]. One can prove that on any two dimensional orientable surface, such
a structure exists (and even several), i.e. fermions can always be introduced on a Riemann
surface. This justifies the following introduction of fermionic fields on S 2 . Another important
result of two dimensional field theories is that fermions are not necessarily anti-periodic (in the
z variable: see below). This leads to the existence of the two sectors (NS and R). However, the
presence of the R sector is not systematic. More precisely, it only appears when the homology
of the considered surface is not trivial. While the R sector does not exists on S'1 (because
its first homology group is trivial: H\(S'2) = {0}), it is present on the cylinder C - {0}:
J f 1 ( C - { 0 } ) = Z.
If we consider primary conformai fields $a(z) of dimension ha G N + j , then following (2.1)
their decomposition into modes reads

•"«(*) = E

(3-1)

n€Z

This decomposition correspond to the so-called R sector, where the fields are antiperiodic (nontrivial monodromy): */e(e l2 ' r 2) = - * f l ( z ) 7 . There exists another sector, the NS sector, where
the fermions are periodic. Through our mode decomposition, this can be achieved by imposing8:

=E

= E K-\

(3.2)

where we have set A0 = ha - j 6 N . Let us point out that modes of fermions (in any sector)
are anti-commuting operators. As the fermions of the NS sector are well-defined on the sphere,
we can take their vacuum |0 > at the origin z = 0. It is completely defined by the regularity
condition
* ? | 0 > = 0 forr > -ha
(3.3)
'Note that this corresponds to periodic conditions in a if one sets z = eip(r + ier)
"From now on p, q, r, t and ( are half-integers, and >, j , k, I, m and i- integers
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which takes the following form, when we use integer indices
tfa ! | 0 > = 0 f o r n > -A a
"

(3.4)

i

This vacuum is nothing but the S/(2,C) vacuum.
In the R sector, there is a ground state \g > denned by [18,22]:
Van\g>= 0 for Ti > - A n

(3.5)

This condition is the analog of (3.4), but we emphasize that \g > is not the 5/(2,C) vacuum
|0 >. One can see it in another way, since \g > is "created" from |0 > by the application of a
spin-field [23,24].
Due to the different monodromy behaviours of R and NS sectors, we shall study them
separately. The NS sector being closer to the bosonic case, we treat it first.
3.2

Fermions in the Neveu-Schwarz sector

By analogy with (2.2), we introduce the commutation relations
i

, i

_ 1 \

a - 1

/

"
(3.6)

The (B^)111S are modes of bosons of conformai dimension A0 + A;, + 1 — a. Among them, they
are modes x% °f primary fields. The symmetry of the anti-commutator imposes a consistency
condition for the modes (B^)n
-I

\3+\

A6-

S

)

(«a

(3.7)

We first (3.6) apply on |0 > for (m + 1) > -A 0 and n > -A 6 . Like for bosons, it leads to
(fl£ 6 ) n |0>=0

f o r n > -(A a + A 6 + l - a )

(3.8)

Then, an adjunction has to be defined. For quasi-primary fermions, it takes the form
( $ a , )t — ($<•

The adjoint of (3.6) leads to
/la+hb

E
Q=I
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,)
-n-j

"+2

(3.9)

r
that is to say

(B"'')1 = (-y>+' 'y*'* (2Xa ~a \ (Bt) = (-) tt+i 'T" (2ha ~a ~l
"
J^,\ I3'" J
"
ha \
0~a
(3.11)
We just have to take the adjoint of (3.4) and (3.8) to obtain
< 0|¥°+ i.
< 0|(fl° 6 ) n

= 0 for n< Xn

(3.12)

=

(3.13)

0 for n < 0

Endowed with these tools, we can introduce a normal ordering in the NS sector. Mimicking
again the bosonic case, we set

(3.14)
ifn>-Aa
Recursively, we extend the definition (3.14) to
if Ti1 < - A a i

(3.15)

This normal ordering has a zero expectation value.
Finally, we look at the OPE's. With the same computation as in the case of bosons (2.31),
we show that (3.6) corresponds to
ha+hb

*°(
i

(3.16)

=E

*•

and
(3.17)
We will use also the notation
**(u;)|0

(3.18)

Let us finish this section with the case of one fermion of weight h — \ (i.e. a charge of
supersymmetry)
= 2L

] + ) { [ m ] )

(3.19)

so that
= 2Lm,

[B2)m = 0 and (5 3 )m = ^Sm,0
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Consequently
z-w
e/3

G(z)G(u>)

[z — wY
(3.21)

which are the formulae we were waiting for.

3.3

Wick theorems for NS fermions

To compute the products and the correlation functions of fermions, we have to introduce the
bosons which come with them. The demonstration of our two Wick theorems are quite similar
to the case of bosons, except for some signs. Here, we just give the results.
We call 4>"[z) a field, fermion or boson. Its conformai weight is ha, and we denote by Aa
the integer part of this number. We introduce also the grading ea of <t>"[z): en — 0 if (j>"[z) is
a boson and ea = 1 if <j>a[z) is a fermion. The normal ordering of two fields (j>a[z) and <t>b[z) is
then
(J)^1(P1Jn
if n < —Aa
(3.22)
(_)<^l, 0^0« if J1 > -Xn
and for more than two fields
...6

if TXi < - A , ,

(3.23)
If », > - A - 1
The contraction of two fields is equal to

4f(z)4P(w)= E
1

'

(3.24)

P>-

with the graded commutator
(3.25)
We define the functions G/v ( f (zj./'fw,),. .

by

G2 (#•(*), /(«;)) = : P[z)<t>b(w)

+ ^ tf GAT
(3.26)

with/i? = (-)'•("
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So that we have:
Theorem 3
(3-27)
with G?,v defined as above.
We continue with the correlation functions
W,* 6 '(WI),...,* 6 ' v («».\-)) = <

(3.28)

that satisfy the second Wick theorem:
Theorem 4
V

= X>? {5,v
+ 5 2 (*»(*),«*•(«;,)) 5.v_, ( « * ' ( « » , ) , . . . , ^ . , . . . , ^ ( i B j v ) ) }

(3.29)

with fi" — e,,(«i + • • • + €,_]) like in theorem 3.
Notice that if we are working S'2, only the NS sector is present. Therefore, our study is
exhaustive.
As an example of theorems 3 and 4 we compute the correlation functions of the NS algebra.

3.4

Two, three and four points functions of the NS algebra

We recall the commutation relations of the NS algebra
[Lm, Ln] = (m - n)Ln+m

+ -m(m 2 - 1)«,

[Lm, Gn+1] = ( - _ n _ - ) G r a + n + t
'i

2

3

(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)

We have already seen the two points function (3.21). We have also

< T{z)G(w) > = 0

<rWTC» -

(3.33)

(T^

(3.34)

and
(3.35)
(3.36)
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With these definitions, we easily deduce
< G(z)G(w)G{x) > = < G{Z)G{W)G{X)

=

>-

(3.37)

0
3/2

< G(w)G(x)

^<2 — t i / 1

(3.38)

r2 < T(w)G(x) > +-L- <

T(z)T(w)G(x)

= 0

(3.39)

and for the four points functions

< G(z)G(w)G(x)G(t) > = < G(z)G(w)G(x)G(t)> + < G(w)G(x)G(z)G(t)
- < G(z)G(x) >< G(w)G(t) > + < G(z)G(t) >< G(w)G(x)
0/3

(z -w)3

G(w)G(x)G(t)

T(w)G(x)G(t)

i < G(w)G(x)G(t) > —

< G(w)G(x)T(t)
- t) 2

h

(«-t) 2 (»-«) 2 /

(z - w)(z - x)(z - t)(w - x)(w - t)(x - t)
1
1
~ (z- x)2(w - t)2

<T(z)G(w)G(x)G(t)>

=

(a-tu)2

4
+

'(T^y

v

+

t(
9

I

\(
9 \(z - w)2(x - t)2

(z - t)2(w - x
0G(U/)G(J:)G(O >

'

<G

("')G(a;)G(t) > + 7 — <

r T 7 , 2 < G(w)G(«)G(t) > + - ^ - < G(W)G(x)0G(t)
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r
=

O

(3.4

[z-x)2

[z-tf

^~dx + —td,) < T[w)G[x)G[t)
-X
Z- t J
\ / \ ' \/
< T[z)T[w) >< G[x)G[t)
w

Z - W

Z

1

r
-t]

/ 7 I
[x - t ) [ w - x ) H w - t ) 2 V I i - w z

~

x

c 2 /9

< T(«)T(a;)r(i)G(0 > = 0

(3.4

Note that, in the first equality of (3.42), the conformai Ward identity [1] for < T[w)G(x)G[t) >
explicitly appears. We leave the computation of the five points functions to the reader.
3.5

Fermions in the R sector

Let us assume that we are working on C - {0} rather than on S2, so that the R sector is present.
We have seen that in this sector, we can't use the vacuum |0 >, but a ground state \g >.
Together with the ground state comes the problem of the so-called zero modes: as we have
*°,|0 > = 0 and <

ff|*°n

= 0 for n > -X

(3.44)

we find that a fermion of spin j (i.e. \a = 0) has a non-vanishing correlation function
<g\*[z)\g>=<g\90\g>z-i #0

(3.45)

for a spin - fermion in the R sector. However, as the most general commutation relation of
such fermions is
{*^,*fcn} = c n + m ^ b
(3.46)
they stay within the context of the usual Wick theorem.
If we write the commutation relations

{**„,<}= E I
r.= l V

°:
"~

X

)(B°ab)m+n

(3-47)

/

the fields # ° 6 ^ ) (coinciding with those of the NS sector) satisfy
[Bf)Jg
b

> = 0

<9\(K )m

= 0
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for m > 1

(3.48)

for m < - l

(3.49)

r
Thus, they do not vanish on \g >

< g\B?(z)\g >? 0

(3.50)

and it seems impossible to follow the procedure of the previous sections.
To solve this difficulty, one cau introduce new objects (we call them "artifacts") such that
A.,+'it /

i

\

(3.51)
and
U= I

m + Aa - 1
a - 1

A» )m+n

(3.52)

If we look at the action of the modes on the ground state, one can show that
for
b

< g\(Al )m

= O

- m < -1

(3.53)
(3.54)

This nice result is however not sufficient to totally solve the problems of the R sector, because
the shift by 1 in (3.53) and (3.54) with respect to (3.44)9 cause appearance of the "instability"
of (3.44) under commutation. Accordingly, it seems impossible to define a normal ordering for
all kind of modes in the R sector, as it was done for the NS sector.
Nevertheless, even if it is not possible to defined a normal ordering common to all the fields
of the R sector, this can be done for particular algebras. As an example, the R algebra admits
such a normal ordering once one has redefined the fields: it is just the introduction of the
artifacts and the normal ordering of the NS sector.
As a major consequence of the above results, we can not state Wick theorems like those of
the bosons and NS fermions cases.

M

We recall that AJ* have a weight of ha + A* - a
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Conclusion

Using the field decomposition of the operator formalism, and thanks to a judicious choice of
normal ordering and vacuum, we have been able to generalize the usual Wick theorems to
the cases of non-free bosons and NS fermions. The proof of these theorems led to a recursive
technique (easily programmable) for the computation of correlation functions. We also recognize
the regular part of the OPE of fields as their ordered product. This has allowed us to see our
normal ordering as a regularization of the Challifour-Wightman-Wick product as well as to
obtain Wick polynomials, which coincide with those of Bais et al. in the particular case of
bosons.
On the contrary, for fermions in the R sector, although it might be possible to define (case
by case) a normal ordering, a Wick theorem seems hard to establish within our formalism. This
is essentially due to the use of a ground state which is not the Sl(2,C) vacuum, so that any
field may have a non-vanishing expectation value on this ground state. We can summarize this
by saying that the regular part of an OPE of fields in the R sector is not normal ordered.
On the other hand, the ground state is obtained by applying a (twist- or spin-) field on the
vacuum [23,24]. The introduction of such fields in our formalism might solve this problem since
in this case we directly deal with the vacuum state. However, due to their fractional conformai
weight, these fields can be non local (in the sense of Zamolodchikov) with respect to the other
fields of the theory. Therefore an extension of our technique is required. If this can be done
for fermions, we think that it will be straightforwardly applicable to para-fermionic fields [15]
(since fermions are Z-j-para-fermions).
Finally, one may wonder whether it is possible to extend this work on higher genus Riemann
surfaces. This could be achieved by using generalized Laurent expansions (for fields)introduced
in [25,18,26] for instance.
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Contraction of normal ordered fields

As already stated (see section 2.4), our normal ordering coincides with the regularization of
Bais et al. [111. We use our formalism to compute the contraction of one field A(z) with the
normal ordered product of two fields : BC : (w). A(z), B(w) and C(w) are either bosons or NS
fermions: If these fields are bosonic, we recover the result of [H]. In all cases, because of the
regularity of : B(x)C(w) : when x —• K;, we have the relation
:BC:(w)=

dx
S — — B(x)C(w)

(A.1)

J u> X — W

We stress that for Bais et al., :BC:(w) is seen as a regularization of the product B(z)C(w) and
not as a normal ordering (since they have no vacuum). This allows us to write
A(z) : BC : (w) =

/
-^—A(z)B(x)C(w)
Jw x — w
dx
(: A{z) : B(x)C(w) :: + : A(z)B(x) C(m) :
w

X - W

+ A(z)B(x)C(u>) + e.iBB(x)A(z)C(u>))
=

: A(z) : BC : (w) : + jf ^ ^ (^!(2) g(z)C(u>)
+ eABB(x)A(z)C(w))

with £ iH = - 1 if A(z) and B(z) are fermions, eAB = 1 elsewhere. Looking at the poles in
(w - 1), we deduce1":
A(z) : BC :(

: B(w)A{z) C{w) :

dx

B(x)C(w)

(A.2)

We have also

= ££-A(Z)B(Z)C(W)

:AB:(.

= f—(:

A(x) -.B(Z)C(W):: A(x)B(z)C(w):

Jz x — z

+ A(x) B(z)C(w) + eABB(z)A(x) C(w))
= : A(z) : B(z)C(w) :: + : A(z)B(z) C(w) : +eABB(z)A(z) C[w)
and
: AB : (z)C(w) = Ir(: A(z)B(z)C(w) :) + eABB(z)A(z)C(w)

(A.3)

where Ir(: A(z)B(z) C(w) :) is the irregular part of the product : A(z)B(z)C(w) : when one
i

i

•

i

has developped A(z) as a function of w. For instance, if
D(w)
B(z)C(w) = (z - w)1?

(A.4)

'"Because of the definition of the contraction, this equality is valid only for the poles in (z — w) with fields
depending on w.
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then
: d"A(w)D(w):
Note that, due to our normal ordering (which look first at the field on the left), the contraction
(A.3) is much simpler than the contraction (A.2).
Finally, using both (A.2) and (A.3), we can compute the contraction of two composite fields:
: AB : (z) : CD : (w) =

r (: C(w)B(z)A{z)D[w)
: C(w) : A(z)B(z)D(w, .

_ : C{w) : B(z)A(z) D(w) ::)
'

' (A.6)

-^ (: A(z)B{z) C(x) : D(w) + eAB : B(z)A(z) C(x) : D(w))
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Some computation with binomial coefficients

We have introduced the binomial coefficients [27] I

°

I for a > 1.

As usual, these coefficients are defined via the Euler's gamma functions

y

J

(B.I)

T(x - y + l)T(y + 1)

They satisfy properties like
(B.2)

= 1 V-. c K.

(B.3)
-y

(B.4)
but, because the lower index is an integer, we have new relations.
First, we recover the usual définition
x \

x(x -l)---(x

-n + 1)

for

n>0

x eR

n€ Z

(B.5)

n\
Furthermore,
= 5,,,u

for x e R - N " and n < 0, n e Z

(B.6)

which is justified by the fact that the Euler's gamma function has a pole for negative integers.
Finally, when * is a negative integer, we use (B.4) and the poles of the gamma functions to
obtain
=

O for x < n < 0
for n< x < 0

(x - n)!
These coefficients satisfy so.ne useful relations such that
OC

/

\

(B.7)
)tn

(1 + ty = Y1 [

for i Ç R

(found by a Taylor expansion) and (writing (1 + t ) I + 1 = (1 + t)T(l + t))
(B.8)
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Using both (B.8) and (B.7) we obtain

u

E

u +v

for x, y, R and u, v 6 Z

(B.9)

Finally, for n non negative integer, we have the relation
y
) = (-)" ( "
n I
\

y

1

n

J

for n > 0 and y < 0, y e R n 6 Z

(B.10)

These relations allow us to compute most of the properties we need. As an example, we
give hereafter the steps between (2.20) and (2.21). We start with (2.20):
+ h

i \

a

» -1

t

J ( ° ))mt + "

_
(

]

we rewrite it with the notation t = m + ha and Jfe - m + re
/

1

a — 1
For t = 1 and thanks to (B.6), (B.12) reads
(B.13)

« Then we recursively assume that we have

for

(B.14)

J=a

We rewrite (B.12) for t = a,, (using (B.6))

1

H-

S (-,'!(erf--^E
«=l

\

a

- 1 /

3=1

(B.15)

That is to say

{ao)k

k \ —i

7-«

We notice that

E E =EI
a=l

T=C*

E E

(B.16)

7=1 a = l
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^v

- *

and (because 7 > a)
(B.17)
But

1

- Hv*)-IH:" Hv*)
and

«u-1 W 7 - 2 A - \

y<-r(a«-l)(

O - I J V T - " /

.„1

' -

2

M

(B.18)

V « - W \ 7 - a /

Furtherrr.

f(-rf Q u " 1 U 7 " 2 / l o > ) = ( - r f (""" 1 H 7 " 2 * 1
= (-r

a 0 + 7 - 2fta - 1
7-1

_ / 2ha - a,, - 1 \
V
7-1
/

(B.19)

where we have used (B.10) (because 7 > 1) and (when a,, > 2) the property
(B.20)
Putting everything together we get

We thus obtain
(B.22)
which is the expected relation.
This ends the proof of formula (2.21). Formulae (3.11) and (3.51) are proved in a similar
fashion.
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Introduction

Wn algebras have been introduced by Zamolodchikov in the contex of conformai field theories [I]. He added a primary field Wn of dimension A = n > j to the Virasoro algebra. He
showed that, with the requirement that the fusion rule of the new field is
[Wn] [Wn] = C[I] + D [Wn]

(1.1)

( D ^ O only for A > 4 and even integer), the new operator algebra obtained is not a Lie algebra
anymore. It is still a closed (associative) algebra in the sense that the number of primary fields
is finite.
In the Sugawara construction [2], the Virasoro algebra is realized by the second order Casimir
associated to the Kac-Moody (KM) algebra G = SU(JV),

J"(z) Jb(w) = if^

k
2(z-wf+

.--,

'"

(1 2)

'

abc

k being the level of the KM algebra and f
the totally antisymmetric structure constants of
SU(JV): T(z) ~~:J" Ja:(z). This realization corresponds to a central charge c = k dimG /(Jk +
JV) [2].
In a first paper, Bais et al. [3] generalized the Sugawara construction to the W-) algebra by
identifying the spin-3 field W3 = Q with the third order Casimir of SU(JV), Q ~ dabc :JaJbJc:.
However, in general a new primary field RA appears in the operator product expansion (OPE)
of Q with itself. This new primary field generates (by OPE's with Q) a ladder of other primary
fields of higher spin, so that the algebra obtained does not close. In order to have really a
representation of the W3 algebra, they have been forced to set the central charge to c = 2. In
that case, the field R\ decouples from the theory and the algebra closes to the W1 algebra.
To achieve other values of the central charge, they proposed [4] a generalization of the
Goddard-Kent-Olive (GKO) construction [5]. Usually, a coset Virasoro algebra is constructed
from two SU( N) KM algebras. For each SU(JV) one constructs, thanks to the Sugawara method,
the stress energy tensor. For the coset Virasoro algebra it is then defined by:

t(z) =

(1.3)

where the indices 1,2 label the two KM and the index "diag" stands for the so-called diagonal
SU(JV): J3 i a g = Jf + J% (of level fct + k2). The central charge of the coset Virasoro algebra is
c = c\ + c2 - Cdiag, that is
C =

N

+

k2 •

This construction is what one calls the — c r U \ f \ — —

(1.4)
coset. In the generalization of this

OV(JM Jfc, +/fc,

method to higher spins, Bais et al. have again met the generation of (an infinite number of) new
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primary fields, but they showed that, in order to avoid these new primary fields, it is sufficient
to set one of the two levels of the SU(JV) KM to one, whereas the second level is still free [4],
The super W) algebra (SWi) is a supersymmetric version of the W-)- It has been studied by
Inami et al. [6]. Like Zamolodchikov, they imposed the associativity of the algebra. Moreover
they imposed the super-fusion rule [CJ[CJ = [I] (Q is the spin-5/2 superfield and I is the
superfield identity: see chapter 2), and found that the SWj algebra must have either c — 10/7
or c - - 5 / 2 . For c = - 5 / 2 , the representation is not unitary and the W> algebra is not a
subalgebra of the SW) algebra.
Our goal in this paper is to provide a representation of the SW3 algebra, the spin-3 field being
(as in [3,4]) connected to the third order Casimir of a G = SU(JV) KM algebra. We fix the value
of the central charge to be c = 10/7 so that the results of Bais et al. are applicable (because of
the inclusion of Wi in SWt in that case). The SWi algebra also contains the Ramond-NeveuSchwarz (RNS) algebra for which a GKO construction have been done with the introduction
of free fermions [7]. Kac and Todorov [8] have defined "minimal representations" in the sense
that all the fields of the (RNS and Super KM) algebra are built from free fermionic fields. In
these representations, the value of the level of the super KM (G) is fixed and equal to the dual
Coxeter number of G, that is JV for SU(JV). The value of the central charge of the RNS algebra
is also fixed and equal to c = dim G/2: hereafter we shall call this method "the minimal model"
(although it does not correspond to a representatior of the SWj algebra).
Looking at these two inclusions (RNS and W3 algebras), one can see that an elegant way to
obtain a representation of the SW) algebra is to use the coset construction with one SU(JV) of
level one (to prevent us from new primary fields: Bais et al. point of view), the other SU(JV)
defined by its minimal representation (Kac and Todorov aspect). As we want to represent the
spin-3 field by the third order Casimir operator, we must take JV to be at least equal to three. A
beautiful fact is that for this construction (and JV = 3) the central charge (1.4) is just c = 10/7.
Moreover, the central charge (1.4) is an increasing function of Jfej, fc2 and JV (for JV > 1 and k\
and fc2 positive), so that Ic1 = JV = 3 and &2 = 1 are the only values from which one can hope
to construct a representation of the SW) algebra.1
Before achieving explicitly the coset construction in chapter 4, we will explain in chapter 2
how the super-fusion rule of the S Wi algebra is modified by the appearance of the new primary
super fields, associated to the bosonic field R4. We show them explicitly in the case of the
minimal representation (chapter 3). Finally, chapter 5 is devoted to the unitary highest weights
of SW3. In the appendices we set the definitions of contraction, normal ordering and operator
product expansion and remind some useful relations satisfied by the structure constants.

'This has also been remarked molt recently by A. Bilai [9].
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Superfields formalism and primary fields

The superfield formalism is an easy method for computing the OPE's in an operator algebra
(once one has supersymmetry). For this aim, we introduce a Grassmann variable 9 together
with the complex variable z and define the superfields depending on Z = (z, 9):
Identity:

1(Z)

= I(z) + 9 • 0

Stress energy: T(Z)
Kac-Moody:

=

(2.1)

-G(z) + 9-T(z)
a

J(Z)

a

(2.2)

= h (z) + 9 • J (z)

(2-3)

spin-5/2 field: Q(Z) = V(z) + 0-Q(z)

(2.4)

T h e i r s u p e r O P E ' s a r e d e v e l o p e d i n t e r m s of t w o i n t e r v a l s Z - W - z - w

+ 9-ip a n d 6 — tp.

F o r a g e n e r a l p r i m a r y superfield of d i m e n s i o n A ,

(2.5)

9 •

the OPE with the super stress energy T (2.2) reads
9

T(Z) *

(Z-W)2

-ip

Z-W

(2.6)

(with the covariant derivative D = d^ + <f> • dw) which is an elegant way of writing the four
OPE's of the component fields,
(2.7)

(z T(z)

W

= (A+ I)

dFA,L(w)

(2.8)

Z-Vl

(2.9)
(2.10)

G(z)

2 - u;

The SWa algebra contains in addition to the super stress energy T the primary superfield
Q of dimension 5/2 which obeys the simple super fusion rule
[2] [Q] =

(2.11)

The normalization constant C is choosen such that the coefficient of the identity in the OPE
of the bosonic part is c/3. The coefficients appearing in the super-OPE have been computed
by Inami et al. [6J. They also showed that associativity fixes the central charge to c = 10/7
or c = -5/2.
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The supersymmetrization of the algebra of Bais et al. where .R1 is not decoupled [3] (we call
this algebra in the following the "BBSS algebra"),
^n,...*

-

_ ? / ? _ , AT(U,)
(Z-W?
1

, OT[W)
~d2T(w)
io

'(Z-W)

+ —Î— (b'2d\(w) + — d3T(w) + i
Z- W \

15

(2.12)

2

will yield in addition to the family of the identity new families of primary fields. We followed
the notations of [1,10] for the regularized square of the stress energy,
(2.13)

10

and

16

(2.14)

5c+ 22

The central charge c can take any value.
In the supersymmetric case not only one, but two superfields TZ1J2(Z) = p7/2(z)+9-R\ ' '(z)
and 1Rx(Z) = R^ 2\z) + 9-p9/2(z) of dimension 7/2 and 4 respectively are created. Associativity
and superconformai invariance do not oblige to have both superfields, but the representation of
Q in terms of Casimir operator imposes in general the presence of the two fields. That means
that the fusion rule (2.11) is modified to
(2.15)

[Q)[Q] = C[T]

It is more instructive to give the OPE's in terms of the component fields rather than in superfields; in this case their fusion rules read:

Wl Wl = f [/] + £(/» -

(2.16)
s(9/2)l

14

(2.17)
(2.18)

which lead us to the OPE's
Q(z)Q(w)

=

2'i»
( - xoY
)4
(z

c/3

(z - wf
+I

1

(

32

(z- wY V

dT(w)
(* ~

. ^

,

+ — f r-^ ÔA M + z - u> \ 5 c + 22

K

'

15

+ -(/3 - Sa)dH(w)
28

(2.19)
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c/15
6(z-wY
20

14

(2.20)

(2.21)

*
In these OPE's the fields P and K are descendents of the supersymmetry current G:

P(Z) =
K(Z)

:TG:(z)-3-d2G(z)

(2.22)
(2.23)

=

and the bosonic field H is the only primary field of dimension 4 that can be constructed out of
G and T:
H(z) =:GdG:(z)- -O2TU) + 1T- A(z)
(2.24)
10
5c + 22
For the numerical factors a and /3 we used the notation of [6],
11
„
24
" - 4 c + 21
- l O c - 7
< 2 - 25)
In the superfield formalism the field H appears as part of the descendants of the identity. We
want to emphasize, however, that the bosonic field H has no superpartner, i.e. that the OPE
of G with H also contains poles of order 4 and 3:
G{Z)H[W)
v

=

ii
8
55 6 2

_

t P {z — wj-

z —w

32
32 a z — tu

(2.26)

The existence of a primary fermionic field x of either dimension 7/2 or 9/2, which together
with H forms a superfield, would imply that H is a null-field and decouple from the algebra,
producing an inconsistency.
The inclusion of additional primary fields (i.e. p7/2i R-\ > R-\
and pç>/i)2 defines a
bigger algebra, but in return the restriction on the value of c is released. The OPE (2.19) (or
'The reader should be aware that the primary field H is not an additional field, but belongs to the SW3
algebra!
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alternatively the fusion rule (2.16)) immediately reveals that the SWi algebra (c = 10/7 and
TZ7J1 — TZ1 = 0) contains the non-supersymmetric Wi algebra, because the factor (/3 - 8a) in
front of the field H vanishes exactly for this value of c. In contrast, the corresponding factor
(/3 - a) in the OPE of the fermionic component * (eqs. (2.20) or (2.17)) is nonzero so that the
W-!/i algebra is not a subalgebra of the SWj algebra - as can also be seen from the fact that
the W-,/2 algebra has c = -13/14!
The disappearance of the field H in the OPE (2.19) for c = 10/7 is important to us also from
a different point of view: It shows that only in this case the field Rx appearing in the BBSS
algebra (see eq. (2.12)) is the sum of the fields # ( ,' / 2 ) and J^ 9 / 2 ) ; indeed, comparing eqs. (2.12)
and (2.19), we find
Rx(z) = ~-R\""{z) + R1

for c = 10/7

(2.27)

In this way (because R^ 2' and Ry2' lie in different multiplets), the vanishing of the field Rx
directly implies the vanishing of the superfields TC7/2 and TZx. For other values of c, however,
this is not true because of the presence of the field H:
1 ,„

(2.28)

so that Ri is not a good field for supersymmetry, but has to soak up the anomalous behaviour
of H in eq. (2.26). An example where .R4 does not split directly into the components of two
superfields is given in the next chapter.
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The minimal model

As we have pointed out in chapter 1, the simplest way to supersymmetrize the BBSS algebra
is the minimal model, in which we introduce free fermionic fields of dimension 1/2, ha, where a
takes values in the adjoint representation of G = SU(iV), o = 1,.. .,dimG. Their contractions
are:
ha(z) hb(w) =

N

(3.1)

2 Z- W

In this representation the KM current J" is given b y '
,(z) - - — /

(3.2)

:/i h : \ « j

satisfying the OPE
Z — TO

O /"^

TU^ '

• - -

V •

)

As we see, in the minimal model, the level of the KM algebra is fixed to be fci = N. Because the
J" are defined in terms of the fermionic fields h", the contraction of these two fields is non-zero
and we get a super KM algebra:

=

if*

Z-IU

(3.4)

The stress energy tensor T\ can be obtained by the Sugawara construction in the usual way:

the last equality is due to the special representation we use. The value of the central charge is
then C1 = dimG/2, so that we know that we can't get in this simple way a representation of the
SW\ algebra. That means that we always get additional primary superfields as pointed out in
chapter 1 and the algebra does not close.
Following Bais et al. [3], we define the third order Casimir operator

<?,(*) = AAP* : Jf Jf Jf :(*)

(3-6)

which is a primary field of dimension 3, as well as the primary field of dimension 2
, ( z ) = <f*

-.J1J1I(Z)

(3.7)

The normalization constant M is in our case
^

=

27N2(N2 ~ 4)

the normalisation of the structure constants s-e Appendix B.
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Their OPE's with the fermionic field h" read

(z - wy

z-w
(3.9)

Z-UJ

whereas their OPE's with Jf is the analog of Bais'
J''(z)Qx(w)

=

^ Î ^

(3.11)
(3.12)

The fermionic fields allow us to extend the Virasoro algebra to the RNS algebra, where the
supersymmetry generator Gi can be constructed as

:h°hbh':(z)

= — :h°Jf:(z) = —f^

(3.13)

This supersymmetry generator has been constructed such that h" and J" form a super KM
current of dimension 1/2. The super KM algebra together with the RNS algebra form a closed
super algebra [8]. The action of Gi on Qi gives its superpartner of dimension 5/2,

(3.U)
with
*,(*)= -JV :A-C?:(z)

(3.15)

On the contrary, the OPE of G1 with QI does not obey one of the rules (29) or (2.10), that
means that Q° is not the bosonic part of a single multiplet, but of two with the dimensions 3/2
and 2, as it can be seen from
= 3-

-

Vl)2

T

Z-Vl

Z-W

"!"•••

(3.16)

where <t>"(z) and in(z) are primary fields of dimension 3/2 and 5/2 respectively:
(3.17)

= -d*1* (2:dhbJÏ:(z)- :

(3.18)

'Different factors with respect to [3] come from different normaliiation and hermiticity conditions of the
structure constants used here and in ref. [3].
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It is non-trivial that the third order Casimir operator (3.6) is suitable for supersymmetry. It
is first the observation that Qi hat a superpartner at all, eq. (3.15), and that this field 1P i
is indeed a primary field of dimension 5/2, that allows us to extend the BBSS algebra to the
superalgebra, defined by eq. (2.15) (here in the minimal model and in the next chapter for the
coset construction oi tne SWi algebra).
If we focus our attention to the fields Q 1 and "S1, their mutual contractions (2.19), (2.20)
and (2.21) will make appear the new primary fields which we have introduced in chapter 2. In
the minimal model they have the form

n

P711

=

(7/2)
I

_

R1

-«P1

24

+

55/2

^ :
. , l

W

W

f

:

+

_ ^ _ :

(3.19)

Q\:-\

:<

(3.20)

Q\: + 1 8

(3.21)

„

180

•.•.hadhb:

-4)

and
--O2T1 63

67

:

1

;

15

" ::hadhb:

-4)

+ -PdP1 7

JK1
6

1
" 7JV

(3.22)
To conclude, we remark that the fusion rules of the KM currents with the fields belonging to the
BBSS or the Wn algebra (as well as their supersymmetric versions) make appear new primary
fields. These new fields imply that one can't define the semi-direct sum of these algebras, but
has to consider a bigger one.
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Coset construction for the SW3 algebra

After we have seen in the previous chapter that we can use the third order Casimir operator
Q; for a supersymmetric extension of the BBSS algebra, we can hope that also the coset
construction in [4] can help us to build a representation of the SW1 algebra. As we have pointed
out in chapter I1 the coset construction leads to the central charge 10/7 when the first SU(3) KM
current is taken in the minimal representation (3.2), where k\ = 3, and a second independent
SU(3) KM current J1 is introduced with k2 = 1:
(4.1)

*"(*) AM = Jf
Let's keep for a moment JV and k2 arbitrary:
Jn{z\jHw)

= if'"'

+ — —-

h

(4 21

GKO [7] have given the supersymmetry current for this coset construction (a tilde on the fields
means that they belong to the coset -algebra),
G(z) =

(4.3)

7

with the normalization
(4.4)
The coset field Q is [4]

Q(z) =
-6N(N+

Ic2)(N

-6N3:J%Qa2:(z)}

(4.5)

that is a primary field of dimension 3 under the coset stress energy tenser f (1.3). Taking into
account the different normalizations with respect to [3,4], we have
B= [jN2(N

+ k2)2(2N + k2f(N2-4)(N

+ 2k2)(5N + 2k2)\ '

(4.6)

As we have expected, this field has indeed a fermionic partner of dimension 5/2 under the
supersymmetry current G (4.3),
*(*) = 12k2):h"Qadilili:(z)}
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The field Q[\]iit is constructed as in eq. (3.7), with the field J\ replaced by /,ji.in- One can show
that this is indeed a primary field *br T by realizing that * has as an element of the coset zero
contraction with T,ijaK,
Tdiag(z)*(u)) = 0
(4.8)
and that each of the fields : h"Qf :, h"Q% and : h." Q°img: is primary under (T, + T 2 ).
We want to avoid to give the fields 7^7/2 and TZ^ for the coset construction. They are already
complicated in the minimal model and one does not learn more in this case. We have checked
that these fields indeed disappear, when we set N = 3 and k? = 1. So we are left with the
OPE's

«•>«w - £§ •

(z-wf

( z - w)2 \5\

-

v

10

2

_ i _ ( J.dA(w) + I a 3
Z -W

\5l

V

'

15

2/21

1 T(w)

(z - u;)5

3(z-u)) a

(4.9)

1 ÔT(w)
6(z-w)2

^—^ (—AM
+ —d'2T(w)
+ v ;
+ (z-u,)
- w) \iô6 v '
20
34

(4.10)

1 8G(w)
2(Z-W]

Z-W

\30

3 (z - w):)

) + £*(.))+...

(4.11)

To any field $(z) of dimension A, we associate its modes $ „ :

(n taking integer values in any case except for the fermions of the Neveu-Schwarz sector where
they are half-integer). The OPE's allow us to compute the commutation relations of the modes
(by contour integrations). For the SWi algebra we obtain:
[Ln, Lm] = (n-m)Ln+m

[Ln, Gr] =

+ —n(n -

l)Sn+m

(~r)Gn+r

[Gr, G,} = 2 LT+, + ^(T2 - ^)Sr+3
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(2n-m)Q r l + m
(n-m)

[Q,.,

I ~{2n2 - nm + 2m2 - 8)I n + m + ^ Arl+rn 1
^ 30

51

J

2
2
—n(n
- I)(n
-4)5 I ,4
v
A

252

{G r ,* 9 }

=

(4r-n)*r+3

=

Qr+,

'

3
Wn, «r] = --^-(l6r
-4n 3 -12r 2 n + 8rn2
v

480

=

^ (6r2 + 6s2 - Srs - 9) Lr+S + ^ A r +
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Unitary highest weight irreducible representations of SW3

We have already seen how the inclusion of the RNS and the W-) algebras in the SW) algebra
(for c = 10/7) have helped us to guess which coset construction to use for the representation
of this algebra. Concerning the unitary highest weight irreducible representations (UHWIR's)
of the SW) algebra, these inclusions allow us to compute them very easily.
On the one hand, the W) algebra is included into the SW3 algebra, so we know that the
UHWIR's of SW) are among those of W3. On the other hand, the RNS algebra is also included
into the SW:! algebra, so that the UHWIR's of SW3 are among those of RNS. Thus, we deduce
that the set of UHWIR's of SWi t s included in the intersection of these two sets.
We want to show that all the terms in the intersection are UHWIR's of SW3. To show this,
we first have to prove that all the h in the intersection are highest weights of the SW3 algebra.
Then, we must demonstrate that these highest weights are irreducible. For all these studies, we
divide our considerations into two parts: the Ramond and the Neveu-Schwarz case.
Let us take a state in the intersection, say \h,q>. Because it is a highest state of W3, this state
is such that
Ln \h, q>

=

0 for n > 0 and Lu \h,q> = h • \h, q>

(5.1)

Qn\h,q>

=

0 for n > 0 and Q1, \h, q> = q • \h, q>

(5.2)

whereas the fact that it is a highest weight of RNS imposes (in addition to (5.1)) 5
(5.3)

G r \h,q> = 0 forr > 0

To prove that we have a highest weight of SW1, we look at the action of * r (r > 0) on this
state \h, q>. For that, we express * in terms of G and Q, the decomposition depending on the
sector we are working on.
In the Neveu-Schwarz sector, we have:
[Gr , Q n ] = (4r - n ) * r + n

i , Qn]

(5.4)

So that we get (for n > O)6
[Gi,

=
=

0

Thus, every term of the Neveu-Schwarz sector in the intersection of the UHWIR's of the W;\
and RNS algebras is a highest weight of SW3 algebra.
"For the Neveu-Schwaii sector r is half-integer; for the Ramond sector r is integer.
'"'The cue n = 2 should be treated separately; in fact taking G | and Qi instead of G^ and Qi one proves
that it satisfies the same relation.
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In the Ramond sector, the demonstration is quite similar, it yields the same result as the
Neveu-Schwarz sector: all the terms are highest weights of SWn algebra.
We now look at the irreducibility of the representation associated to \h,q>. If this representation were not irreducible, there would be a state \h',q'> of the intersection of the UHWIR's
of W) and RNS and an operator O of SW:t, such that
for one

(5.5)

This would lead to the consequence that \h,q> is a null-state (because it is a highest weight
state obtained as a descendant of another one [H]), in contradiction with the fact that it is an
element of the UHWIR's of Wi and RNS.
Thus, the intersection of the UHWIR's of the W:i and RNS algebras is the set of UHWIR's of
the SWi algebra.
We now compute this intersection to give the highest weights of SW-». The UHWIR's of the
RNS algebra are given by the formula [12]
(5-6)
with
1 < P < m - 1 , 1 < p' < m + 1
where m indices the central charge of the RNS algebra
C =

8

2

m>3

(5.7)

Those of the Wi algebra are [10]
A/, W

>\ - 3[(n+ l)(r+ r') - n(s + a')] 2 + [(n+ l)(r - r') - n(, - a')] 2 - 12

A(r,r, j , , ) -

I2n(n+1)

^

with r, r', s, s! positive integers such that
r +r'<n-l

; s + t' < n

n labelling the central charge of its unitary representations
n>4

(5.9)

The highest weights of the W3 algebra are in addition eigenstates of Q0 with the eigenvalue
q =
9n(n
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Notice that we have the symmetry
A(r, r'; a, a') = A(n - r - r', r; n + 1 - a - a', a) = A(r', n - r - r'\ a', n + 1 - a - a')
q(r, r'\ a, a') = q(n - r - r', r; n + 1 - a - a', a) = q(r', n - r - r'\ a\n + I - a - a')
and the additional symmetry when r = r' (or a = a')
A(T-, r; 5, a') = A(r, r; a', a)

and

5(1-, r; a, a') - -q(r, r; a1, a)

(5.10)

The intersection of these two sets for m = 12 and n = 6 (that means c = 10/7) gives fifteen
terms. These fifteen terms are the highest weights of the SW:) algebra.
We give them in tables 1 (NS sector) and 2 (R sector), indicating for each of them the value
of (p, p') which is in the fundamental domain of the RNS algebra
and

p— p

(5.11)

even

or
l<p'<P-l

for

l<P<-(«-l)

l<p'<p+l

for -(m+l)

< p < m - 1 (5.12)

and one of the value of (r, r'; a, a') which corresponds to q > 0. We have also showed the value
of q. Note that although we have m even, the R-vacuum does not appear.

h

(P, P')

(r,r';s,a')

0
1/14
1/7
5/14
6/7
11/7
20/7

(U)
(5,5)

(l,l;i,l)
(2,2;2,2)

(7,7)
(11,11)
(5,3)
(11,9)

(i,i;2,i)
(2,2;1,3)
(1,1;3,1)
(1,1;3,2)

(7,3)

(1,1:3,3)

0
0
±2/7
0

±4
±6
0

Table 1: The UHWIR's of the SW3 algebra (Neveu-Schwarz sector)

h
1/14
5/14
9/14
3/2

„ /51
(P, P') (r, r'; a, a') 9 - V T
(8,9)
(2,2;2,2)
0
0
(2,2;1,3)
(4,3)
(2,2;2,1)
± 16/7
(8,7)
(2,2;i,l)
0
(4,1)

Table 2: The UHWIR's of the SW3 algebra (Ramond sector)
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It is remarkable that we have twice as many states in the NS sector as in the R sector.
Our result does not agree with Bilal's conjecture [9]. Considerinp the "maximal nca-diagonal"
modular invariant (( Ds, E 6 )-type) [13] of the c = 10/7 superconlormal algebra,
(lXlr

+X7r +

+ fcr + XTr + Xl Ir f +

+ X8r|2)

(5.13)

in which the characters %3 ^ X belong to the NS sector, the \ to the R sector, he interpreted
the non-diagonality of eq. (5.13) as the influence of the bigger symmetry S\tyt. He found the
values for h in the Ramond sector
ft —

1
U

•

5
14

9
3
• ~~, "~
14 2

in remarkable agreement with table 2. For the NS sector, however, he finds the values

h = 0, 1 , i, 1
14'

7

14

We see ohat h = 6/7, 11/7 and 20/7 are missing in this list. We believe therefore that the
modular invariant (5.13) is not diagonal in terms of the characters of the SW3 algebra, but of
an even bigger (yet unknown) algebra that might contain the SW3 algebra as a subalgebra.
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Contractions, Normal ordering and OPE's

We want to recall here the definitions used by Bais et al. [3] for normal ordering of bosons,
as well as the generalization of these notions [14].
We take two fields A(z) and B(z), and develop their product in terms of poles and zeros in
(z-w)

r=l

In general we give in the OPE's only the irregular part, replacing the finite terms by dots:

The contraction and the normal ordered product are then defined as
A(z)B(w)

=

(z- w

:AB:(w) =
We extend the notion of normal ordering to:
:A(z)B(w):= '

-wY Zr(w)

so that we have (note that : AB : (z) ^: BA : (z))
A(z)B(w)
:AB:(w)

= A(z)B(w)+

:A(z)B(w):

=

:A(w)B(w):

=

Um (A(z) B(w) - A(z) B(w))

For more than two fields, we have the recursive definition
: A , i 4 2 . . . A p : ( * ) =: A1(Z) : A2 .. .Ap:: (z)

It is then possible to prove [3,14] the following relations
A(z):BC:(w)

= j

:AB:(z)C(w)

=

-^-^ (A(z)B(x)C(w) +

éABB(x)A(z)C(w))

:A(z)B(z)C(w):+eABB(z)A(z)C(w)-...

(e.iH being equal to - 1 if A and B are fermions, to 1 elsewhere). To make rearrangements in
normal ordered products of more than two fields, we have used these formulae (the commutators
are understood as graded):
:A:BC::

= eAC :C :AB:: -eAC ::[C, A]: B: - :A:[C,B]::
= ::AB:C: + :C:[A,B]: -eAC ::[C,A]:B: - :A:[C,B]::
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B

Normalization of the structure constants of SU(iV)
We take an hermitian representation of SU(iV):
f ;n

rb 1

IVn i •'ml -

1i tab

I

re

,

»,

r«/,i+m + £

—cube

°n+rn

The totally antisymmetric structure constants of SU(JV) / afrr are normalized such that 7
fabrfbcd

= Nbad

The Jacobi identity reads:

In SU(JV)1 there is also a totally symmetric tensor called dafcc, which satisfies [15]
JV
fab Jed? i fad jceb

, fae Jfbd

n

The structure constants obey the following simple products:
fxa fyb fzr
I
i/J 2 J I

_
—

_^_ rabr
- I

It is also useful to compute the products of four d's and / ' s .

/"\fvl\f"\f

'r''

=

-

-(dabIdxcd-dacIdM-dadxdlbc)

=

If2 - 4 rad jxbc
2JV

diavfvb2dzcifUx

~{dacj:dxM-dabxdTcd-dadxdlbc)

=

In the special case N = 3, we have the additional relation for the product of two d's
_ gabgcd + fcjxbd
7

+

fad jxbc

There is no difference between upper and lower indices; we u»ed this notation for clarifying the summation.
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1

Introduction

Recently 1,2,3,4], it has been remarked that the usual Sugawara construction and the
GKO technics were not the only ways to realize the Virasoro algebra from a Kac-Moody
one G{z). Replacing the canonical form Sah : Q"Qb : (z), itself directly related to the
Casimir of the finite dimensional Lie algebra G generated by Qa (a = l,..,dimC?), by the
general expression L,,b • Q"Qb : (z) leads to new solutions for the stress energy tensor.
Among these constructions, unitary continuous realizations with rational central charge
have been obtained for the algebras SU(2), [1,2] and SU(2)2 x 5^(2J 2 [4].
Generalizing this approach to the supersymmetric case, we present in this letter a
continuous set of solutions for the TV = 1 superconformai algebra. These solutions, based
on a fermionic realization of SU(2)2 x SU{2)2 correspond to the value c = j of the central
charge. They are connected to a free boson and a fermion in the same way the c = 1
solutions for 5(7(2) | [2] are related to a free boson on a circle.
The organisation of this paper is as follows. We give in section 2 the master equations
for the N = I superconformai algebra built in terms of fermions. We start by solving
the master equations in the case of SU(2)2 and show that no new solutions exist (section
3). Then we study the SU{2)2 x SU(2)2 case (section 4). In this algebra, the SU{2)
diagonal subalgebra is of level 4, and one may wonder whether the SU(2) i solution of [2]
could admit a supersymmetric extension : the answer is negative. Finally, we consider the
whole SU(2)-2 x SU(2)2 algebra and obtain a two parameters family of solutions for the
N = I superconformai algebra corresponding to c = 3/2. These solutions are naturally
expressed in terms of one boson and one fermion, as can be expected. We conclude this
short exposure by briefly indicating the points which deserve some development.

2

The master equation for the super Virasoro algebra

We start by considering a N = 1 super Kac-Moody algebra (based on a finite dimensional Lie algebra Q) in its "minimal" representation [5]. Then, the fermionic generators
tl>"(z) {a = l,...,dim£) satisfy
ja(z)1>b{w) =

with

= G"11

(2.1)

while the bosonic ones Q"(z) read

Q°(z) = -iq°f\ : ^ V : (0
nbr

(2.2)

a

where f
are the structure constants of Q and q some normalization parameters.
The most general spin-2 field one can construct is:
T(z) = Mab : dil>ai>b : (z) + Fabcd : ipaipbtj}rrpd : (2)

(2-3)

and the most general spin- j field reads:
G(z) = Habc : TI)"XI> %I)C : (?) + Eadi)>a(z)
245

(2.4)

Because of the anticommuting character of the fermions, we can suppose F and H to
be totally antisymmetric tensors, but we point out that M has a priori no property of
(anti)symmetry. Demanding the fields T(z) and G(z) to form the superconformai algebra:
c/2
( 2 — U))

2

Z-Vl

(2—

W)'

;

(2.5)
(2.6)

2 (z -

(2.7)

(2 — u;) 3

leads to the equations 1 :
A/,, j

+ Gap{Maa + Maa)Mp0 (2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)

= 48 C'C* Grr FQaicFp^rf + 6 G"

9

(2.11)

2

En
TI
tlttj-f

=
z=

(2.12)

GGapGhqMabHapa
OvI /r^aP/^t^t9
&*± Lr
LT

TJ
TP
_l_ O /^ a P
•"«Mrk-^^'viqp i ^ Lr

(2.13)
(2.14)

O =
O =

ap

fa

a

(2.15)

—Ma\nHq

(2.16)

3G G ^aO6M9P-G ^aMap
av

3G

(Hau()M

1

ap

O = G ( M a Q - M a a ) F p + 12G'

HabcFrq

(2.17)

with a central charge given by
(2.18)
Note that (2.12) indicates that Ea / 0 if and only if M is not symmetric. To simplify the
equations, we set
gab = ^_8ab
(2.19)
and introduce the "reduced" tensors
(2.20)
Fabcd

Fat,cd

—

(2.21)
(2.22)

=

y Aa E

'A bracket [..] on indices means that one has to antisymmetrize these indices.
J,(a6-6o)
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(2.23)
Fot instance, [oh] —

r
The set of constraints (2.8) to (2.17) becomes:
1

MnJ

=

6 F,ulhcF,ba<i + ~ Mtll>F,*.lba

Fn.^/,

=

9 Fa^ajF^f,]^ —

f,,j

(A/

(2.24)
(2.25)
(2.26)

— - HnnbH,)(,„+ 3 Hn,iaEa
4
_^_

Q

(2.27)
En

-

(2.28)

- MabHbaa

(2.29)
(2.30)

f\

TT

O =

- H,,abMba - ÊaM,ta

O = 0

=

Tp

[Ha[naM^a

-

{Man - Mna)Êa

(2.31)

Ma[nHa^a)

(2.32)

+ 3 HabcFcbaa

(2.33)

It is easy to show that imposing Mab — Sat, and F = O, reduces the enuations to be:
Êa = 0

(2.34)
4

(2.35)

abc H bed = ~q&ad

Hab,Hcde + HucHrac + HdacHdK

=

0

(2.36)

with c = jdimÇ/. A solution is, of course, Habc — ^fabc, with fabc the structure constants of
G- When Q admits a complex structure J, another solution is given by Habc = \j'à^b ^c fwLet us study the particular case (diagonal ansatz)
(2,37)

Mab = Pa &ab

With this condition, the equations (2.24) to (2.33) become:
(2.38)

3

3

— — ~
no

(2.39)
1/7
9 V3 "

\—
J a i
o

(2.40)
^^

(1-, + fig) Fag^s = -fia [HaaaHa^t + HaayHafg

+ HansHa6-,)

(2.41)

with
(2.42)

Ê, = 0

(2.43)
(2.44)
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Equation (2.42) shows that H satisfies the Jacoby identity iff F = 0. In other words,
the tensor H is related to the structure constants of the algebra Q only in the case where
F = O.
Now, we focus on the cases of SU{2) and SU(2) x SU{2). Note that for SU(N), the
level of the minimal representations is k = N, with Xa = N and qa = jj- (a = 1, ...,N* — 1).

3

Study of SU{2)

The miniTial representation of this Kac-Moody algebra has a level k = 2. Since there are
only three different indices, Fabrd — 0 and Habc — heahc with Ei23 = 1. Then, the master
equations lead to:

J1 = ^

(3.1)
(3.2)
(3.3)

and the most general solution for 5(7(2)2 is
T(z)

— - : dtj}0^" : (:

G(z)

=

-

: (z)

(3.4)
(3.5)

with a central charge c = | ( 1 + 2fia/u").
This solution is nothing but the usual Sugawara construction with background charges
H" (a = 1,2,3). Note that the background charges may be viewed as a "minimal deformation" of the usual Sugawara construction: here, this is the only authorized deformation.
Let us point out that, although we already know that deformations of the usual Virasoro
algebra are allowed in the case of 5(7(2) for k = 4 only [2], one might think that deformed
super Virasoro constructions are possible, keeping T(z) untouched while modifying G(z):
the above calculation shows that this is not the case.

4
4.1

Case of 5î/(2) x SU(2)
The subalgebra SU{2)4 in SU(2)2 x SU(2)2

As we have two SU{2) algebra of level 2, we can construct an SU(2) algebra with level 4
by taking the diagonal part of 5(7(2) x 5(7(2). In this case, we already know a continuous
deformation of the Virasoro algebra in terms of bosons. Expressing these bosons in terms
of the fermions of the two 5l/(2)'s, one obtains a solution of the equations (2.24) and
(2.25):

248

T-i

with

Ait,

i

i
3
1
•f'1256 =

/X| = /J4 = 2(s 2 + si)

(4.1)

M-' = MS = 2(S) + 3;,)

(4.2)

M3 = Ms = 2(s, + s 2 )

(4.3)

(plus permutations)

(4.4)

(plus permutations)

(4.5)

(plus permutations)

(4.6)

The indices a = 1,2,3 label the first SU(2) whereas the second is indexed by a = 4,5,6.
Si, S2 and s:) are given by2
=

- ( l + 2cos/3)

/3G[0,2TT]

(4.7)
(4.8)

s,

= l(l+2cos(/?

+-))

(4.9)

We have not been able to find a solution to the othe.. equations that keeps the parameter
/3 free. This is not surprising, because the central charge of this solution is c = 1 and
correspond to a free boson: as we want supersymmetry, we should have a free boson and
a free fermion, i.e. a central charge c = 5.
However, our fermionic approach allows to easily recognize the Z2 orbifold on which
can be defined supersymmetric symmetries [6]. Looking at the stress energy tensor of the
theory:

T{z) -= 2s, : V - V W : (

2s :
3

-S1 (: 0V V = (*)

-S 3 (: W V = (*)

(4-10)

and introducing the spin-1- boson:

(4.11)
it is easy to show that we have
T(z) = ---.

(4.12)

''There is a normalization factor of -/2 in the definition of the Q"(z) with respect to the result given in
[2]-
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with
d<t>(z)d(j>(w) =

-1

(4.13)

(z - vif

In other words, we have identified the boson introduced in [2] in terms of the fermions
of our representation. We already know [2] that this boson is compactified on a circle of
radius R — -4=cos(^ — | ) . In the construction we present here, we remark that, choosing
an opposite periodicity for the fermions of the two 5'{7(2)'s, one has d<f>(z e'2lr) = — d(j>(z).
This is possible for a boson only if one has identified <p with —<\>. Thus, in that case, <f>(z^
is compactified on a Z2 orbifold.

4.2

SU(2)2 x 517(2)2

To get c = | , we introduce the solution proposed in [4] for3 SU(2)2 x SU(2)2 (we have
choosen O1, = 1 and Og = 0 in the notations of [4]):
F 1245 =

-sin/3

(e = ±)

fia =

-(I + ea cos/3)

/i^ =

1

and

(4.1.
for

0 = 1,2,4,5

(4.15)
(4.16)

fj.e = 0

with the notation Mnb = fJ.a6ab and ex = eA = 1 = —e2 = —es. The central charge is then
c = j , and we can find a solution for H and E that satisfies all the equations (2.24-2.33):

iev/2 . 0
#325

=

—sin(-)

(4.17)

~jT" C C

(4.18)
(4.19)

Ea = O Vo
The solution takes the form:

T(z) = icos2(

-sin 2 (-) (:
A

• A

/1 / 2 / 4 / 5

— e c o s ( - ) s i n ( - ) iiptbibib
V
2
2

G(z) =

,

!

(4-20)

: + 2

- (sin(-) : V'1

4

=)

(4-21)

Note that the choice Oa = 1 imposes V^(2O to play a special role: if we had choosen Og = 1,
then V*''^) would have been particularized.
Although this solution admits for T(z) a K-conjugate [3] f(z), obtained by exchanging
the two SU(2) and replacing /3 by /3 + w:

f(z) = iCos2(f ) (:
''From now on, we write only the non-vanishing tetms of the tenaois, with the convention that F and H
ate totally antisymmetric
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1
+£cos(-)sin(-) : y1
2

T(z)

+

V'

2

f(z) =

(4.22)

\V:

(4.23)

this conjugaison cannot be extended to G(z). Defining:
{
r<t \
(
/P\
/6 ,2 ,-> , • / ^
,6,1,
Cr(Z) — ~ I — c o s ( - ) : w V) W • + e s i n ( - ) : w V) w

(4.24)

V

2V
2'
2'
we remark that T(z) and G(z) give also a realization of the super Virasoro algebra, but
G(z) is not the K-conjugate of G(z):
G(z) + G(z) * -i :
(4.25)
Now setting
84>{z) = ecos(-) : V-V :

sin(-) :

= ±)

(4.26)

d(j)(z) appears as a free boson of spin 1:
-1
(z-«0*
= 0

d<f>{z)d<t>{w) =

(4.27)

d4(z)il>3{w)

(4.28)
(4.29)

W

In term of <j>(z) and ip3(z), T(z) and G(z) rewrite:
T(z)

=

G(z)

=

--:

d<j>d<l> : (z) + - :

: [z)

(4.30)
(4.31)

-:^

We have a theory of one free fermion and one free boson compactified on a circle (fermions
of the two SU(2) of the same periodicity) or on a Z2 orbifold (fermions of opposite periodicity), which has be related with the classification of the superconformai theories with
Note that Tc-\(z) = — ~ : d<j>dcj> : (2) satisfies the Virasoro algebra with a central charge
c = l. It is the (c = 1) solution given in [4] for SU(2)2 x SU(2)2, expressed in terms of
fermions.
Finally, (4.30) and (4.31), together with (4.24), show that one can introduce a new free
parameter 0. Denoting (in the case where the fermions are of same periodicity):
#(z) = cosfl ip'3(z) + sin0 V6(z)

(4-32)

a new class of solutions appears:
T(z)

=

G(z)

=

--:

(4.33)
(4.34)

\:

In other words, we have a free parameter for each field of the theory.
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Conclusion and outlooks

We have given the master equations for the super Virasoro algebra, expressed in terms of
fermions only.
In the case of SU{2)2, there is no new solution.
In the case of SU(2)i x SU(2)2, we have obtained a two parameters continuous deformation of the usual Sugawara construction with c = j . These new solutions are related
to the theory of one boson and one fermion [7]. A more detailled study of the problem
is under consideration. An exhaustive classification of the solutions satisfying the master
equations has also to be performed.
One should also compute the master equations for the superconformai algebra constructed from both bosons and fermions.
Finally, the problem of complex structures and N — 2 superconformai algebra deserve
to be treated in this framework.
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1

Introduction

Recently [1,2,3,4Ji it has been remarked that the usual Sugawara construction and the
GKO techniques were not the only ways to realize the Virasoro algebra from a Kac- Moody
one. Replacing the canonical form 6ai, : BaBb : (z) - itself directly related to the Casimir
of the finite dimensional Lie algebra Q generated by B" (a = l,..,dim(7) - by the general
expression LnI, : B"Bb : (z) leads to new solutions for the stress-energy tensor. Among
these constructions, unitary continu is realizations with rational central charge have been
obtained for the algebras SU{2)A [i,2] nnd Sf7(2)2 x Sf/(2) 2 [4], the last one leading also to
a continuous realization of the super-Virasoro algebra [5]. In t'.iis note, we want to extend
such a general construction to the case of a superalgebra.
Note that the Sugawara construction of the Virasoro algebra from a simple Lie superalgebra has already been performed [6], As can be expected, solutions have been obtained
for superalgebras admitting a second degree Casimir operator, or in other words for superalgebras provided with a Killing form1 (such algebras belong to the class of br,sic classical
superalgebras [7]). It seems therefore natural to wonder whether new solutions could be
obtained by relaxing the Casimir condition.
The superanalogous of the SU(2) algebra being the OSp(I |2) orthosympletic superalgebra, it is this example that we will study in some detail. However, we give in section
2.2 the Master equations (i.e. the equations to be satisfied by the coefficients of the spin 2
field candidate to the stress-energy tensor) in the case of any superalgebra. There are at
least two other reasons to insist on the OSp(I |2) case. First, informations on the Virasoro
algebra representations have been obtained from the algebra SU(2) only, higher dimensional Lie algebras occuring in extended conformai algebras, or WN algebras. Secondly,
the coset construction OSp(I |2)/Sp(2) gives rise to the minimal representation!) of the
Virasoro algebra [8j.
Of course, the Master equations for OSp(I|2) lead in particular to the general Sp(2){
- or SU(2)4 — one parameter solution already discovered in [I]. But a new one parameter
solution can be detected for the OSp(I |2)_|. It involves the fermionic generators of this
superalgebra: see section 3. Surprisingly enough, this set of solutions corresponds, as in
the SU(2) case, to the value k = 4 of the level of 0Sp(l|2), which remains a mysterious
value.
' We recall that the simple Lie superalgebras with non-degenerate Killing form are the following ones: the
unitary SU(m\n) (m # n), the otthosymplectic OSp(2m\2n) (m ^ n + 1), OSp(2m\2n+ 1), OSp(2\2n), and
the exceptional F(4) and G(3) superalgebras.
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2
2.1

The Master equations for superalgebras
Definition and notations

VVe start by considering an affine Lie superalgebra Q. This superalgebra is decomposed
in its bosonic Gn and fermionic G\ parts as:
= Gi>® Gi

(2.1)
(2.2)

with

[Go,Ç<t]cQo

Cn is generated with bosons Ba(z) (a = 1, ...,dimGu) and Ç/i with fermions F3\z) (j =
1, ...,dim(/i). They satisfy the contractions:
Cab

B-{,)#

- in V

(2.3)
(2.4)

a

(z — w)2

z —W

(2.5)

where f"br are the (totally antisymmetric) structure constants of Ç/u, while the structure
constants g and h satisfy:
a

= hkia

(2.6)

The central terms ka are the levels of the bosonic algebra GM- The central extension terms
e are antisymmetric, due to the fermionic character of the fields F'.
As G is a Lie algebra, the (graded) Jacobi identity is satisfied by all the generators
B" and F3. As far as the structure constants / , g and h are concerned, this leads to the
identities:

For the central extension terms, it reads
(2.11)
Notice that in the case of a basic Lie superalgebra G (i.e. a contragredient simple Lie
superalgebra in the Kac's classification [7]), the central terms ka are independent of the
index a on each simple part of the bosonic subalgebra Go of G256
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2.2

The Master equations

The most general spin-2 field one can construct from the generators of Q is:
T{z) = Lab : B"B" : (2) + M,k : F]Fk : (z) + P,P^a{z)

(2.12)

The normal ordering we use is defined as the regularization of the product of two fields:
: A(z)B{w) : = A(z)B(w) - A{z) B{w)
: AB : (u<) = : A{w)B(w) : =L~bm': A(z)B(w) :

(2.13)
(2.14)

It is not commutative; in particular, we have2
:[B°,Bb}:(w)
:{Fj,Fk}:{w)

= ir\ÔBc{w)
= iVkrdBc{w)

(2.15)
(2.16)

Then, thanks to the terms dBa(z) in T(z), we can suppose that the tensor L is symmetric,
whereas M is antisymmetric:
Lab -

and

(2.17)

M]k = — Mk

The coefficients Pa are usually called the screening charges. Notice that, a priori, there is
no reason for the screening charges to simply lead to a shift of the central charge as soon
as one considers solutions which are different from Tlt(z). It may happen that some (new)
solutions of the Master equations exist only with non-vanishing screening charges. On the
other side, screening charges cannot be added to any solution: this is just the case in the
GKO construction.
Demanding the field T(z) to be a stress-energy tensor:
(z — w)2

(2.18)

z — w (z — w Y

leads to the Master equations:
Lna
Miy
Pn

= knLnaLaa - LabLrdfbrJad3
~ M]kMlmhm\tika
- iPa(Lnbfab:i + 1
db
db
+Labrd(Lacf 3
+ L3J a) + MiKgJo1[L^3
+ Laahk'a)
= 2LabMjkgk\g*y
- Labga\(Mxjgbky
- Myjgbkx) - 2MxkMmek" +
+M]khj'a{Mxlgkay - Mylgk°x) - iPa{Mxjga\ - Mv]gajx)
= kaPaL\

+

%

-kaLabLacf^ + iMjkLaae'kga^
ia

+ LabPcfacJdbn

(2.19)
(2.20)

+

+MikPag Lh

kl
a

(2.21)

with a central charge
c = kaLa° + 2ejkMjk - 6kaPaPa + {kd - ke)LabLcdfbcJead
+UkaLabPJabc + 4(fca kb)LabMjkgaj,h'kb
-see [9] and [10] for more details
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2.3

First properties

VVe first look at the K-conjugate of the solutions [4]. Let us recall that if T,,(z) denotes
the usual Sugawara stress-energy tensor of Q (with no screening charge) and if T\(z)
is a solution to the Master equations, then T,(z) admits a K-conjugate T2(z) in G if
T>(z) = T11(Z) - T\(z) is also a solution of the Master equations. Such a definition is valid
for G being an algebra or a superalgebra.
Setting
T1(Z) = Lab : BaBb : (z) + Mjk : F1 Fk : (z) + PadBa(z)

(2.23)

a direct computation ^hows that
OT2(W)
(Z ~ W)2

Z-W

»

(Z-W)*

+

^
Z -

W

(2.24)
'

with
c2 = C1, + C 1 - 2(kaLaa

2eikMjk)

+

(2.25)

where C11 and C1 are the central charges of T0(Z) and T\(z) respectively.
Thus, T\(z) admits a K-conjugate if and only if it has no screening charge: P11 — 0 Va.
Note that, due to the existence of this K-conjugate, one can associate to each solution
of the bosonic Master equations for Gu, a new solution for G- More explicitly, if T\(z) is
a solution in Qui depending on a free parameter A (and with no screening charge), then
T'x(z) — T()(z) - T\(z) will be a new solution in G, depending on A: an example of such a
property will be given in section 3.
We focus hereafter to the case of the basic superalgebras (BSA). For these superalgebras, the central terms ka are constant on the parts where the structure constants do not
vanish, so that (2.21) becomes
Pa

=

db

kaPaLa«+L

df

a

+ MikPagiathkla

(2.26)

and the central charge equation simplifies to
c = kaLaa + 2eikMjk - 6kaPaP"

(2.27)

Note that (2.27) is just the generalization of the central charge c = kaSabLab of the Master
equations for Lie algebras. Coming back to the K-conjugate, one sees that in the case of
the BSA's, the central charges of two K-conjugates are related through
C1 +C2 = C0
which is the same formula as the usual central charge for the GKO method.
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3
3.1

Case of OSp(I|2)
The commutation relations of 0Sp(l\2)

Let us study the particular case of OSp( 1|2). This BSA is the simplest superalgebra.
It plays a fundamental role in the theory of superalgebras as SU(2) does in the theory of
Lie algebras.
The bosonic part of OSp( 1|2) is a (non-compact) Sp(2) algebra, and its fermionic part is
the fundamental representation 2 of Sp(2), so that there is three bosons and two fermions.
As Sp(2) is a simple Lie algebra, there is only one bosonic central extension k, which also
appears in the contraction of two fermions. In the Cartan basis, the contractions read:
B+(z)B~(w) = -2

B*(w)

Je

B\z)B\w)

=

B\z)B±(w)

= ±

(3.1)

(z — w)2

z —w
A/2

(3.2)

(z - wf

(3.3)
F~(w)

(3.4)

Z-W

z—w

(3.5)
F+(z)F+(w)

= 2 ^ ^

F+(z)F-(w)

=

F'(z)F-(w)

=

z—w

2k

(3.7)

(z — to) 2

z —w

(3.6)

Note the sign in the contraction B+(z) B (w) which expresses the non-compacity of the
bosonic part. This is also enlighted by the factor i involved in the definition of the bosonic
step operators:
B (z) = i (Bx(z) ±iB (z)j
(3.8)
The bosonic part Sp(2)k of the affine superalgebra OSp(I |2)fc allows us to diagonalize the
matrix Lat,, whereas the antisymmetry of the Mjt's leads to only one free parameter:
Lab = Sa&ab a n d

= fi

(3.9)

Then, the stress-energy tensor takes the form:

T(z) = Ç S j : B1B' : (z) + p (: F+F~ : (z)- : F~F+ : (z)) + PaÔBa(z)
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The Master equations turn into:
fcs'f + 2(S1S2 + S1S^ - S2Ji;,) + (4(1 - I)S1 + 8/T = 0
ks22 + 2(s 2 s, + S2Si - s,s-i) + (4/i - l)s 2 + 8/T = 0
ksft + 2(SiS1 -t- SjS2 - SiS2) + (4(J, - l)s : , + 8/X2 = 0
(4* + 6)/x2 + (M = O
(ks{ + S2 + s:, + 2fi - I)Fi = 0
s, + sA + 2fi- I)P 2 = 0

(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)
(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)

with a central charge
= k (s, + s2 + s-, + Sfi- 6(P12 + Pj + P12))

(3.18)

Notice henceforth that (3.14) is independent from the other equations. It shows that
fi can take only two values: /JL = 0 or fi = ~ ; ; k + 3 ' ^ e nee( ^ n o * *° treat explicitly the
case y. = 0, since it corresponds to the case of a Sp(2)t algebra, which has already been
studied [2]. Thus, we just sum up the results in the table below. Note however that the
discussion is the same as for /J, = — 2,2l, -,* •
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1

31 — 3-2 — S.) — S

Sugawara Sp(2)k with screening chr ges

1
S I

—3-2—3

3

~2
k(k + 2)

fc + 2 3"
2(fc-l)

3\ — 3()

GKO for coset

•3 = 0

a» = 7
k
c = l - 6fcP32

^ p

Pi = P 2 = 0

P 3 free

(3.19)

Sugawara f/(l)/c with screening charge
ail s different

s, = i ( l + 2cosa)
52 = Yj ( 1 + 2cos(a —g-)J

Pa = 0 Va
a £ [0, ^]

s.) = Yj (l + 2cos(a + x ) )
C = 1

Continuous solution for Sp(2)A [1]
= O : Case of

3.2

Solutions of the equations

In order to completely solve the equations, we examine three different cases (with
fi — — 2/21* \ ) . In the first case, the coefficients 3j are all equal; in the second case, two
of them are equal, and in the-last case, they are all different.
• 3\ = 32 = 3;\

=

3
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The equation on 5 is a second degree equation, whose solutions are:
S+

=

2
2k+ 3

(3.20)
(3.21)

{k + 2){2k + 3)

Inserted in (3.15-3.17), these solutions allow us to show that the Pa's (a = 1,2,3) are free
parameters when s = J + , whereas they must be set to zero when s = s^. Note that S+
corresponds to the usual Sugawara construction for superalgebras (with screening charges
Pn), and 3- to the GKO method for the coset OSp(l|2)<./Sp(2)*: (no screening charge
allowed). The corresponding values of the central charges are
(3.22)
c_

=

—

(3.23)

(Jb + 2)(2Jfe + 3)

• S, = S 2 = S ^ S 3 = S11

Equations (3.11) to (3.13) become
(fc + 2 ) s 2 - ( l +

=o

2*+ 3'

• - 2s2 = 0

(3.24)
(3.25)

The first equation leads to s = s± (see first case), and the second equation (together with
S0 T^ s) imposes
-3

fc(2fc + 3)

when

+ 2)(2Jfc + 3)

(3.26)

3=s+
when

8 = 8-

(3.27)

In the first case (a = s+), all the P 0 's must be set to zero. The central charge takes the
value
C

(3 28)

( ' = ^ = 2TT3

This solution corresponds to the coset

-

OSp(l\2)k/U{l)k-

In the second case (s = s_), Pi is a free parameter, whereas Pi and P 2 vanish, except
when Jb = 1. This distinguished value Jk = 1 has to be related to the vertex representation
at this level. Setting P1 = P2 = 0, we find for the central charge:
(Jfe+l)(Jfc
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2Jfe

(3.29)

We have the "coset"

r

OSp(l\2)k/{Sp{2)k./U{l)k\.

• Sj all different
Setting CF - st + s2 + s.i and E = sf +• â2 + sj, we rewrite the equations (3.11-3.13) as
(k - 4)s'î + {4a + 4/j. - l)sj + (S - <r2 + 8/x2) = 0

j = 1,2,3

(3.30)

To have all the s/s different, we must set all the coefficients of this second degree equation
to zero. Thus, there is a new solution for
(3.31)
1
13
"=4-^44

(3.32)
137

(3.33)

(447

If we set (j. = 0 one recognizes the new solution (for 5p(2) t ) exhibited in [2]. In some sense,
the solution for OSp(l\2)i is a deformation at fi ^= 0 of the solution of Sp(2),.
In terms of s}, this reads

52

=

13
132
13
132
13

(3.34)
2ir,
2irx
)

(3.35)
(3.36)

with a free parameter. The screening charges vanish, except for the cases a = 0,
which correspond to the coset OSp(l\2)4/[Sp(2)i/U(l)i\.
The corresponding value of the
central charge is
c=

~

(3-37)

Due to the Zs-symmetry between the coefficients S1, 32, s:), one can restrict a to be
in [0, j ] . Then, this new solution appears as an interpolation between the coset solutions
OSp(l\2),/{Sp(2)4/U{l)4]
(a = 0) and OSp(l\2)4/U(l)^ (a = f ). Because of the free
parameter a, we call these new solutions "continuous" solutions.
We sum up these results in the following table:
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r
= $2

=

S\ = 3

Pa free Va

2ifc
2k
2k+ 3

+ P^ +

Sugawara 0Sp(l\2)k with screening charges

{k + 2){2k + 3)
! + 5)

GKO for coset

=

S2=S

Pa = O Va

SP(2)k

•3 —

(k + 2){2k + 3)
P1 = P2 = 0 P 3 free
(fc+ ! ) ( * +3)
(fc + 2)(2fc + 3)

GKO for coset

2
• s = „• . o

s

2(fe + l)(fc + 3)
k(k + 2)(2fc + 3)

2fc
ife + 2

'•

(Sp(2)k/U{l)k)

_3
o = ,Jfe(2Jfe
/ » , +. -s
3 ) Pa = 0 Va

-3
2Jfc + 3

GKO for coset
s

all different

0Sp(l\2)k

= O Va

ÎM + 6 C O S a

= ^ + |cos(a -

)

ae[O,f]

New continuous solution for O5p(l|2),
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Using the K-conjugation property (see section 2.3), one can show that each solution of
the first table (fi = 0) admits a K-conjugate solution in the second table (fi = -J-T _>). In
particular, the K-conjugate of the continuous solution in Sp(2)i is the continuous solution
in 0Sp(lj2),, the two free parameters being such that aOs,,(i\2) = «.sP(-2) + ""•

3.3

Study of the new solution

We have remarked that the new solutions for 5p(2) 4 and OSp(I |2)4 take the same form,
the second one being a "perturbation" of the first one at fi ^ 0:
cr(fi)

~

<r(fi = O) — fi

1
(0) = 4
with E(O) =

with

S(^i) = E(p = 0) - 8/i2

(3.39)

<

16

From this point of view, it is natural to look at the solution with central charge
3

14

(3.41)

Indeed, ~-JY corresponds to a non-unitary minimal model of the minimal model series [11]
c(p,q) = 1 -

(3.42)
pq

whereas <i direct computation shows that this is not the case of the theory c = ~Y[- The
c = — j | theory is obtained for p = 11 and 9 = 6:
-3

(3.43)

= 1+c ( 1 M )

The continuous solution for OSp(I|2) 4 appears as the sum of a theory of a free boson
(c = 1, case of 5p(2) 4 ) and of a model of the non-unitary minimal series. We list below
the conformai weights of the primary fields of this minimal model:
-1

-7

-2

-3

1

11"88"33"W
57

7

loo

25
33

14

13

7

25

6

I Î 8 8 3 3 8 8 Î Î
125

ÎÏ 88

52 25 217
33 ÏÏ 88

8
3

39
11

(3.44)
(3.45)

Finally, we remark that the two continuous solutions [ft, = 0 and j j ) can, through the
K-conjugation, be added to obtain the usual Sugawara construction for OSp(I|2).|. This
theory has a central charge c = yy which does not belong to the minimal series, but, by the
virtue of the above remark, it can be associated to a theory of two bosons and a minimal
model:
Co= JY = C(/O + c ( 0 ) = ! + ! + ( - - )
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(3-46)
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have first established the Master equations for an arbitrary superalgebra. We have checked that, when there is no screening charge, to each solution of the
Master equations corresponds a K-conjugate solution.
Then, focusing on the basic superalgebras, we have exhaustively computed all the
possible solutions of the OSp( 1|2) algebra. In particular, a new class of solutions depending
on a continuous parameter has been found for a level k = 4 of OSp(I |2). We have shown
that such solutions are related to a non-unitary minimal conformai model. Furthermore,
each of these solutions is K-conjugate to a continuous solution of the SU(2)A case given
by [i].
Following [1], it is tempting to find a realization of these solutions in terms of vertex
operators. Unfortunately, whereas in the bosonic case, such a realization is ensured by
the embedding S f (2)4 C SU[Z)] [1], the corresponding property does not hold anymore
in the case of OSp(I|2)|. Indeed, it is the Z2-symmetry of the Dynkin diagram of S f (3)
which induces the existence of an SU{2) subalgebra with Dynkin index 4: this leads to
the embedding of S f (2)., into S f (3)i.

0—0

0

with the symmetry

a «-+ 0

(4.1)

But it does not seem possible to embed OSp( 112)^ in a bigger simple affine superalgebra
of level k = 1. For example, S f (l|3)i is the smallest simple affine superalgebra containing
S f (3)i, but it contains only OSp(I|2)i. Moreover, there exists a Dynkin diagram for
Sf(I|2) of the type [12]
with the symmetry

(4.2)

which can be compared to the Dynkin diagram of S f (3) - but with fermionic roots <g) now.
However, the Z2-symmetry gives again rise to OSp(I|2)i. The solution of this problem
might be given by using ghost fields [13].
Finally, let us remark that as in the S f (2)^ case, we have found a one parameter
continuous set of solution, while in the S f (2)2 x S f (2)2 case leading to the super-Virasoro
generalized construction [5], two parameters continuous solutions have been obtained. One
may think that the dimension of the set of solutions is related to the dimension of the
Cartan subalgebra of the considered (super)algebra.
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Conclusion
Dans le cadre des théories conformes, nous avons présenté dans cette thèse une généralisation
des algèbres de Kac-Moody à des algèbres définies sur des supervariétés compactes M x G/v, dans
le but d'étudier les algèbres conformes étendues. Ce sujet est en plein développement, et, en guise
de conclusion, nous présentons les différents axes de recherche possibles.
Tout d'abord, suivant les résultats obtenus pour l'algèbre RNS, il devrait être intéressant de
construire des modèles de type WZW basés sur des algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues. Sur ce sujet,
la niéthode dite des orbites coadjointes, qui fait directement intervenir l'opérateur de dérivation
définissant le cocycle, semble bien adaptée.
D'autre part, un deuxième type de modèles joue un rôle fondamental dans les théories conformes
à deux dimensions: ce sont les théories des champs de Toda. Au niveau supersymétrique, ces
théories font intervenir des superalgèbres de Kac-Moody (basées sur des superalgèbres de Lie). Il
serait donc intéressant de construire les cocycles de superalgèbres de boucle.
D'un autre point de vue, la construction des algèbres Wn à partir d'algèbres de Kac-Moody
étendues peut aussi être approfondie. Dans ce cadre, on pourrait envisager une approche par la
transformation de Muira, qui elle aussi fait intervenir des opérateurs différentiels.
Ensuite, les propriétés mathématiques des algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues restent encore à
développer. Par exemple, le concept de système de racines, tout comme les représentations en
opérateurs de vertex devraient apporter de précieux renseignements sur ces algèbres. Il reste aussi
les torsions (twists) de ces algèbres, qui n'ont été qu'abordées dans le premier chapitre de cette
thèse.
Enfin, on peut imaginer que nos algèbres de Kac-Moody étendues constituent un premier pas
en direction des "algèbres de Lie continues", algèbres de Lie contragrédientes et Z-graduées. Ces
algèbres contiennent une sous-algèbre de Cartan de dimension infinie, ainsi qu'un système de racines
continu. Les algèbres de Kac-Moody usuelles, ainsi que les champs de vecteurs d'une variété font
partie de cette classe, et il ne fait pas de doute que nos algèbres en sont des cas particuliers. Notons
sur ce point que des systèmes dynamiques non-linéaires associés à ces algèbres continues conduisent
à des modèles intéressants.
Finalement, dans le cadre des constructions de Sugawara généralisées, des questions fondamentales restent pour l'instant sans réponse.
Tout d'abord, pourquoi le niveau k = 4 joue-t-il un rôle si particulier dans de telles constructions
(voir les cas S{/(2)., et OSp(l|2)4) ?
Est-ce que le nombre de paramètres libres de ces constructions est lié à la dimension de la
sous-algèbre de Cartan de la (super)algèbre considérée (1 dans le cas de SU(2)\ et OSp(l\2)i, et
2 pour SU(2)-2 x 5i7(2)2), ou au nombre de champs de l'algèbre conforme construite (un champ
pour l'algèbre de Virasoro, mais deux champs pour l'algèbre RNS) ?
Est-ce que toutes les théories conformes peuvent être construites par cette méthode ?
Pour répondre à de telles questions, il faut sans doute étudier de manière plus approfondie les
solutions trouvées, et aussi construire de nouvelles réalisations pour des algèbres du type Wn ou
SC(N).
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